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Executive Summary 

Purpose While the nation’s 1,700 largest corporations pay billions of dollars in 
taxes, do they pay all they owe? To address this question, the Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) audits these corporations under its Coordinated 
Examination Program (CEP). Of the sizable sums IRS auditors recommend 
in additional taxes, how much is collected after appeals and litigation? 
What factors reduce amounts collected? And what is the status of IRS’ 
ongoing changes to CEP to address those factors? This report, the third in 
response to a request by the Chairman of the Permanent Subcommittee on 
Investigations, Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, focuses on 
these questions. 

Background Taxes paid by CEP corporations play an important role in funding 
government programs. Excluding refunds, these corporations each year 
pay income taxes of about $55 billion. Nevertheless, IRS’ revenue agents 
annually recommend that they pay billions of dollars of additional 
taxes--roughly two-thirds of the total recommended from all IRS audits. 
Thus, it is easy to understand why IRS considers CEP to be its most 
important audit program. 

CEP consumes about 20 percent of IRS’ total audit resources. Yet the 1,700 
audit staff years devoted to the program are modest compared to the 
formidable task of auditing the 1,700 largest, most complex corporations, 
Given this task, CEP audits may not start for several years after the return 
is filed and take several more years to be completed. 

Corporations may challenge the recommended tax assessments in IRS’ 
Office of Appeals and the courts. IRS estimates that CEP corporations 
appeal 80 to 90 percent of the recommended taxes. ms’ Appeals settles 
almost 90 percent of those amounts, with the remainder going to court. 
These recommended taxes are assessed only after the corporation agrees 
to them, the corporation does not respond to the deficiency notices, or the 
Tax Court rules on them. Because GAO found that these corporations 
almost always pay what they are assessed after the appeals process, GAO in 

this report considers assessed taxes to be equivalent to collected taxes. 

CEP audits, unlike most other IRS audits, are conducted using a team 
approach. A case manager, at the GS-14 level, may be responsible for 
several CEP audits. An on-site GS-13 or GS-14 team coordinator supervises 
one or two revenue agents assigned to the audit. The team coordinator 
may call on engineers, economists, international specialists, and revenue 
agents in other districts-all of whom report separately to their 
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supervisors. CEP audits are planned, staffed, and managed at 59 of IRS’ 63 
district offices. IRS’ National Office provides overall direction. 

GAO’S review included database analyses, surveys, and in-depth case 
studies. GAO computer matched two IRS databases to calculate the 
percentage of taxes recommended by CEP teams that was eventually 
collected. One database provided data on taxes recommended from CEP 

audits closed in fiscal years 1983 through 1991; the other showed taxes 
collected from those audits, after any appeals or litigation, as of the end of 
fiscal year 1992. GAO surveyed 308 IRS and corporation officials involved in 
all 108 CEP audits that closed agreed at audit or appeals levels and 
recommended at least $30 million of additional taxes in fiscal years 1989 
through 1991. 

Using various criteria, GAO judgmentally selected 12 of the 108 audits for 
case studies. The 12 audits accounted for $1.5 billion of the $8.5 billion of 
recommended taxes in the 108 audits. For the 12 audits, GAO reviewed 
documents and interviewed key luzs and corporation off&Gls. Overall, GAO 

interviewed 85 corporation and IRS officials in 5 regions, 7 districts, and 
the IRS National Office. 

Results in Brief IRS’ mission is to collect the proper amount of taxes at the least cost to the 
federal government and taxpayers. However, due to the complexity of the 
tax law and the conflicting incentives that IRS employees face in 
administering the law, it is impossible to determine the proper amount of 
tax that should be collected through CEP. GAO computed that, historically, 
IRS has actually collected 22 percent of the additional taxes that IRS 

revenue agents have recommended in CEP audits. GAO does not know what 
the proper amount should be, but believes that it is reasonable to assume 
that collecting 22 cents per dollar leaves room for improvement either in 
the audit recommendation process or in the appeals process, or both. 

Another avenue for improvement lies with simplifying the tax code. 
Reducing tax law complexity would improve the collection rate while 
benefiting both IRS and taxpayers. Both would have more certainty about 
what the proper amount of tax should be, which would reduce tune spent 
on audits and in appeals. The complexity and ambiguity of the tax code 
causes legitimate differences in interpretation. This has resulted in IRS 

repeatedly auditing some of the same issues and taxpayers repeatedly 
disputing IRS’ audit findings. 
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Neither the appeals process nor litigation have proven effective in 
resolving recurring issues. GAO found that 14 tax code sections accounted 
for 45 percent of 12,000 disputed issues facing IRS’ Appeals Office as of 
September 1992 and for 57 percent of the $99 billion in disputed dollars for 
those issues. GAO believes that IRS should more aggressively seek 
legislative changes to resolve recurring disputes. 

The tax system also creates a tension in seeking a proper balance between 
the tax administrator’s need for information and the taxpayer’s burden in 
providing information. Such information often involved much earlier tax 
years-sometimes over 10 years prior to the audit. Recognizing the tension 
issue, GAO noted instances in which CEP audit teams’ legitimate needs for 
taxpayer-provided information were not met. GAO aho noted instances in 
which taxpayers were permitted to introduce information in the appeals 
process that was not made available to the CEP audit teams. GAO believes 
that IRS needs better tools for obtaining legitimately needed information to 
ensure that audit recommendations for additional taxes are adequately 
supported. 

IRS revenue agents and appeals officers face conflicting 
measures-measures which create incentives that contribute to the large 
gap between taxes recommended and taxes collected after appeals. 

l IRS agents are charged with protecting the government’s revenue. They are 
instructed to make their audit recommendations without deviating from 
IRS’ legal positions or considering the hazards of litigation. A key measure 
of the work of the Examin &ion function as a whole is the amount of 
additional taxes recommended per audit hour. 

. Appeals officers, on the other hand, are charged with resolving tax 
controversies without litigation to the extent possibIe while being fair and 
impartial to both the government and the taxpayer. They are instructed to 
consider the hazards of litigation and may concede the recommended 
taxes in part or in whole on that basis even if their decision deviates from 
an IRS legal position. In measuring the Appeals function as a whole, IRS 

focuses on the number of cases settled without litigation, 

GAO recognizes the merit of both objectives but believes that adding the 
common measure of dollars collected to the existing measures for each 
function would better balance the incentives in the overall system and 
contribute to an improved collection rate while permitting each function 
to continue pursuing its primary objective. 
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GAO also noted opportunities for improvement through changes in the way 
IRS allocates and brings CEP resources to bear, trains revenue agents to 
enhance their knowledge of the industries they audit, and controls the 
coordination between Appeals and other IRS functions. These 
improvements would supplement the 10 changes to CEP that IRS approved 
in 1990 and that GAO also views as being needed. 

GAO’s Analysis 

CEP’s Collection Rate An important output measure is the amount of additional taxes collected 

was Low 
as a result of CEP. CEP corporations vohm~y pay about $55 billion in 
income taxes annually. Because of limitations in IRS’ databases, IRS did not 
know how much additional revenue was actually collected as a result of 
CEP audits. 

GAO worked with IRS’ data to compute the collection rate. GAO'S computer 
match of taxes recommended in fiscal years 1983 through 1991 showed 
only a 22 percent collection rate. Specifically, IRS collected $7.1 billion of 
$32.4 billion in recommended taxes. Assuming a collection rate of 22 
percent for fiscal year 1992, CEP'S $16 billion in recommended taxes would 
eventually yield $3.5 billion. Because IRS’ data were incomplete, this 
22-percent rate could be too high or too low. Accounting for other factors, 
such as claims for net operating losses and refunds, would allow LRS to 
compute a more accurate collection rate. (See pp. 30 and 34-35.) 

IRS has been developing a system and new measures to track CEP'S results. 
While new measures are needed, GAO believes IRS’ efforts will be enhanced 
if IRS also accurately measures the collection rate over time. (See pp. 
33434.) 

Although CEP corporations voluntarily pay $55 billion in taxes each year, 
no one knows whether this is the full amount owed. Appeals’ settlements 
on disputed taxes cannot be used as a measure of the amount owed by CXP 

corporations or their ultimate compliance. Appeals can settle for a lower 
amount of taxes if it believes litigation would be too risky or that the CEP 

team’s recommendations were not adequately supported-regardless of 
whether a corporation complied with the tax laws. Determining 
compliance is also confounded by ambiguities in the tax law. To fully 
estimate the potion of taxes owed but not paid, IRS would have to audit all 
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tax issues on a sample of CEP tax returns and be assured that it had 
properly interpreted the tax law. IRS does not do this largely because of 
time and resource constraints. (See pp. 35-37.) 

Examination Factors 
Reducing the 
Collection Rate 

CEP Director Did Not 
Control Field Resources 

The CEP Executive Director did not liave authority to control the budget 
resources needed for effective CEP audits. Instead, this authority resided 
with the 69 IRS district offices, where CEP competes with other programs 
for resources. 

GAO found that this lack of central authority has allowed districts to 
redirect resources fkom CEP, leaving CEP teams ill-equipped to 
comprehensively audit enormous corporations that have become more 
complex and diversified. Funds for travel, training, and private sector 
experts were insufficient. (See pp. 45-60.) 

DecentmlizaGon also limited the impact of the 10 changes IRS approved in 
1990. The changes focused in better communication, training, and 
supervision. GAO found that IRS had not consistently implemented the 
changes in the 59 Districts participating in CEP. GAO believes these changes 
have potential but that such potential will not be reached if 
implementation continues to vary across districts. (See pp. 4345.) 

A program as large and important as CEP is less likely to succeed without 
central control over resources and staff allocation. Centralization, 
however, need not encompass all aspects of CEP cases. IRS may choose to 
leave authority for specific case decisions in the hands of District officials, 
who tend to know more about the cases. 

CEP Productivity 
Measures Provided Little 
Incentive 

IRS mainly measured CEP's productivity by the amount of additional taxes 
that audit teams recommended per hour. This measure encouraged CEP 

teams to recommend as many taxes in the shortest time possible, even if 
doing so meant bypassing audit steps or not waiting for missing data 
Relying on this measure has contributed to a low collection rate, 
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inefficient uses of CEP resources, and unnecessary burdens on Appeals and 
corporations. 

Also, focusing on recommended taxes as a measure provided little 
incentive for CEP teams to meet with Appeals officials before the appeals 
process to explain their audit findings or to meet afterwards to determine 
why Appeals did not sustain their recommended taxes. Although not 
required by IRS for all nine appealed cases that GAO reviewed, only four 
teams met with Appeals beforehand, and none met with Appeals after the 
case was settled. CEP team members said such meetings would take time 
and reduce recommended tax amounts. (See pp. 5(X3.) 

IRS’ Methods to Obtain 
Taxpayer Data Did Not 
Always Work 

CEP teams and corporations may disagree on the types and amount of 
information needed for an audit. Some 1~s requests for information may be 
overly broad or vague. Other requests sought information from many years 
ear-her, which complicated efforts to satisfy the request. Recognizing these 
pitfalls, CEP teams still need a certain amount of information to determine 
whether all income is reported and ah deductions and credits are 
allowable. 

GAO found that two methods CEP teams have to obtain needed taxpayer 
information-information document requests and summonses--did not 
work well. For example, 85 percent of CEP team coordinators responding 
to GAO’S survey reported they did not receive requested information from 
corporations in a timely manner; 30 percent said they had to close audits 
without receiving all requested information. Without such information, CEP 

teams could not fully support their recommended taxes, resulting in 
Appeals ruling in favor of taxpayers’ positions. 

Rather than providing CEP teams with needed data during the audit, about 
half of the corporations GAO surveyed said they introduced new data in 
Appeals. For example, in two case studies where this occurred, Appeals 
conceded disputed adjustments of about $30 million. CEP officials said they 
would not have recommended some of the taxes had they received the 
data during the audit. 

GAO believes that IRS could use better tools to encourage corporations to 
provide requested data in a timely manner. For example, corporations that 
do not provide requested data to CEP teams without reasonable cause 
could be prohibited from using the data at Appeals. (See pp. 53-57.) 
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Revenue Agents Need to 
Have Knowledge of the 
Industries They Audit 

IRS did not encourage CEP revenue agents to specialize in auditing certain 
industries. Instead, IRS rotated them on about a &year schedule to different 
corporations that often involved different industries and different 
accounting standards and issues, GAO believes that rotating agents among 
corporations is necessary to reduce potentiaI conflicts of interest But 
rotating them to audit corporations in different industries hindered their 
ability to fully develop audit issues that could be sustained in Appeals. 

Over one-quarter of the corporate survey respondents said they were 
dissatisfied with the audit team’s knowledge of their industry. Similarly, 15 
of 23 CEP officials from the case studies said revenue agents often lacked 
the necessary industry knowledge. GAO supports allowing revenue agents 
to specialize in certain industries but recognizes that such a policy may 
increase travel costs and would not be practical in every district. (See pp. 
57-59.) 

Appeals Factors 
Reducing the CEP 
Collection Rate 

Mismatched Goals Set the 
Stage for a Low Collection 
Rate 

Appeals’ mission is to settle tax disputes without litigation while being fair 
and impartial to both the government and the taxpayer. CEP teams are 

charged with protecting the government’s revenue and instructed to make 
their audit recommendations without considering the hazards of litigation. 
Given complex tax laws, these mismatched goals laid the foundation for a 
low collection rate. 

Specifically, IRS' measure for CEP encouraged CXP teams to recommend 
more taxes. Appeals focused on settling cases. This focus encouraged 
appeals officers to negotiate settlements on a portion of the taxes that CEP 

teams recommended to avoid the probabihty of losing all such taxes in 
court Settlements also avoided overloading the courts as well as incurring 
the costs and time of litigation. 

Adding a common measure for both functions, such as the collection rate, 
would better balance these incentives. A common measure would enhance 
communication so that CEP teams are less iikely to recommend taxes that 
Appeals will not sustain, while Appeals would be more likely to sustain 
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supported tax recommendations. Applying this measure only to CEP audit 
teams would undercut the incentive to communicate. 

Also, because IRS has litigated few CEP cases, an imbaIance seemed to exist 
in resolving disputed issues. Knowing this, corporations could negotiate 
settlements in Appeals from a stronger position. If IRS were to show more 
willingness to litigate, its negotiation stance could improve. However, GAO 

recognizes that litigation imposes burdens and risks, and resource 
constraints may preclude any significant increase in litigation. 

Appeals’ settlements do not set a precedent for resolving tax disputes 
beyond those disputes on which the settlement is reached. Without 
legislative changes that will resolve the disputes or litigation that sets a 
precedent, the same disputed issues get appealed year after year, creating 
rework for all affected parties. As of September 1992, Appeals had I2,OOO 
disputed issues, worth $99 billion in adjustments, waiting to be resolved. 
IRS officials did not know the potion associated with CEP but believed that 
most were. Of the 12,000 disputed issues, GAO found that 5,279 (45 percent) 
involved just 14 tax code sections. 

GAO believes that IRS needs to focus more attention on proposing legislative 
changes that would stem recurring issues and improve administration of 
tax laws as welI as the collection rate. Legislative solutions to recurring 
issues could reduce burdens on corporations and IRS as well as expedite 
the audit and appeals processes. (See pp; 64-69.) 

Internal Control Lapses in Appeals’ controls to ensure coordination with other IRS functions did not 
Appeals Gave an Edge to always work or exist in the cases GAO reviewed. Insufficient coordination 

CEP Corporations gave an edge to CEP corporations and led to inconsistent settlements. 
Speciiicahy, corporations had an advantage during negotiations whenever 
Appeals 

l used new evidence submitted by corporations after audit without letting 
CEP officials evaluate it and 

l settled issues contrary to IRS legal positions without obtaining the views of 
the Office of Chief Counsel. 

More coordination within IRS may raise concerns about Appeals’ 
independence to settle tax disputes objectiveIy and impartially. On the 
other hand, more coordination does not need to undercut Appeals’ 
independence and authority. In fact, coordinating on new facts and legal 
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interpretations before settling a case, while adding some time, can be 
viewed as upholding objectivity. (See pp. 69-75.) 

Recommendations To better ensure that IRS meets its mission and improves the CEP collection 
rate, GAO makes recommendations to the Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue in chapters 2,3, and 4, including the following: 

l Provide the CEP Director with authority over CEP resources in the districts. 
. Expand measures in CEP and Appeals to include consideration of a 

common measure, such as the collection rate. 
l Increase revenue agents’ knowledge of specific industries in which they do 

CEP audits. 
l Ensure that Appeals seeks CEP teams’ evaluation of new information from 

corporations and coordinates with Counsel officiakz before conceding 
taxes in opposition to ms legal positions. 

l Propose legislative changes that wilI permanently resolve more recurring 
tax disputes. 

l Use the 22 percent collection rate, when needed, until IRS has corrected 
the databases for accurately tracking CEP collections. 

l Test ways to measure CEP corporate compliance. 

Comments In a January 11,1994, letter, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
provided comments on a draft of this report. 

The Commissioner agreed to implement some recommendations but not 
others. For example, she opposed using the 22 percent collection rate 
when estimating and testing ways to measure corporate compliance. She 
agreed with recommendations on CEP audit teams, except for giving the 
CEP Executive Director line and budget authority. GAO still recommends 
this authority for allocating budget resources but made language changes 
to clarify its position on line authority. GAO did not intend that the CEP 

Director control all aspects of CEP, such as specific case decisions. 

Finally, the Commissioner agreed with GAO'S recommendations on better 
controls and clearer Appeals’ summaries as well as resolving recurring 
issues by proposing tax law changes. However, she did not agree with 
some suggestions for balancing incentives in the Appeals process. GAO still 

believes that more balance is needed in the incentives but recognizes that 
this goal can be achieved through different means. 
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The Commissioner’s comments on recommendations and report sections 
and GAO’S evaluations of these can be found at the end of chapters 2,3, and I 
4 of the report. Appendix VI contains IRS’ complete comment letter and an 

i 

interspersed point-by-point GAO evaluation. i 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The mission of the Internal Revenue Service (IW) includes coIlecti.ng the 
proper amount of taxes at the least cost. In doing so, IRS attempts to 
minimize the burden on taxpayers. Driven by this mission, IRS audits the 
majority of tax returns filed by about 1,700 of the nation’s largest 
corporations. Excluding any refunds, these corporations vohmtarily pay 
about $55 billion in annual income taxes. 

These relatively few audits, compared to the 1.1 million individual and 
corporate audits done annually, account for the majority of IRS’ additional 
recommended taxes (65 percent in 1992) from ah IRS audits. But how much 
of the additional taxes recommended are truly owed and will be collected 
after any appeals or litigation? 

IRS’ Compliance In 1966, IRS established the Coordinated Exam&&ion Program (CEP) to 

Program for Large 
audit the nation’s largest and most complex corporations, each with assets 
usually exceeding $250 million. IRS established the program because of the 

Corporate Taxpayers growth in these corporations during the 1950s and 1960s and because of 
the realization that IRS’ traditional “one case, one agent” approach no 
longer resulted in effective tax audits of large businesses. 

IRS’ Examination Division is the function responsible for CEP. IRS has 

organized CEP in a decentralized manner with Examination staff located in 
59 district offices. Examin ation staff in IRS’ NationaI Office provide 
program direction and oversight. Figure I. 1 shows CEP’S decentmlized 
organizational structure. It shows that the highest ranking official in 
cEP-the Executive Director -does not have Iine authority over CEP audit 
teams. Rather, the district director and Examination division chief in each 
district evaluate the performance of CEP audit team members and control 
the budget and staffing resources needed for CEP audits1 

IAs of March 1994, IRS was considering additional changes to CEp’s organization. For example, CEP 
may be expanded to include all corporations with assets greater than $10 million. We have not 
evaluakd these proposed changes. 
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Source: Prepared by GAO on the basis of IRS documents, 

IRS’ compliance program for CEP corportions can involve more than the 
CEP audits in the Examination Division. In addition, IRS’ Office of Appeals 
and Office of Chief Counsel, along with the federal court system, can 
affect the additional taxes ultimately collected. 

The CEP Audit Process To determine which large corporations to select for CEP, IRS scores income 
tax returns on various criteria, such as corporate structure, assets, and 
income. Once IRS selects the CEP corporations, it uses a team to audit each 
one because of the complexity of the corporations and their tax returns. 

A CEP audit team usually has an on-site GS-13 or GS-14 team coordinator, 
one or more revenue agents, and specialists. A team coordinator directs 
the work of the agents and reports to a GS-14 CEP case manager, who 
usually oversees several audits. Specialists-such as actuaries, 
economists, engineers, and international and industry specialisl-work 
with the team but do not report directly to the case manager. Rather, 
specialists report to their own managers. 

The Industry Specialization Program (HP) provides technical advice and 
information to CEP audit teams. As of 1993, it had 25 industry specialists 
and 7 issue specialists. They identiify tax issues within major industries 
having audit potential and heIp revenue agents treat tax issues as well as 
taxpayers consistently. These specialists, however, have no line authority 
over the agents. ISP specialists also assist the Office of Chief Counsel in 
proposing legislative changes and developing revenue rulings and 
procedures. 

CEP audit teams usually remain on-site at the corporation’s headquarters 
for extended periods. The team generally examines two or three annual 
tax returns in a single audit cycle; each audit cycle takes an average of 2 to 
3 years to complete. Although the time lag varies, teams generally begin 
auditing CEP returns 5 to 6 years after they are filed. IRS is attempting to 
reduce the time lag by auditing more CEP returns over the same audit 
cycle. 

According to IRS procedures, a CEP team plans its audit by reviewing the 
corporation’s tax returns, financial statements, historical data from past 
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audits, and other pertinent documents to identify potential areas of tax 
noncompliance. These areas of potential noncompliance are referred to as 
“issues.” The team develops the audit plan with approval from CEP 

management. IRS shares the administrative portions of its audit plan with 
the taxpayer to facilitate the audit process. 

After identifying the audit issues, CEP teams use information document 
requests (IDR) to request documents from taxpayers that relate to their tax 
liability. Generally, the team submits several IDRS during the audit cycle. 

If IRS has problems getting documents, it may issue a legal summons to 
compel taxpayers to provide them. IRS may issue a summons if taxpayers 
do not provide all requested documentation in a reasonable period without 
a valid excuse. When a CEP team cannot determine what information is 
available, IRS may issue a summons requiring the taxpayer to provide 
information on what records exist and their location. The Department of 
Justice works with IRS to enforce the summons in court. 

For each issue, if the evidence collected by the audit team does not 
support the income or deduction shown on the return, the team is to 
recommend adjustments to the return and compute a corrected tax 
liability. ms presents this information to the taxpayer through a “Notice of 
Proposed Deficiency.” After receiving the notice, the taxpayer may 
(1) agree with the recommendations, (2) provide additional information, 
or (3) state why the proposed deficiency should be reduced or eliminated. 
If the taxpayer agrees, the recommended amount becomes a tax 
assessment. 

Taxpayers Can Protest 
Audit Adjustments 
Through IRS’ Appeals 
Function or the Courts 

At the close of the audit, if the taxpayer does not agree with IRS’ 
recommended tax adjustments, the taxpayer can (1) file a protest on some 
or all of the proposed adjustments with IRS’ Office of Appeals, (2) take the 
dispute to Tax Court without paying the recommended tax increase, 
and/or (3) pay the tax increase and claim a refund in the U.S. Court of 
Federal Claims or a federal district court. After these options have been 
exercised, any additional taxes are assessed against the taxpayer. CEP 

corporations almost always pay the amount assessed. 

Of these options, IRS has estimated that CEP taxpayers protest 80 to 90 
percent of all recommended taxes to IRS Appeals. All types of taxpayers 
appeal billions of dollars in tax aaustments from IRS audits. As of 
September 30, 1992, we reported that Appeals had about 12,000 disputed 
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issues with $99 bilLion in proposed tax acijustments waiting to be resolved.2 
IRS’ databases did not identify the amounts that CEP corporations appealed. 

Protested CEP Cases Often Appeals has a special Large Case Program for disputes involving 
Go to Appeals’ Large Case recommended tax adjustments of $10 million or more. As of August 1992, 

Progranl the large case inventory had about 2,540 cases. In fiscal year 1992, Appeals 
took about 2 years to cIose a large case. The number of protested issues in 
1 large case has exceeded 200. 

To take an issue to Appeals, the taxpayer must provide a written protest 
outlining the reasons for disagreement. Before the case is submitted to 
Appeals, the CEP team is required to write a rebuttal to the taxpayer’s 
protest. 

Because of the size and complexity of its large cases, Appeals uses a team 
approach. Each team has a team chief-a senior GS-15 appeals 
officer-and two or more appeals officers selected according to the team’s 
needs. Team members do not have to work in the same office as the team 
chief. IRS industry specialists may also assist the team. 

After receiving a large case, the team chief arranges a conference with the 
CEP taxpayer. The team chief may hold a preconference meeting with CEP 

team members to hear their positions on the facts and issues. In all 
interactions, Appeals’ staff are to remain objective, find a fair and 
reasonable basis for resolving disputes, and treat consistently all taxpayers 
with similar circumstances. 

During an appeal, the Appeals’ team reviews the CEP team’s report and 
workpapers as well as the taxpayer’s protest and CEP team’s rebuttal. A 
taxpayer may present new information to support its position on a 
protested issue. The team chief is supposed to send that information to the 
CEP team for evaluation before settling the dispute. 

To settle a tax dispute, an appeals officer has authority to consider the 
hazards of litigation (i.e., the chance of losing in court). To do so, an 
appeals officer is to review the facts of each case, relevant laws and 
regulations, and pertinent court cases to judge the probable result if the 
case were to be litigated. The officer is to evaluate the relative strengths of 
the taxpayer’s and CEP team’s positions, using the documentation 

*Tax Administration: Recurring Tax Issues Tracked by IRS’ Off& of Appeals (GAOIGGD-93101, 
May 4, 1993). 
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submitted by each side and the results of informal conferences with the 
taxpayer. The appeals officer is then to negotiate mutual concessions in an 
attempt to arrive at a settlement that approximates the probable dollar 
results if the case were to be litigated. To facilitate settlement of large 
cases, IRS allows team chiefs to approve any final settlement without 
higher level approval. 

At the end of a case, the team chief writes a summary to document how 
the case was handled. This summary usually discusses issues raised, 
pertinent facts, applicable regulations and rulings, and relative merits of 
each side. If agreement with the taxpayer was reached, it also includes 
Appeals’ recommendations and reasons for settlement. Appeals gives a 
copy of the summary to the taxpayer and the CEP team. If agreement is not 
reached on the proposed deficiency, Appeals issues a notice of deficiency, 
and the taxpayer has 90 days to file a petition with the Tax Court. 

Taxpayers May Take 
Disputes to Tax Court 

Taxpayers have the right to not pay the additional recommended taxes and 
instead take protested issues to the Tax Court, either directly after the 
audit is closed or if the case is not completely settled in Appeals. Cases 
pending in Tax Court are called docketed cases. In fiscal year 1992,46,600 
cases were docketed involving all types of taxpayers (e.g., individuals and 
corporations). The Tax Court has 19 judges who hold court sessions at 
various locations in the United States. In addition, the chief judge can 
appoint special trial judges and recall retired judges for a maximum of 90 
days each per year. 

After a case is docketed, IRS District Counsel should transfer the case to 
Appeals for possible settlement unless Appeals issued the notice of 
deficiency. Even then, District Counsel still can return the case but may 
chose not to do so if settlement seems unlikely. Regardless, Appeals has 
limited jurisdiction to settle a docketed case independent of District 
Counsel. 

If a docketed case involves a deficiency of more than $10,000, Appeals 
should return the case to District Counsel when (I) settlement of all or 
part of the case is not progressing or (2) the case appears on a trial 
calendar. A case with a lower deficiency should be referred to Appeals for 
6 months or until 1 month before the call of the trial calendar. At that 
point, the case returns to District Counsel unless it and Appeals agree to 
extend the time for Appeals’ consideration. While a case is with Appeals or 
District Counsel, that office has sole settlement authority, If District 
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Counsel requests the case file to prepare for trial, District Counsel may 
also agree that Appeals should continue working on a settlement during 
this preparation. 

After a trial, Tax Court decisions may be appealed to 1 of 11 regional 
circuit courts or the Circuit for the District of Columbia Decisions of the 
circuit courts may be reviewed by the Supreme Court on a writ of 
certiorari. 

Taxpayers May Pay Taxes 
and Claim Refunds 
Through the Courts 

A CEP taxpayer may pay all of the recommended taxes and file a claim for 
refund unless the taxpayer entered into a closing agreement with IRS. The 
taxpayer must file the claim within 2 years from the date the taxes were 
paid. IRS audits of claims generally follow the same pattern as audits of 
income tax returns. Revenue agents should evaluate claims to determine 
whether the taxpayer is entitled to a refund. If agents decide that the 
taxpayer is entitled to a refund, IRS will return the overpayment. If agents 
decide that the refund claim is unfounded or excessive, the taxpayer can 
refer the claim to Appeals or sue for the refund in a federal district court 
or the U.S. Court of Federal Claims. 

A taxpayer who loses in district court may appeal the decision to the 
appropriate circuit court. Taxpayers may appeal a court of claims decision 
to the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. 

Previous GAO Work This report presents the results of the third phase of our work on CEP. The 
first phase was completed in April 1991, when we testified before the 
Subcommittee on our initial observations about CEP management 
problems that had persisted for many years3 These persistent problems, 
as identified from various ZRS testimony and internal studies done from 
1977 to 1990, included 

. lack of reliable data on the amount of cEp-recommended taxes that are 
actually assessed and ultimately collected; 

9 insufficient training for revenue agents on CEP teams; 
l delays in starting CEP audits, which pressures CEP teams to quickly audit 

multiple tax returns filed years earlier-usually under different tax laws; 
l insufficient support audits from other IRS districts in which a CEP 

corporation has a major operation; 

“IRS’ Efforts to Ensure Corporate Tax Compliance (GAOm-GGD-91-21, Apr. 17,1991). 
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. poor audit planning, which hampers the ability to audit the most 
significant issues and adequately support any related recommended taxes; 

. poor use of specialists who can help teams identify and support significant 
audit findings on tax issues; and 

. poor coordination among IRS functions in doing the CEP audits. 

The second phase was completed in April 1992, when we issued a briefing 
report that provided (1) trends in CEP audit results for fiscal years 1987 
through 199 1, (2) CEP audit coverage estimates, and (3) a profile of CEP 

taxpayers.4 We found that CEP involves very large corporations and 
generates billions in potential tax revenues. Some of our findings were: 

. Total cep-recommended taxes grew from $7 billion in fiscal year 1987 to 
$18 billion in fiscal year 1991, a 157-percent increase. The 1991 figure 
included one case worth $6.5 billion; excluding that case, recommended 
taxes grew 71 percent over the 5-year period. In fiscal year 1987, IRS 
recommended $4,372 in additional tax per direct examination hour and in 
fiscal year 1990, $4,269 per hour-much higher than any other IRS audit 
program. In fiscal year 1991, the measure increased to $6,875 per hour 
because of the effect of the $6.5 billion case. Excluding that case, however, 
CEP recommendations averaged $4,460 per hour in fiscal year 1991-an 
amount that closely parallels the recommended tax per hour for the 
previous 4 fiscal years. 

9 contrary to IRS testimony, IRS does not audit every CEP taxpayer every year. 

Using IRS’ method of calculating audit coverage for other groups of 
taxpayers, we found that CEP audit coverage ranged from 66 percent in 
1987 to 77 percent in 1991. This coverage included tax returns that were 
audited solely to resolve a single issue that was carried back or forward 
from another tax year. IRS officials said they do not believe that an audit 
coverage measure is applicable to CEP because every CEP return is 
reviewed for audit potential before being excluded from that year’s audit 
inventory. 

l On 1988 corporate income tax returns, CEP taxpayers’ reported assets 
averaged $6.5 billion. They also reported an average of about $1.5 billion in 
total income, $179 million in taxable income, and an average income tax of 
$61 million based on taxable income. After claiming tax credits and other 
tax adjustments, their reported net tax liability averaged $42 million, or 
23 percent of average taxable income. 

%x Administration: IRS Efforts to Improve Corpomte Compliance (GAO/GGD&MlBR, Apr. 17, 
1992). 
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IRS Approved CEP 
Changes in 1990 

IRS has been concerned about CEP’S effectiveness since the 197Os, when it 
began evaluating CEP. On the basis of recent studies, IRS announced 10 
changes to CEP in July 1990 that were intended to 

. relieve taxpayer burden through tax simplification and unproved systems 
and procedures, 

9 resolve most factual issues at the audit level, 
l provide proper and timely training and resources to all staff, 
l improve the effectiveness and efficiency of audits, and 
l substantially improve the currency of audits. 

The 10 changes are briefly described next. 

National Policy Board IRS established a national policy board composed of executives from 
several of its functions and offices: Examination, International, Appeals, 
and Counsel. Its charter is to (1) establish policy for CEP, (2) ensure that 
CEP is properly focused and managed, and (3) promote coordination 
among the functions represented. 

National CEP Director and IRS filled the position of Executive Director for CEP to provide program 
Regional CEP Managers development, oversight, and evaluation. In addition, CEP managers were 

selected in each IRS region to oversee and direct CEP and to coordinate 
within the region, among regions, and with the executive director. Appeals 
and Counsel created and fiUed similar regional positions with the same 
expectations. 

Top Field Management IRS decided that district and regional management needed to be more 
Involvement in Planning involved in CEP to improve the planning process and control of support 

and Support Audits audits. 

More Managerial Oversight IRS decided that more top management involvement was needed to 
to Increase Taxpayer develop a cooperative relationship with CEP taxpayers. 

Cooperation 

More Industry and Issue 
Specialization 

IRS concluded that CEP teams needed assistance in addressing the 
increasing complexity of corporate tax law and the growth of international 
corporate activity. In response, IRS decided to establish more industry and 
issue specialists. 
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More CEP Training Due to the complex technical and legal issues in CEP cases, IRS recognized 
the need to set up a cross-functional training program for Examination, 
Appeals, and Chief Counsel personnel involved in CEP cases. The training 
was to ensure a common understanding in addressing IRS positions and CEP 

issues, 

More Effective 
Communication Systems 

IRS decided it needed to improve communications on industry practices 
and other CEP issues to ensure consistent application of the law. IRS 
envisioned creating a tracking system to monitor major issues arising in 
CEP and an electronic bulletin board system to communicak technical 
information. 

Expedited Legal and 
Technical Assistance 

Due to the complexity of CEP issues and the need for prompt legal and 
technical assistance, IRS intended for Counsel to provide that assistance 
from the start of CEP audits. Counsel is to serve as a legal advisor to the CEP 

team on matters of law and tax policy as well as on the development of 
issues during audits. Counsel’s purpose is not to prepare for litigation. 

Quality Assurance and 
Measurement Systems 

IFS decided that the overall quality of cw would be improved by 
developing standard measures and goals for Examination, International, 
Appeals, and Counsel. In addition, IRS established a CEP Quality Peer 
Review and a CEP Oversight Committee. 

Early Settlement Offers 
and Improved Functional 
Coordination 

IRS decided that it needed to (I) facilitate earlier resolution of audit issues 
with CEP taxpayers and (2) improve coordination among Appeals, Counsel, 
and Examination. The changes included giving case managers authority to 
settle recurring issues previously resolved by Appeals. 

To offer them more access to Appeals, IRS decided that a CEP team and 
Counsel should meet with Appeals before a case is settled to discuss the 
team’s positions on audit issues. In addition, Appeals should meet with a 
CEP team after the settlement to discuss the resolution of the issues. This is 
intended to help a team to audit later returns. 

Objectives, Scope, 
and Methodology 

Our objectives were to determine (1) the portion of taxes recommended in 
CEP audits that are collected after any appeals or litigation; (2) what 
factors, if any, reduce the percentage of recommended taxes ultimately 
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collected; and (3) the status and preliminary results of IRS’ ongoing 
changes to improve CEP. 

Computer Data Match 
Used to Calculate 
Collection Rate 

To determine the portion of audit teams’ recommended additional taxes 
ultimately paid by CEP corporations (i.e., the CEP collection rate), we 
obtained two IRS databases to match corporate income tax return 
information. The first database, IRS’ Audit Information Management 
System (AIMS), contains information on Examination staff resources and 
accomplishments, including taxes recommended from audits closed 
during fiscal years 1933 through 1991. The second database, ZRS’ Business 
Master File (BMF), contains tax return account information on taxes 
collected as well as taxable income, tax liability, penalties, interest, 
refunds, and audit actions for corporate tax returns. To extract the data, 
we used a list of taxpayer identification numbers (TIN) for the 1,684 
corporations in CEP as of May 1991. 

Of 16,641 records we extracted from AIMS, we matched 8,874 records with 
recommended tax increases to related BMF accounts on the taxes collected 
through fiscal year 1992 after aU appeals and litigation. We could not 
match the other 7,767 AIMS records to BMF accounts because (1) the 
account was no longer available on the BMF or (2) the account existed, but 
the collection information was not yet available on the BMF because the 
case was still in Appeals or being litigated+ 

We also did analyses of our matched data set to determine the collection 
rate by industry and by IRS district and for foreign controlled corporations. 
To determine the collection rate of CEP cases that IRS’ Office of Chief 
Counsel litigated, we obtained and analyzed a database on the large case 
disputes closed in Utigation for fiscal years 1988 through 1992. In addition, 
we analyzed the BMF to determine the portion of cEP corporations’ income 
tax payments that resulted from audits as weIl as the unpaid balance and 
the penalties for CEP tax returns. 

Surveys and Case Studies We used two methods to idenGfy factors that affect the percentage of 
cEP-recommended taxes that are collected and the status of IRS’ 1990 
changes to CEP. First, we surveyed IRS team coordinators, case managers, 
and appeals officers and taxpayer representatives involved in a universe of 
108 closed CEP cases. Second, we did in-depth case studies of 12 of the 108 
cases. 
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Our survey covered 308 IRS and corporate employees involved in 108 CEP 

audits. These 108 were IRS’ universe of cases that each had $30 million or 
more in additional taxes recommended and were closed by agreement at 
the audit or Appeals levels in fiscal years 1989 through 1991. We selected 
the $30 million cut-off point for several reasons: (1) the 108 cases 
accounted for nearly $8.5 billion dollars in recommended taxes and (2) the 
universe size was manageable given the number and complexity of the 
surveys we used. 

IRS’ database originally showed 128 cases meeting our selection criteria 
We subsequently excluded 20 of these cases from our analysis when new 
information showed that the cases did not meet our selection criteria 
because, for example, they were stih open in Appeals, involved additional 
tax recommendations less than $30 miIlion, or involved an audit of a 
return type other than corporate income tax. Similarly, 75 individuals were 
eliminated from the relevant survey universes because the designated 
respondent was no longer with IRS or the taxpayer. RessilLs in chapters 3 
and 4 are based on the 308 surveys received from 85 team coordinators, 72 
case managers, 78 appeals officers, and 73 corporations.5 Table 1.1 
summarizes the universe size and response rates for each group. 

Table 1.1: Universe and Response 
Rate Information by Survey Group 

Cases meetina selection 

Team Case Appeals 
coordinator manager officer Taxpayer 

I 

criteria 108 105 108 108 
Adjusted universe 89 74 83 96 

Surveys received a5 

-- 
72 78 73 

Response rate 96% 97% 94% 76% 

In the surveys, we asked about factors such as the sufficiency and quality 
of IRS staff, training, issue identification and development, taxpayer 
cooperation, and case delays. The team coordinator, appeals, and taxpayer 
surveys also had questions on the case’s three largest dollar issues. AU 
four surveys asked for the respondents’ opinions of recent changes to CEP 
and Appeals’ barge Case Program. We also asked respondents whether, in 

%urvey results are reported as percentages of respondents answering the relevant question. At times, 
respondents neglected to answer a certain question. As a result, the percentages reported in the 
chapters may be based, for example, on S4 rather than 85 team coordinator responses. Our text does 
not report these small deviations. However, we do report the number of respondents answering a 
question when the question was directed at a subgroup of respondents (e.g., those with cases that 
went to appeals). Appendiies 11 through V show the number of responses for each question on each 
survey. 
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their opinion, the case outcome would have been different had some 
recent changes to CEP been in effect at the time. 

To better understand IRS’ processes and the 1990 changes, we did in-depth 
case studies of 12 of the 108 cases. In three cases, taxpayers fully agreed 
with CEP audit recommendations; the remaining nine were closed by 
Appeals. The 12 cases accounted for $1.5 billion (18 percent) of the 
$8.5 billion of additional taxes recommended in our universe of 108 cases. 
We did three case studies in each of four IRS districts-Chicago, Houston, 
Los Angeles, and Manhattan. These four districts accounted for about 
30 percent of CEP'S staff years and over 40 percent of additional taxes 
recommended in fiscal year 1991. The 12 cases also reflected a geographic 
cross section of the nation and covered a variety of industries, including 
financial services, petroleum, food, construction, and utilities. 

In our 12 cases, CEP teams raised between 50 and 300 issues. To narrow 
our scope, we focused on the three issues having the largest amounts of 
additional tax recommended. Much of our analysis focused on these 36 
issues over the 12 cases. 

For each case, we reviewed up to 13 case documents, including the audit 
plan, information document requests, specialist reports, and the revenue 
agent report that summarizes the audit lindings. When applicable, we 
reviewed up to an additional 11 documents, such as IRS standard position 
papers, taxpayer protests, CEP rebuttals, and Appeals case memoranda and 
summaries. Appendix I includes a list of all 24 documents. 

We interviewed IRS employees and taxpayer representatives who were 
involved with each case and IRS district, regional, and National Office staff 
responsible for CEP and Appeals management. These interviews involved 
85 people, including 6 branch chiefs, 8 case managers, 13 team 
coordinators, 4 technical specialists, 6 industry specialists, 11 appeals 
officers, 11 taxpayer representatives, and 26 others. Our interviews 
focused on the effect of (1) CEP policies and practices about the audits, 
(2) Appeals policies and practices about the resolution of disputed issues, 
(3) the 1990 changes to CEP on improving the collection rate, (4) IRS’ efforts 
such as task force studies and process reviews, and (5) other case-specific 
details that were not addressed by past or present policies. 

In reviewing IRS' changes to CEP since 1990, we reviewed the Large Case 
Policy Board Report, eight CEP task force reports, the CEP Quality Peer 
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Review for fiscal year 1992, and the Appeals Process Review for fiscal year 
1992. 

IRS National Office and district officials and representatives of CEP 

corporations reviewed our surveys and case study methodology before we 
began. They acknowledged the validity of our approach and reviewed our 
surveys for comprehensiveness and technical accuracy. District office 
officials told us our selected cases were representative of typical audits 
and appeals of CEP corporations in those districts. 

We obtained written comments from IRS on a draft of our report Appendix 
Vl contains these comments and our evaluation of them. We also sent our 
draft report to three former IRS Commissioners, the Tax Executives 
Institute (TEI), and other knowledgeable parties for review and made 
changes in the report on the basis of their comments where appropriate. 

TxI represents tax executives of corporations, including most of those in 
CEP. TEI submitted its comments in a November 12,1993, letter. We are 
pleased that TEI participated in our review. In summary, TEI’S president 
said that TEI agreed with our recommendations on enhancing training of 
CEP revenue agents and on changing the measures of success but opposed 
others. TEI also expressed concerns about the tone and beliefs underlying 
some of our conclusions. We have made changes to better balance the 
tone and address concerns about recommendations in chapter 4 on the 
Appeals process. However, we disagree with TEI statements about our 
preconceptions and other recommendations. We have summarized TEI’S 
comments and our evaluation of them at the end of chapters 2,3, and 4. 

Overall, we conducted our work at IRS’ National Office, 5 regional offices, 
and 7 of 59 district offices active in CEP. Appendix I provides a detailed 
description of our methodology. We did our audit work from 
February 1992 to September 1993 in accordance with generally accepted 
government auditing standards. 
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CEP audits consumed over 20 percent (about 1,700 audit staff years) of 
Examination’s audit resources in fiscal year 1992. Although this 
investment produced additional billions of dollars in recommended taxes, 
IRS did not know what portion of the taxes it actually collected. We found 
that IRS assessed and collected 22 percent of the cEp-recommended taxes.’ 

To compute the 22-percent rate, we had to overcome problems with IRS’ 

databases. The databases did not show the taxes actually collected from 
each CEP audit, excluding the effects of any nonaudit related factors, such 
as corporate claims for net operating losses (NOL) and refunds from other 
years. Knowing the taxes collected from audits can help measure the 
effectiveness of IRS’ enforcement programs and the large corporation tax 
mP* 

Even so, our 22 percent collection rate is not a measure of CEP tax 

compliance or the CEP tax gap. Although IRS’ mission is to collect the 
proper amount of taxes, no one knows what that amount is for CEP 

corporations. For various reasons, IRS cannot compute the total tax 
liability for CEP corporations. 

IRS Collected Few of IRS did not have databases that showed the actual amount of 

the Taxes 
cEp-recommended taxes that it cohected.2 To compute the actual 
collection rate we had to merge IRS’ AIMS and BMF data We found that IRS 

Recommended From collected $7.1 billion, or 22.1 percent, of the $32.4 billion in taxes 

CEP Audits recommended during fiscal years 1983 through 1991 for large corporations 
that were still in CEP as of May 1991 and whose records were closed on 
both databases through fiscal year 1992. 

No one knows what the current collection rate is, but the 22.1-percent rate 
is the oniy actual computation available. Until IRS develops a better, more 
current collection rate, IRS can use this 22. l-percent rate whenever it wants 
to estimate the amount of additional tax revenues that CEP actually 
produces. For example, in fiscal year 1992 CEP audit teams recommended 
about $16 billion in taxes. Given the 22. l-percent rate, these CEP audits 
could be expected to eventually generate about $3.5 billion in tax 
collections. 

‘CEP corporations in our BMF database had tax assessments of about $380 billion of which only 
$348 million (.09 percent) was unpaid. As a result, we considered taxes assessed for CEP corporations 
to be collected. 

21RS haa been attempting to collect better data to estimate a collection rate, particularly for CEP 
corporations. IRS officials briefed us on their new data through its Enforcement Revenue Information 
System (ERIS)-which we have not evaluated-in December 1993, after we completed our audit 
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Collection Rates We found that the CEP collection rate varied significantly depending on 

Varied Widely Among 
industry and district. Various factors could explain this, including 
differences in the cooperation of taxpayers, the complex@ of relevant tax 

Industries &d - laws, the prevalence of unresolved legal issues in certain industries or 

Districts international issues, the quality of CEP audits, and the practices within and 
between IFS districts or Appeals offices. Chapters 3 and 4 will discuss 
these and other factors in more detail. 

Collection Rate by Industry Table 2.1 shows collection rates in descending order for the 10 industries 
with the largest amounts of cEP-recommended taxes. 

Table 2.1: 10 Industries With the 
Largest Recommended Taxes in 
Descending Collection Rate Order, 

Oollars in mjllions 

Taxes Taxes Collection 
Fiscal Years 1983 to 1991 recommended collected rate 

1, Wholesale trade of motor vehicle 
equipment $678 $414 61.06% 

2. Drug manufacturing 873 492 56.36 

3. Manufacturing- motor vehicles 
and eauioment 1,111 443 39.87 

4. Mutual life insurance 

5. Manufacturing-petroleum 
refining 

6. Office. comwtina. and 
accounting machin& 

7. Electric services 

8. Manufacturing--certain electrical 
equipment 

9. Bank holding companies 

10. Manufacturing-aircraft, 
missiles, and parts 

Results for top IO 

Source: GAO analysis using IRS data. 

1,608 523 32.52 

2,988 570 19.08 

1,159 198 17.08 

1,413 211 14.93 

948 75 7.91 

2,843 115 4.05 

1,298 48 3.70 

$14,919 $3,089 20.71% 

For all industries in our database the collection rate ranged from a positive 
114.7 percent for holding and investment companies to a negative 
162 percent for taxpayers in the cement and hydraulic industries.3 

Collection rates that exceeded 100 percent indicated that appeals officers 
collected more taxes than recommended by CEP teams. This can occur 

WCs range excludes collection rates exceeding plus or minus 200 percent. 
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when the tax liability increases while the case is under Appeals’ 
jurisdiction. For example, the liability may increase because of a carryover 
adjustment from another audit period that affects the tax years being 
appealed or because of an amended return filed by the taxpayer. 

Negative collection rates occur when the appeals officer not only 
concedes all taxes recommended by a CEP team but also gives the taxpayer 
a tax refund because the taxpayer 6led a claim for a refund or the reported 
tax liability was reduced. For example, the appeals officer can decrease 
tax liabilil~ because of a computation error in the dollars recommended or 
a carryover eustment from another tax period to the tax year in Appeals. 

Collection Rate by District The collection rate also varied among IRS districts. Table 2.2 shows 
collection rates in descending order for the 10 IRS districts with the largest 
amount of CEP recommended taxes. 

Table 2.2: 10 Districts With the Largest 
Amounts of CEP-Recommended Taxes 
in Descending Order of Collection 
Rate, Fiscal Years 1983 to 1991 

Dollars in millions 

District 
Taxes Taxes 

recommended collected 
Collection 

rate 
1. Newark 

2. Detroit 

$1,161 $509 43.84% 

1,542 595 38.59 

3. Boston 1,087 287 26.40 

4. Chicago 1,418 348 24.54 

5. Manhattan 5,518 1,004 18.19 

6. Dallas 1,121 198 17.66 

7. Harttord 1,184 192 16.22 

8. Los Angeles 2,162 294 13.60 

9. Houston 1,693 223 13.17 

10. St. Louis 1,173 111 9.46 

Result for top 10 $18,059 $3,761 20.83% 

Source: GAO analysis using IRS data. 

The collection rate for all IRS districts with CEP audits ranged from a high 
of 75.04 percent in Albuquerque, NM, to a low of a negative 52.23 percent 
in Salt Lake City, UT. 

Foreign Versus U.S.-Owned Our computer match showed that the collection rate for the 144 
Corporations foreign-owned CEP corporations was 33 percent compared to 21 percent 
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for 1,124 U.S.-owned corporations. TRS officials said a possible reason for 
this disparity is that foreign-owned corporations often feel a greater need 
to quickly resolve tax disputes, diverting negative public attention from 
what could be perceived as tax evasion, They may fear this attention could 
result in lower sales or trigger new restrictive legishrtion. 

Promising Trends in Large IRS is developing new CEP measures and a new management information 
Corporations Agreeing to system. CEP officials believe this new system wilI provide better 

Pay CEP Recommended information on CEP results. To the extent it works, the system wiIl provide 

Taxes the recommended adjustment for each audit issue and the amount of 
protected revenue. A CEP team protects tax revenues already in the 
Treasury when it determines that a taxpayer’s request for a tax refund has 
no merit. 

This new system has produced some data on these new measures. For 
example, IRS data showed an increase in the percent of cep-recommended 
taxes that large corporations agreed to pay (and not appeal) at the end of 
the audit. According to IRS’ data, agreed payments were 5.3 percent in 
fiscal year 1990,ll. 1 percent in 1991, and 15 percent in 1992. During these 
3 years, the percent of CEP cases in which corporations agreed with all 
audit findings were 3 percent, 4.7 percent, and 6 percent, respectiveIy.4 

We believe these trends are promising. If they continue, IRS and taxpayers 
wiil spend fewer resources settling tax disputes. In addition, the collection 
rate should increase. However, we did not analyze the corporate cases 
leading to these &ends. We do not know whether these corporations 
agreed with a greater portion because the CEP teams better supported their 
recommended taxes or simply to avoid the more contentious, compiex tax 
issues. 

Instead of evaluating these new measures and system, our review focused 
on computing the collection rate of cEp-recommended taxes. We envision 
the collection rate as an additional CEP measure worth tracking in this new 
system. If the system eventually tracks the rate, we view that as a positive 
enhancement Even so, we believe that more changes in CEP are needed, 
which chapters 3 and 4 discuss. 

4Because taxpayers may file a claim for refund of taxes after taxes were paid, agreement rates may 
need to be lowered. 
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IRS Databases Should 
Be Changed to Better 

databases that we used to compute the collection rate. The databases need 
improvements to track actual CEP results and eliminate the need to 

Capture CEP estimate. Without improvements, the rate will be understated or 

Collections overstated, depending on various factors. Although these factors may 
offset each other, IRS and Congress have no way of knowing how much tax 
is actually collected from CEP unless the problems are corrected.” 

The 22 percent collection rate understates the taxes generated from CEP 

audits when Appeals subtracts NOL from other tax years.6 Although the 
corporation may owe additional taxes as a result of the CEP audit, BhlF 

records only the net amount instead of the amount generated from the 
audits. 

For example, a CEP audit of taxpayer A’s 1987 tax return may have resulted 
in $100 million in recommended taxes that the taxpayer appeals. After 
appeals, the taxpayer agrees to a liability of $50 million. However, the 
taxpayer files a claim with the appeals officer for a tax refund of 
$40 million based on an NOL from another tax year. BMF will record only a 
net $10 million payment for audit related collections. This understates the 
contributions of CEP because the collection rate will appear to be 
10 percent rather than the actual 50 percent About 3 percent of the 
appeals officers we surveyed said this understatement occurred in their 
cases. 

On the other hand, the CEP collection rate was overstated when 
subsequent events led to refunds of recommended taxes that the 
corporation had already paid. Again, BMF did not record this effect to allow 
a truer measure of the CEP collection rate. 

For example, a taxpayer agrees in appeals to pay $40 milhon of 
$100 milhon in recommended taxes-a collection rate of 40 percent. In 
doing so, the taxpayer reserves the right to file a claim on certain issues 
involving $20 million because of a pending court decision. If the court later 
rules against IRS, the taxpayer may file the claim and receive a refund of 
$20 million. IRS’ databases would record the $20 million refund but not 

%ince 1990, IRS has attempted to create a system called ERIS to &ack the amount of recommended 
taxes from all enforcement programs that IRS eventually collects. As of December 1993, IRS oftkials 
said they hoped to have reliable collection data in 3 to 6 years. We believe our experience may offer 
ways to expedite the creation of ERIS. 

6An NOL occurs when allowable deductions exceed gross income for a tax year. Taxpayers can save 
and deduct NOLs to reduce taxable income for up to 16 years or claim a refund of taxes paid in the 
preceding 3 years. 
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associate it with an audit. Instead, IRS’ databases would record the 
$40 million as an audit result, leading to a 40 percent collection rate rather 
than the adjusted rate of 20 percent (the $20 million divided by the 
$100 million). 

The Collection Rate 
Does Not Measure 
Corporate 
Compliance or Tax 
Gap 

represent. In general, the rate measures the portion of recommended tax 
assessments that ultimately gets collected, On the other hand, the rate 
does not measure corporate compliance or the tax gap. Specifkally, the 
new CEP collection rate does not mean that CEP corporations paid just 
22 percent of their tax liability for reasons explained in the next section. 

None of IRS’ .databases contained data for precisely measuring CEP 

corporations’ tax compliance. For example, in a separate analysis of BMF, 

we found that audited CEP corporations paid $379 billion in taxes of which 
$21.6 billion, or 5.7 percent, resulted from CEP audits7 For various reasons, 
this does not mean that the voluntary compliance of these CEP 

corporations was 94.3 percent (100 percent less 5.7 percent). The 
94.3 percent only represents the voluntary portion of these corporations’ 
tax payments-not of their total tax liabilities. It excludes any additional 
taxes that may be owed due to noncompliance that IRS had not identified. 

Currently, IRS’ data on CEP audit results oniy capture the amount of 
additional taxes recommended from auditing certain issues on selected 
tax returns. ms does not know about any additional tax liabilities from 
(1) CEP tax returns that are not audited or (2) issues missed on returns that 
are audited. Our April 1992 report stated that IRS does not audit every CEP 

return. Using IRS' method to calculate audit coverage, we found that IRS 
audited from 66 percent of CEP returns in fiscal years 1987 to 77 percent in 
fiscal year 199 1. 

Regarding noncompliance not audited or missed during an audit, we 
reported in April 1992 that IRS applied an average of one direct 
examination staff year to each CEP return examined for fiscal years 1987 
through 1991.8 This modest level of effort to audit complex corporations 
with billions of dollars in assets and income will undoubtedly miss some 
noncompliance. In April 1991, the IRS Commissioner testied that he 

‘The number of years covered in this analysis varied for different taxpayers. See appendii 1 for a 
discussion of this analysis. 

@Fax Administration: IRS Efforts to Improve Corporate Compliance (GAOIGGD-9281BR, Apr. 17, 
1992). 
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believed ins was not tiding all the issues on CEP tax returns. Likewise, 
taxpayers and other IRS officials have said that IRS is missing audit issues 
on these returns. 

Among audited returns, CEP teams may identify noncompliance and 
recommend additional taxes. IRS did not have the data to allow us to 
determine the extent to which any recommended taxes from CEP audits 
truly represented additional noncompliance. On one hand, Appeals may 
concede some or all of these taxes because the CEP team lacked enough 
information to fully support additional taxes. Or, although the team 
supported the additional tax liabilities, Appeals may concede them to 
settle disputes. On the other hand, Appeals may concede some 
cEp-recommended taxes that teams raised in error and, as such, do not 
represent additional tax liabilities. 

For these reasons, not only is the voluntary compliance rate of CEP 

corporations unknown but the tax gap for these corporations cannot be 
precisely measured. The tax gap is the difference between the amount of 
income tax owed for a tax year and the amount paid voluntarily. For CEP 

corporations, IRS assumed that the amount of CEP-recommended taxes 
equals the tax gap. 

IRS estimated a $23.7 billion tax gap for 1992 among all large corporations, 
including those in CEP. Just as with the voluntary compliance being 
understated, IRS’ estimate of the tax gap would be understated to the 
extent that IRS audits did not account for additiOIK3.l noncompliance on CEP 

returns. Conversely, the tax gap would be overstated to the extent that the 
additional tax recommended did not represent true noncompliance. 

Although not known, the voluntary compliance of CEP corporations may be 
decreasing, which increases the tax gap, according to at least one 
indicator. In our April 1992 report on corporate compliance, IFS officials 
said trends in recommended taxes can be an indicator of CEP corporate 
compliance. If their compliance increases, IRS officials said 
cep-recommended taxes should decrease to an extent. Although factors 
other than compliance can affect recommended tax amounts, 
cep-recommended taxes increased 47 percent-from $10.9 billion to 
$16 billion+xer fiscal years 1990 to 1992. No one knew all the reasons for 
this increase, including the effect of possible lower voluntary compliance. 

En the context of the tax gap, IRS officials believed that auditing the 
unaudited returns would have little effect. They said IRS staff reviews 
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unaudited returns for noncompliance before excluding them. Nonetheless, 
IRS officials said they have not tested their judgment about the amount of 
noncompliance on these unaudited returns. 

In the final analysis, IRS’ estimates of voluntary compliance and the tax gap 
among CEP corporations are rough guesses, not precise measures. We 
believe that IRS could increase the precision of its voluntary compliance 
and tax gap estimates ifit (I) tested its judgment to not audit some CEP 

returns every year and (2) developed a method for quantifying the 
noncompliance not detected during CEP audits. 

As one way to begin to quantify the amount of undetected noncompliance, 
IRS could continue auditing CEP taxpayers tier the normal close of the 
audit. The CEP team could probe further into certain (I) corporate 
subsidiaries that received a cursory review, or (2) tax return lines that 
were not audited in depth. Doing such probes, however, would increase 
the costs and burdens on IRS and corporations. 

4 

Complexity Affects Tax law complexity makes measurements of tax compliance and the 

Measurements of Tax 
collection rate very diiKcult. Complex laws provide opportunities for 
different interpretations that may lead to different calculations of 

Compliance and the corporate liability. As a result, it is reasonable to assume that CEP teams 

Collection Rate are likely to recommend additional taxes and that CEP corporations are 
likely to challenge them. Xn addition, complexity can muddle Appeals’ 
determination of tax liability. 

Because disclosure restrictions in section 6103 of the tax code prohibit a 
discussion of issues that we reviewed in our cases, we can only highlight 
some examples of complexity in laws or regulations that complicate 
decisions for CEP teams and taxpayers. We also discuss how complexity 
has resulted in some tax disputes continuing for over 30 years. 

For example, before the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993, taxpayers 
could deduct the cost of purchased intangible assets, such as customer or 
subscription lists, that had a readily determinable useful life. Goodwill was 
not amortizable because it does not have a determinable useful life. 
Therefore, to amortize an intangible asset, the taxpayer was required to 
distinguish the intangible from goodwill. 

Taxpayers have battled for more than 60 years over amortization of 
intangibles. In the last 20 years, taxpayers have been more successful in 
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identifying, valuing, and establishing useful lives for a variety of 
intangibles. Recent court cases have been decided on the taxpayer’s ability 
to prove that the asset exists and is separate from goodwill. In 1993, the 
Supreme Court held that a taxpayer may depreciate the asset if it can be 
valued and has a limited useful life that can be determined with reasonable 
accuracy. 

In our August 1991 report, we recommended that Congress consider 
revising current tax law to allow amortization of purchased intangibles, 
including goodwill, over specific statutory recovery periods.g In 1993, 
legislation was passed to allow 15-year amortization for many newly 
purchased intangible assets, including go0dwi.U and going concern value.i” 

Another complex area of law includes provisions existing before the Tax 
Reform Act of 1986. Because many of our cases involved tax years before 
the 1986 act, different corporate tax rates applied to “capital” and 
‘ordinary” income. I1 The tax code defined capital asset very broadly as 
Yproperty held by the taxpayer (whether or not connected with his trade 
or business)” and excluded live categories of property from capital asset 
Status. 

While court decisions have set out guidelines for determining whether an 
asset is capital or ordinary, those decisions depend on the kind of asset 
and whether it fits within an enumerated exception. Because the character 
of the asset may depend on whether the taxpayer purchased and held it 
with a business or investment motivation, classifying assets is often 
dif&.Xlh. 

These are just a few examples of the legal ambiguity in cases we reviewed. 
Complexity also arose from extremely detailed statutes and regulations. 

BTax Administration: Issues and Policy Proposals Regarding Tax Treatment of Intangible Assets 
(GAO/GGD914%, Aug. 9,199l). 

‘@The new rules generally apply to property acquired after August 10,1993; however, a taxpayer may 
apply the rules to ail property acquired after July 26,1991. On February 9,1994, IRS announced that it 
will offer to settle pending disputes over the tax treatment of intangible assets acquimd on or before 
July 25,1991. Under guidelines for settling the disputes, taxpayen will genemlly be able to reduce the 
basis of acquired intangible assets for which amortization was claimed on their returns. IRS indicated 
that the Supreme Court decision in Newark Morning Ledger and changes to the tax treatment of 
intangibles in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (PL 193-66) led to its settlement 
decision. 

IlIt was more advantageous for a taxpayer who has a gain on the saie of propetty to argue that the 
property was a capital asset If a taxpayer realized a loss, it was more beneficial to argue that the 
property was not a capital asset. 
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Specifically, the corporate alternative minimum tax and the uniform 
capitalization rules have all increased complexity for corporations. 

An August 1993 IRS contract study surveyed 365 senior tax officers of CEP 

corporations on the causes of taxpayer burden.12 Corporate officials who 
responded were nearly unanimous in believing that the Tax Reform Act of 
1986 added complexity, resulting in higher tax compliance costs and less 
accurate information being provided to IRS. Although it was beyond the 
scope of our review to analyze how to simplify the tax code, the corporate 
tax officials suggested several ideas. These ideas included using the 
income shown on a corporation’s financial statement as the basis for 
assessing taxes and eliminating the alternative minimum tax. 

Taxpayers deserve a tax system with which they can voluntarily comply at 
minimal burden. Such a system does not exist for CEP corporations. We 
found CEP tax return issues that have been disputed and remain unresolved 
after 30 years. As of October 1992,56 percent (11,459) of 20,564 CEP tax 

returns in our database were unresolved because of an ongoing activity 
(audit, litigation, criminal investigation, or claim for a refund). The 11,459 
unresolved returns covered various tax years, dating back to 1961, for 
1,650 CEP taxpayers. (See table 2.3,) 

Table 2.3: Unresolved CEP Corporate 
Tax Returns Number of Type of activity ongoing* (number of returns) 

unresolved Criminal 
Tax years returns Audit Litigation investigation Claims 
1961 to 1969 196 a3 93 1 102 

1970 to 1979 2,413 1,134 914 5 1,374 

1980 to 1989 6,734 6,169 1,149 8 2,451 

1990 to 1993 2,116 2,299 53 2 169 

Total 11,459 9,685 2,209 16 4,096 
aNumber of activities exceeds number of returns because more than one activity can occur at the 
same time. For example, a taxpayer can file a claim for refund while the return is being audited. 

Source: GAO analysis from IRS data. 

Conclusions Although not a perfect measure, our 22 percent collection rate is the only 
measure of how much IRS actually collects over time from CEP audits. 
Accordingly, until IRS develops better data, we believe IRS should use this 

12uMeasuring Taxpayer Burden and Attitudes For Large Corporations,” by Joel Slemrod, University of 
Michigan, and Marsha Blumenthal, University of St. Thomas. 
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rate whenever it needs to estimate how much it collects as a result of CEP 

audits. 

IRS can develop better data to track CEP audit results by improving its 
databases. SpecificaIly, IRS needs to account for factors causing the rate to 
be understated or overstated. Afterwards, IRS can update the collection 
rate. 

For various reasons, IRS did not know the extent to which CEP corporations 
complied in paying their tax liabilities, much less their total tax liability. 
For example, CEP teams did not (1) audit all returns or (2) audit all issues 
on audited returns. Improved compliance measurement is possible if IRS 
tests its assumption on not auditing CEP tax returns that appear to have 
little revenue potential. For taxpayers who are audited, IRS should test 
whether more in-depth audits to detect missed issues would be cost 
effective. Both tests will increase costs and burdens for IRS and 
corporations. However, due to the potential taxes lost if IRS’ assumptions 
are wrong, we believe limited tests are warranted. 

Recommendations to We recommend that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue 

the Commissioner of l use a 22.1 percent colIection rate when estimating the taxes that will 

Internal Revenue uhimately be collected from CEP audits unti more reliable information 
becomes available; 

l correct the factors in IRS’ databases that caused the CEP collection rate to 
be understated or overstated (i.e., NOLS and refund claims after settlement) 
and use the corrected results to update the collection rate; and 

. test the cost-effectiveness and accuracy of measuring CEP corporate 
compliance and the related tax gap by auditing samples of (1) unaudited 
CEP returns and (2) audited CEP returns in greater depth. 

Comments and Our 
Evaluation 

IRS Comments In commenting on a draft of this report, the IRS Commissioner did not 
agree to use a 22 percent collection rate. While the Commissioner agreed 
that the collection rate concept is useful for estimating revenue, she 
believes that the 22-percent rate is too low and that IRS’ new database, ERIS, 
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provides more accurate data We disagree on both points. We 
acknowledge in our report various factors (e.g., NOB and refund claims) 
that could make the collection rate higher or lower and recommend that 
IRS correct its databases to account for these factors. While we agree that 
ERIs will be an important data source for IRS, ERIS will not produce actual 
collection rate data for several years. Until ERIS can produce an actual 
collection rate, our 22-percent rate is the only computation available. 

The Commissioner also criticized our draft report for using the collection 
rate as the sole measurement of CEP effectiveness. We disagree; our draB 
report emphasized that the collection rate should be used as one of many 
measures. 

The Commissioner did not specifically agree or disagree with our 
recommendation to correct problems with IRS’ databases that caused the 
CEP collection rate to be understated or overstated. The Commissioner did 
state that the collection rate is a viable concept for the budget and 
resource process and that IRS is developing a baseline voluntary 
compliance measure using a deiinition and methodology “very similar” to 
ours. Given this effort, we are surprised that IRS criticizes our collection 
rate and we hope that IRS’ methodology incorporates our suggestions for 
improving the relevant databases. 

The Commissioner also did not agree to test IRS’ assumptions about 
auditing more CEP returns and doing fuller audits. The Commissioner 
agreed that such studies would be useful in estimating the tax gap but 
raised doubts about the overall benefits of such studies. Even so, the 
Commissioner pointed out that IRS is doing a small-scale project to 
evaluate the merits of expanding the scope of CEP audits. On the other 
hand, the Commissioner said doing such projects would be too costly and 
burdensome. We acknowledge IRS’ concerns, but we believe that checking 
these assumptions is critical given CEP’S size and importance. 

TEI’s Comments TEI took issue with what it characterized as the alleged implication in the 
report that tax noncompliance among CEP corporations was likely to be 
sign&ant. TEI rejected the proposition of a single correct tax liability from 
which any variance is evidence of noncompliance, Our report cites 
examples of CEP corporations not complying. However, before citing these 
examples, we devoted a major section in chapter 2 to discuss why no one 
knows the level of tax compliance among CEP corporations. We do not see 
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how this section or the examples can be construed as evidence of 
significant noncompliance among CEP corporations. 

TEI’S letter seemingly acknowledged noncompliance by citing our finding 
that CEP corporations voluntarily paid 94 percent of taxes collected from 
them; the other 6 percent resulted from IRS’ CEP audits. TEI contended that 
this 94 percent figure shows that CEP corporations were among the most 
compliant taxpayers. Although this could be true, we do not view this as 
evidence of M-percent compliance among CEP corporations for various 
reasons as discussed in this report 

Further, TEI suggested that CEP corporations may in fact overpay their 
taxes because they do not appeal all additional taxes that CEP audit teams 
recommend. We acknowledge that CEP corporations may not appeal all tax 
recommendations that they reasonably could have appealed. We do not 
believe, however, that this means CEP corporations overpay their taxes. 
Our report points out forces, such as CEP audit teams missing 
noncompliance or inadequately supporting their claims of noncompliance, 
that could result in CEP corporations underpaying their taxes. In sum, we 
reiterate our conclusion-no one knows the full extent of CEP 

corporations’ tax liabilities. 

TEI also was concerned with what it believed to be our position that CEP 

teams audit all tax issues on CEP returns. TEI said that most CEP 

corporations devote considerable time and energy to voluntarily pay their 
taxes and already receive heavy IRS scruthy. TEI also stated that this type 
of audit would create enormous delays and costs for corporations as well 
as IRS. We agree, which is why we did not recommend this. Instead, we 
recommended that IRS audit more issues on a limited sample of returns in 
order to test IRS’ assumption that audit teams do not miss issues on CEP tax 

returns. 
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CEP teams audit tax returns as part of IRS’ mission to collect the proper 
amount of taxes at the least cost to the federal government and taxpayers. 
As a result of these audits, CEP teams recommend additional taxes that 
they believe the corporations owe. Various problems, attributable to both 
IRS and corporations, have weakened the chances that these 
recommendations will survive. These problems also have increased IRS’ 
costs and burdened CEP corporations. 

Although IRS has studied ways to improve CEP since the 197Os, serious 
problems remain that reduced the collection rate. Since 1990, IRS has made 
changes to minimize some of these problems. Our work indicated that 
although these changes look promising, they have not been fully 
implemented because of the decentralized way in which IRS organizes its 
operations. Even if implemented, the changes may not be enough to 
address problems such as inadequate resources and tools for doing CEP 

audits. These changes and problems in the context of the low collection 
rate are discussed below. 

Most CEP Cha;nges In 1990, IRS approved and began implementing 10 changes to enhance CEP 

Have Not Been Fully 
audits. Given such recent approval, we did not attempt to fully measure 
the effects of the 10 changes. However, our case studies, survey results, 

Implemented and May and on-site visits and interviews at selected IRS districts in 1992 and 1993 

Not Be Enough did allow us to identify the status of the changes and some preliminary 
results. 

From our work, we concluded that these changes offer the potential to 
improve CEP. For example, the changes may have contributed, to an 
extent, to the recent trend in corporations agreeing to pay more 
recommended taxes after audit, as discussed in chapter 2. We found that 
most of the changes have not been fully implemented, suggesting the need 
for action. Table 3.1 summarizes the status of these changes as well as 
actions needed. Chapters 3 and 4 offer recommendations to address most 
of the needed actions. 
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Table 3.1: GAG Evaluation of the Current Status and IRS Actions Needed in Implementing CEP’s 1990 Approved Changes 
1990 approved changes Status IRS actions needed 

1. Expedited legal and technical assistance Ongoing More consistent district counsel involvement 

2. Expanded ISP to clarify IRS positions Complete Further expansion to improve revenue agents’ industry 
knowledge 

3. Training revenue agents on issue development 

4. Improved communication between CEP and Appeals 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

More training 

Better incentives for improved communications 

5. More involvement by IRS field managers to improve (a) 
taxpayer cooperation, (b) audit currency, and (c) issue 
resolution 

Ongoing Managers still need to become more involved for 
improvements to occur 

6. Field manager involvement in audit planning, support 
audits, and oversight 

7. Better communications for audit teams through laptop 
computers and electronic bulletin board 

6. Establish national policy board to ensure CEP is 
properly managed 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Complete 

Managers still need to become more involved in these 
areas 

Districts GAO visited had not received funds for laptop 
computers 

None 

9. Establish a national CEP director and CEP managers to 
provide CEP leadership and responsibility 

Complete Has provided overall leadership, but lacks authority 

10. Develop standards and measures for a successful CEP Ongoing Needs revision; see chapter 2 

Source: IRS documents and GAO analysis. 

On the basis of our surveys and interviews, the two approved changes to 
provide more central direction over CEP-establish a national CEP director 
and a national policy board-appear to have been fully implemented. IRS 
has also fully implemented its approved expansion to the Industry 
Specialization Program (ISP). Such changes seem to have improved 
communication and coordination among the IRS functions as well as 
oversight of CEP. 

However, IRS could make these changes even more effective. We believe 
that IRS could do more to improve revenue agents’ industry knowledge. 
Further, although IRS established the position of CEP director to provide 
development, oversight, and evaluation, the director has no line authority 
over CEP revenue agents or resources. In March 1994, IRS officials said that 
they would soon expand the director’s responsibilities beyond the 1,700 
CEP corporations. These responsibilities would cover IRS’ audits (about 
50,000) of all corporations with assets exceeding $10 million but would not 
cover the authority over field staff or resources. The effects of this 
expansion on CEP audits and related resources were not known. 
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Simihrly, the National Large Case Policy Board recently reviewed the 10 
changes.’ The Board’s 1993 report noted marked improvement in many 
areas, such as the increase in functional cooperation among Appeals, 
District Counsel, and CEP. However, the report identified the decentralized 
CEP structure and budget as a key concern. It pointed to six CEP areas, 
which cut across many of the 10 changes, needing improvement: (1) a 
more centralized budget, (2) an improved measurement system, (3) more 
issue agreements and case resolutions, (4) better issue identification, 
(5) more timely audits, and (6) accelerated tax collections. The CEP 
Executive Director said that these six areas affect CEP’S ability to finish 
implementing the 1990 changes. 

We found inconsistent and incomplete implementation of the remaining 
seven changes. Our work showed that IRS’ decentralized structure 
hindered implementation of the seven changes; district offices have been 
responsible for implementing most changes. The CEP Executive Director 
said that if he had line authority over CEP teams and a separate budget, he 
could have ensured more complete and consistent implementation of the 
seven changes. 

IRS’ decentralized structure has evolved over time to protect against 
concentrated power that could be abused. In this structure, IRS’ districts 
acquired the major responsibility for operating various programs. 
Although IRS has been exploring ways to more effectively operate in a 
modern environment, its decentralized structure has become rooted. 

These 10 changes, even if fully implemented, will not solve certain 
problems that contribute to CEP-recommended taxes not being collected. 
These problems included the following: (1) CEP audit teams lack needed 
resources, (2) CEP’S measures of success skew the incentives for audit 
teams in supporting tax recommendations, (3) CEP’S methods for obtaining 
needed data from corporations do not work well, and (4) CEP teams lack 
knowledge about industries covered in audits. 

Lack of Budget IRS considers CEP to be one of its highest priority enforcement programs. 

Resources Hampered 
However, in the four districts we visited, CEP did not receive a 
commensurate priority in resource allocation. The decentralized structure 

CEP Audits allowed districts to shift resources to meet other needs, Our work showed 
that CEP teams often lacked funds for training, traveling to corporate 

‘The State of the Large Case Program” report of the IRS National Large Case Policy Board, 
January 13, 1993. 
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offices to obtain data, and hiring private sector experts. Such resource 
shortfalls hindered CEP teams’ ability to audit large, diverse corporations 
with operations scattered worldwide. 

Training Officials in CEP, Appeals, and District Counsel in the four districts we 
visited generally said that CEP revenue agents need more training on how 
to support recommended taxes. These officials said that audit issues were 
not fully developed, in part, because the agents were not sure about what 
documents or expert testimony were needed. 

Only 26 percent of the 85 team coordinators responding to our survey said 
they had been trained before being placed in their positions. About 
33 percent of them reported that they needed more training, such as on 
industry tax and accounting issues, to improve their ability to do audits. 
Further, none of the team coordinators in our 12 case studies had received 
extensive training on the level of evidence needed to support tax 
assessment recommendations. The advanced corporate training course, 
which is required for CEP revenue agents, covered such evidence standards 
only briefly. We are concerned about the lack of training for team 
coordinators. As case managers become responsible for other CEP audits, 
the team coordinators continue to receive more responsibility for 
managing audits. (See ch. 1 for a description of CEP staff roles.) 

We also found a need for more training on industries that CEP corporations 
cover. About two-thirds of the case managers and team coordinators 
responding to our survey had not received training on industries they 
audited. In our survey, a team coordinator who had specialized in the 
insurance industry since 1986 had the following comments about the lack 
of such training. 

‘From May 1986 until the present time, I have only received about 8 days of continuing 
professional education training in insurance (examination of insurance cases is my 
specialty). This is despite the fact that there were major changes in the tax law for life 
insurance companies in 1984 and property and casualty companies in 1986. We have a 
number of newer agents who have been assigned to the insurance group for more than 1 
year. These agents have not yet received any format classroom training.” 

During our work, a revenue agent told us how the lack of industry training 
can hurt an audit. The revenue agent had been rotated from a CEP team 
doing audits in one industry to a team in another industry without any 
training on the new industry. This agent erred in computing an additional 
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tax assessment because he did not know enough about the tax laws for 
that indusm. The corporation had to train the agent on how to compute 
the tax. 

An appeals officer who had done many CEP audits as a revenue agent told 
us the training in Appeals has been much more extensive than what 
Examination provided him. The appeals officer said issue development 
and collection rates would be improved if revenue agents received similar 
training. 

CEP officials have long known about problems with training. IRS’ CEP 

QualQ Peer Review Report for 1991 stressed the importance of training to 
keep revenue agents updated on tax laws and industry trends. The report 
concluded that a lack of funding had resulted in revenue agents not 
receiving the training to do highly competent work. The report 
recommended that IRS develop industry, issue, and tax law training for all 
CEP staff. 

A 1992 report by an IRS task force on CEP training concluded that a lack of 
training puts revenue agents at a severe disadvantage during CEP audits.2 
The report recommended that CEP officials develop a training plan to cover 
tax law changes and to focus training on industries being audited as well 
as other issues commonly raised during audits. 

This task force also recommended establishing a specific budget for CEP 

training. Accordingly, IRS set aside about $4 million in fiscal year 1993 for 
CEP training. However, we found that three CEP tmining courses to be 
funded through this budget were cancelled as of May 1993 due to other 
district office priorities. The CEP Executive Director told us that training 
needs cannot remain unmet year after year without harming audit quality. 

Travel and Support Audits In addition to training, district office decisions to allocate resources to 
other areas have limited CEP travel and support audits. In one of the four 
districts in our review, audit teams lacked the funds to travel to major 
subsidiaries of large corporations being audited. As a result, the teams 
could not collect information to fully develop potential audit issues. One 
CEP official commented on the effect of inadequate travel funds on one 
audit. 

2”A Roadmap To Quality CEP Focused Training,” National CEP Training Task Force, Final Report, 
September 1992. 
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“The taxpayer suggested a meeting every other month at the support site, however, due to 
lack of travel funds the case manager had to reduce these to quarterly meetings. In 
addition, the case manager recommended that at a minimum the case manager and team 
coordinator travel to the support sites to attend these meetings, Due to district resttictions 
on travel, only one IRS person, the team coordinator, is allowed to travel to these meetings. 
Therefore, the case manager, who has ultimate authority and responsibility for that case 
and support audit, is not allowed to participate in key meetings which will determine the 
success of the examination.” 

If a district provides insufficient travel funds, its CEP teams responsible for 
the audit could have a greater need for audit support from other districts. 
That is, revenue agents in other districts, where the taxpayer being audited 
also conducts business, could help by doing the audit work in their 
districts. 

In our survey, a team coordinator noted the following problems in getting 
support audits when the district budget for CEP was too limited to allow 
visits to a taxpayer’s subsidiary operations. 

“My current assignment has a member corporation whose home office is in another region. 
This corporation has not been examined since joining the consolidated group - at least 10 
years. Its records for both book and tax are maintained in the other region. Circumstances 
such as these warrant at least a limited scope audit. I requested a support audit during the 
pre-audit stage of the cycle, and the case manager never forwarded the request. I was told 
that since the support districts no longer receive credit for their work, and with budgetary 
restrictions, they would be reluctant to devote the manpower necessary to perform the 
requested work. This would necessitate our going to the support district and doing the 
audit ourselves, and that wasn’t going to happen,” 

The fiscal year 1992 CEP peer review found completed support audits in 
24 percent of the cases. The peer review noted that support audits allow 
CEP teams to utilize IRs-wide talent to meet audit needs. However, case 
managers and other CEP officials in all four districts we reviewed were 
reluctant to request support audits. They said resource constraints and 
differing priorities across districts meant that agents assigned to do 
support audits may not be qualified for the job or be able to do the work 
when needed. In summary, they were not confident that they would 
receive work of as high quality as they received when using agents from 
their own districts. 
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Private Sector Experts CEP teams also had difficulty obtaining district office funds for private 
sector experts to assist on the audits. Our work showed that using experts 
could help CEP teams support their recommended assessments. Appeals 
officers said they perceived IRS’ specialists as less credible than taxpayers’ 
experts and generally conceded audit findings developed by IRS specialists. 
They added that contracting private sector experts would help increase 
the collection rate. 

In our follow-up with survey respondents, 20 percent of 82 team 
coordinators told us that they needed but could not obtain a private sector 
expert (e.g., an economist) for their cases. In these cases, district 
management did not agree that an expert was needed, given available IRS 
specialists and insufficient funds. Also, district officials said needed 
experts were not readily available, and waiting was impractical. 

CEP teams did not use private sector experts on any of the 36 top-dollar 
issues in the 12 cases we reviewed. Of the 11 District Counsel and Appeals 
officials who worked on these cases, 10 told us that CEP needs to hire more 
experts to develop complex audit issues. They said taxpayers’ experts 
have much greater influence in Appeals and Tax Court than IRS’ specialists. 

In one case involving the depreciation of assets, IRS’ specialist alleged that 
the taxpayer overstated the value of the assets. The appeals officer said he 
conceded most of over $150 million of recommended adjustments because 
the courts would be unlikely to uphold IRS’ position when the taxpayer had 
hired a reputable appraisal firm. The appeals officer also said the courts 
generally wotid not perceive IRS’ specialists as credible in this case. 

In another example, the appeals officer said the CEP taxpayer hired famous 
tax attorneys whose writings on taxation were often cited in court. 
Knowing this, the appeals officer said he felt obligated to accept the 
taxpayer’s position and conceded over $100 million in recommended 
adjustments. He said the credibility of the taxpayer’s experts exceeded 
that of IRS’ specialists. 

IRS’ fiscal year 1992 CEP peer review report found a similar problem. CEP 

used private sector experts in 16 percent of the cases reviewed compared 
to 43 percent by the corporations audited. The report recommended that 
CEP teams obtain experts early in the audit to facilitate information 
gathering and improve audit quality. Further, the report recommended that 
CEP officials in the National Office seek additional funds to contract 
experts. 
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IRS has allocated separate funds to CEP for contracting with experts since 
fiscal year 199 1. According to National Office officials, although these 
funds have helped to alleviate some of the pressures on the districts when 
they requested experts, the funds were still too limited to have a large 
impact. 

Having a central budget would facilitate the transfer of CEP funds during 
the year from one district to another. In our case studies, 19 of 24 CEP 
district officials agreed that the National Office should directly control CEP 
resources, such as training, travel, and private sector experts. They 
generally supported having a central CEP budget to deter districts from 
shifting CEP funds to other district programs. 

In summary, no IRS program can get all of the resources that it needs, 
particularly when budgets are tight. But our work suggested that CEP had 
some serious unmet needs and that resources would be more certain 
under a centrally managed CEP budget. With such certainty, CEP team 
members and other IRS staff could be better developed and utilized. 
Although IRS would need to protect against overcentralizing and thus 
undercutting other district programs, CEP would be more likely to meet its 
mission in auditing large, complex corporations if resource allocation 
were more centralized. One protection could be to leave the responsibility 
for specific decisions about CEP audits and technical aspects at the district 
level. 

CEP Productivity IRS measured CEP’S productivity by the amount of additional taxes that 

Measures Need to 
audit teams recommend and the time it takes to complete the audit. We 
agree with the Internal Revenue Service Manual that the intent of an audit 

Provide More is to determine the true tax liability without concern about the hazards of 

Incentive to Revenue litigation. It is not IRS’ manual that needs to be expanded, but rather its 

Agents 
measurement of CEP. For various reasons discussed below, we believe that 
CEP teams also need to consider the rate at which their recommended 
taxes are collected. 

Considered separately, we believe that IRS’ current two measures have 
some validity. Using recommended taxes as one measure can encourage 
revenue agents to identify more areas of potential noncompliance, 
especially when complex tax laws make determining the true tax liability 
difficult. Measuring the time to complete audits is likely to encourage audit 
teams to use their time effectively. 
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On the other hand, we found that these two measures alone did not 
provide adequate incentive. Attempting to generate the most 
recommended tax in the shortest amount of time can induce CEP teams to 
bypass audit steps and not fully develop support for their recommended 
taxes. Thus, CEP teams had little incentive to review all areas of tax 
returns, track down valuable data, or seek feedback on its auditi from 
Appeals. We believe this lack of incentive led to some poorly supported 
recommended taxes that could not be sustained in Appeals. Having the 
collection rate as another measure could alter this incentive and result in 
CEP teams better supporting their tax recommendations. 

Little Incentive to Identify 
and Fully Develop 
Recommended Taxes 

IRS’ measures provided little incentive for CEP audit teams to adequately 
identify and develop recommended taxes that can be sustained after audit. 
By focusing on recommended taxes and audit cycle time, these measures 
can pressure teams to use the same audit plan year after 
year-particularly if the old plan produced high recommended taxes 
(regardless of whether Appeals had sustained these recommended taxes). 
CEP teams in 11 of our 12 cases generally followed the same plan across 
audit cycles. Limited time to complete audits may help explain this 
tendency. 

We found that following the old audit plan can result in cw teams missing 
issues, overstating recommended taxes, +nd using resources ineffectively. 
For example, corporate officials told us that the taxes recommended 
repeatedly by revenue agents often involved timing issues that should not 
be developed in subsequent years once the adjustment is agreed to and 
made. 

The most negative aspect of CEP audits cited by both the corporate and IRS 
officials surveyed was the revenue agents’ failure to adequately support 
issues they raised during the audit. An appeals officer said: “To create 
dollars, Exam (Examination Division) raises too many weak issues. This 
clouds the entire case. Exam should focus on solid issues and not be 
pressured to create tax.” Also, a case manager commented: “Instead of 
encouraging agents to fully develop their issues so that the government 
can eventually collect the tax, ROI (return on investment using 
recommended taxes) encourages agents to set up big deficiencies. Finding 
issues is probably easier than developing them.” 
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CEP Teams Had Little 
Incentive to Coordinate 
With Appeals 

Measuring success by the amount of recommended taxes per hour also 
gave CEP teams little incentive to coordinate with Appeals on how it settled 
disputes over recommended taxes. We found inconsistent coordination 
between CEP teams and appeals officers. Such coordination could inform 
CEP teams about the reasons that Appeals conceded recommended taxes 
from prior audits. Without this knowledge, agents may continue to 
recommend taxes that are likely to be conceded. 

One of IRS’ 10 changes in 1990 required CEP teams and Appeals to meet 
before and after the case is decided by Appeals. CEP teams can explain 
their position on disputed issues and allow Appeals to ask questions about 
the team’s positions. The teams may also use this information to more 
fully develop their positions in the next audit. By May 1991, both functions 
had changed their procedures to require these meetings. 

Before TRS required these two functions to meet before and after 
settlements, our surveys indicated that communications between Appeals 
and CEP teams on settlements were inconsistent. Although 64 percent of 
the appeals officers said Appeals provided feedback to CEP teams on the 
settlements, only about 40 percent of both the 56 case managers and 73 
team coordinators who had cases that went to Appeals said Appeals 
provided feedback. CEP officials said a possible reason for the disparity 
could be that the feedback provided to Examination was not provided to 
the CEP teams. 

Our case studies also showed this inconsistency. For the nine cases in 
Appeals we reviewed (most audited and settled before IRS implemented its 
CEP changes), four CEP teams did not hold preconference meetings with 
Appeals. In addition, none of the nine teams met with Appeals after the 
case was settled to Gnd out why recommended taxes were not sustained. 
Moreover, the revenue agents working on five of the nine cases said they 
had neither read the written Appeals’ report on the resolution of past 
audits of the same taxpayer nor coordinated with Appeals before or after 
the audit. They said doing so takes time away from current audits and 
offers little potential to recommend more taxes. 

In summary, we believe that measuring CEP on taxes collected in addition 
to taxes recommended would balance competing incentives and serve as a 
control against overstated recommended taxes. With both measures, CEP 

teams should feel less pressure to recommend taxes that are unlikely to be 
sustained in Appeals or the courts They also would have more of an 
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incentive to fully develop issues that they do audit. As a result, the 
collection rate should increase from 22 percent. 

A January 1993 report issued by the Treasury Inspector General illustrates 
what can happen by emphasizing recommended taxes over taxes 
collected-u& overall mission.3 The report described how IRS managers in 
the Buffalo district manipulated statistics. They shifted recommended 
taxes from CEP audits to another audit program that was falling short of its 
goal. Because the CEP goal had been met, they artificially enhanced the 
other program’s results to attain better performance evaluations and 
receive merit pay increases.4 Although IRS prohibits using numerical goals 
to evaluate individual performance, IRS holds managers accountable for 
meeting the program goals. The Inspector General concluded that 
problems he found may exist throughout IRS. 

A 

Audit Methods to CEP teams need corporate information to determine whether all income is 

Obtain Taxpayer Data 
reported and all deductions and credits are allowable. But corporations 
can have difficulty finding information when IRS’ requests are vague or are 

Did Not Work for an old tax year. To the extent that CEP teams poorly planned the audit, 

Effectively or Were vague requests are more likely. Also, the CEP teams and corporations may 
disagree on the types and amount of information needed for the audit. 

Rarely Used Such disagreements are the normal product of the tension existing 
between tax administrators and taxpayers in a complex tax system that 
depends on voluntary compliance. 

We found that the two methods-1DRs and summons authority--that CEP 

teams have to obtain needed taxpayer data were not working well. IDRs 

were not effective; and summons authority was seldom used because of 
the time required to obtain a summons. As a result, CEP teams need more 
effective tools to use when corporations do not provide requested 
information in a timely manner, Such tools would help ensure that CEP 
teams develop supportable recommended taxes that can be sustained in 
Appeals. 

In our survey, 85 percent of tearn coordinators reported they did not 
receive requested information in a timely manner, while about 30 percent 

3’Management inquiry Into the Buffalo District of the Internal Revenue Service,” Depiutment of the 
Trcamry, Inspector General report, (OIG-OQA-93M)3, Jan. 12, 1993). 

‘Although the h~~~t~or General report did not indiCaee whether CEP’s collection rate as discussed in 
chapkr 2 would be affected by thii shift in program results, we doubt that our computation of the rate 
was affected. We tracked the taxes recommended for each specific CEP corporation, which would not 
be affected by the manipulation of aggregated results. 
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said they had to close audits without receiving the information. Further, 
76 percent of the 57 team coordinators and 61 percent of the 55 case 
managers who reported that their cases closed later than planned said 
problems getting information from the taxpayer caused the delay to a 
great or very great extent. One team coordinator responded to our survey 
with the following comments. 

“The taxpayer procrastinated and was able to control the pace of the examination. [IRS] 
management’s decision to close the case with undeveloped, unagreed issues was a poor 
decision. Exam should have fought for the records and issued summonses where required 
to properly develop issues.” 

Our case studies also showed the difficulty that CEP teams had in getting 
information. Out of the 12 cases, 5 teams extended the time to complete 
the audits because the corporation did not provide needed data In all, four 
teams had not received the data by the time the audit ended. 

F&her than providing information to CEP teams during the audits, 
corporations sometimes provided it only to Appeals. In our survey, about 
half of the 63 corporate respondents whose cases went to Appeals said 
they introduced new information only to Appeals. In the 9 appealed cases 
we reviewed, the corporations provided new information to Appeals for 17 
of the 27 topdollar issues. In two of these cases, CEP officials told us they 
would never have recommended additional taxes if they had received the 
related information during the audit. The information convinced Appeals 
officials to concede about $30 million in disputed adjustments to taxable 
income. If the teams had not recommended these ac(justments upon 
receiving the requested information, the collection rate would have been 
higher. 

Overall, providing information to Appeals and not to CEP teams 
significantly affected the collection rate. In the 9 appealed case studies, 
Appeals sustained almost 70 percent of the recommended taxes when 
corporations provided the information to CEP teams compared to none of 
those taxes recommended when the corporations provided the 
information directly to Appeals. 

The fiscal year 1992 CEP peer review study also found that requested 
information was provided by the due date in only one-third of the requests, 
even though the team and the taxpayer had agreed on an acceptable 
response time. The peer review report viewed the efficient exchange of 
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information as essential to a quality audit and recommended higher 
management attention. 

When corporations did provide requested information, many case 
managers and team coordinators who responded to our survey were not 
satisfied with taxpayers’ responses. About 40 percent were dissatisfied 
with the completeness of the information. CEP, Appeals, and District 
Counsel officials we interviewed said taxpayers’ failure to provide 
requested information in the audit resulted in undeveloped recommended 
assessments. Our analysis of the nine case studies showed that such 
recommendations were likely to be conceded by Appeals. 

Both taxpayers and district CEP officials indicated that corporations 
encountered difficulties responding to IRS’ information requests. About 
40 percent of the taxpayer respondents reported that they were 
dissatisfied with the clarity and conciseness of the teams’ requests. They 
believed that the IDRS were too wide-ranging or vague to be processed 
quickly and accurately. According to a report by an organization whose 
members include CEP corporations, CEP teams request irrelevant 
information when they are “fishing” for issues to audit. 

IRS officials said while IDRS may be broad and vague, CEP corporations did 
not always leave an audit trail that allows CEP teams to identify the specific 
documents needed. On the other hand, CEP officials in the four districts we 
visited said they recognized the corporations’ difficulty in responding to 
IDRS. They pointed out that corporations had more difficulty when the 
requests involved tax returns from many years ago, particularly if the 
taxpayers retained tax information in multiple locations or lacked 
personnel to find the information. 

Although the case managers and team coordinators in our survey 
expressed dissatisfaction with taxpayers’ overall cooperation in 
responding to information requests, they rarely issued summons to obtain 
the information. In the survey, only seven case managers and five team 
coordinators said they used IRS' summons authority to obtain needed 
information, Instead, they said they relied on meetings with taxpayers to 
resolve delays or they reissued the original request for data 

We found this same condition in our case studies. In the nine protested 
cases, CEP officials met with the taxpayers to discuss delays in obtaining 
requested information. The CEP teams had not used their summons 
authority in any cases, despite their difficulties, Most teams did not receive 
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the requested information in a timely manner, if at all. In one case, 
however, a team used a summons during a subsequent audit cycle when 
the corporation said the information requested could not be located. After 
receiving the summons, the corporation located the records overnight. 
However, according to revenue agents in some of the districts we visited, a 
summons generally does not provide such immediate results. 

Revenue agents in three of the four districts we visited said they were 
reluctant to use the summons authority. Under pressure to close audits 
quickly, they said a summons must be enforced, which can take from 6 to 
24 months. The agents also said they did not want to harm good 
relationships with the corporations. However, as a District Counsel noted, 
agents do not have good relationships when corporations do not provide 
requested information. 

We recognize that IRS’ IDRS can cross the bounds of what would seem 
reasonable to an independent observer. As a result, we do not believe that 
IRS should necessarily be able to obtain all of the information that it 
requests. 

However, our case work showed examples in which even reasonable 
requests for information were not met in a timely manner or at all. Given 
the practical difficulties of using a summons, the inadequate corporate 
responses to IDRS, and the frequency with which corporations provided 
new information to Appeals, we believe CEP teams need more effective 
tools to gain better access to the information for which their request is 
appropriate. We have identified the following options that could be used 
by IRS if a corporation did not provide requested information without 
reasonable cause: 

l Prohibit the corporation from introducing such information during appeals 
or trial. A similar requirement exists in section 932 of the Internal Revenue 
Code for foreign-based documentation. This section can prohibit 
taxpayers from introducing that documentation in a civil tax case. 

l Provide IRS with the authority to assess a penalty for noncompliance with a 
request for certain information. This authority could be similar to section 
6038A, which allows penalties against certain foreign-owned corporations 
that fail to furnish requested information. 

l Give CEP the authority to impose penalties on corporations that willfully 
fail to produce requested data by the end of the audit. No such penalty 
exists now. Under this penalty option, Appeals and the courts could rule 
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on whether the corporation had reasonable cause for not providing the 
data to CEP. If so, the penalties imposed by CEP would be abated. 

We have not studied the cost-effectiveness of these three options. And IRS 
may want to examine ways to make the summons authority more useful, 
by devising a more timely process or progressive steps leading to its use. 
Any of these approaches may improve IRS’ ability to obtain the necessary 
information. Yet, all of them should be considered as a last resort. Working 
cooperatively with taxpayers to clarify the IDRS and obtain the necesszuy 
information should be tried first. However, we believe enhancing IRS’ tools 
as we suggest may increase cooperation so that the new tools would rarely 
be needed. 

Not Adequately audits of one corporate taxpayer to another about every 6 years. We 

Informed About support the concept of rotation as an internal control to safeguard the 

Industry Audit Issues integrity of CEP, but whether the current 6-year standard is appropriate 
today is another question. IRS officials told us that IRS is considering 
lengthening this period. 

We also believe that rotation is more important among corporations than 
among industries. In rotating among corporations on the 6-year schedule, 
IRS’ revenue agents have tended to also switch from doing audits within 
one industry to audits within another. Switching industries, along with 
corporations, requires agents to learn different accounting practices and 
audit issues. As a result, agents have more difficulty doing a quality audit 
under tight time f?ames. 

District CEP officials in our 12 case studies cited a need for more industry 
knowledge. Of 23 officials, 15 told us CEP revenue agents often lacked the 
necessary knowledge of the industry environment, tax accountjng 
practices, and issues. They believed this lack of knowledge hindered 
revenue agents’ ability to develop supportable audit positions. These 
officials said a portion of revenue agents should specialize in industries to 
help CEP teams more effectively audit corporations in the same industry. 

In addition, 11 percent of team coordinators and 27 percent of taxpayers 
responding to our survey reported that they were dissatisfied with the 
audit team’s knowledge of the taxpayer’s industry. One corporate official 
we surveyed said that the 
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“Technical ability of Ex arnirdng agents is woefully inadequate. They just don’t have the 
background or expertise to handle complex technical issues of CEP taxpayers. To deal with 
an agent who has ‘a little knowledge’ is a frustrating experience, since much time is taken 
up by responding to irrelevant questions.” 

The 1990 IRS quality improvement team for CEP recognized the need for 
more knowledge of industries covered by CJZP audits. The team found that 
ISP had not kept pace with the changing corporate world. ISP lacked 
effective communication across IFS districts. Nor did it adequately ensure 
consistency among audit teams in developing positions on similar industry 
issues. The team cited needed improvements to ISP to deal with 
multi-industry corporations. For example, the team believed that an ISP 
that relies on each district to coordinate its industry issues without 
national management will not meet its intended purpose. This team 
concluded that such an approach lacked a mechanism to ensure that audit 
plans and industry issues are uniformly developed. 

IRS expanded ISP, on the basis of its 1990 change, by having ISP industry 
coordinators accumulate and disseminate information on selected 
industries as well as IRS’ audit positions. I& goal was to ensure a more 
consistent treatment of taxpayers. IRS also created electronic bulletin 
boards to improve communications among audit teams in developing 
industry issues. However, IRS did not develop controls to ensure that 
revenue agents would use the information as intended. 

We found ISP had not ensured that CEP teams would raise and develop 
coordinated industry issues. Three of four industry coordinators we 
interviewed said their span of responsibility is too vast for them to be 
adequately involved in all audits in their industry or to provide all audit 
teams with needed assistance. The industry coordinators said they rely on 
audit teams to request their assistance when problems arise. However, 
they aclmowledged that audit teams usually did not have enough industry 
knowledge to know when to ask for help. 

Not having revenue agents who know about an industry can hamper 
audits. One CEP branch chief said an adequate understanding of the 
taxpayer’s industry is paramount for effective audits. In 1 of our 12 cases, 
the lack of industry knowledge significantly hindered the audit. The 
district assigned three revenue agents to an audit involving an industry 
about which they had no knowledge. The team coordinator had to spend 
time coaching the agents on the industry and its accounting standards. At 
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the same time, the coordinator was tasked with developing complex audit 
issues but lacked enough time to accomplish this task. 

According to the team coordinator, this audit was inefficient. The agents 
only began to understand the industry and accounting standards when the 
audit ended. As a result, the major issues were poorly developed and 
Appeals completely conceded two of the three top-dollar issues, totaling 
over $800 million. The corporation is litigating the third issue. 

We believe developing industry specialization among revenue agents 
would improve their abilities to audit CEP corporations. IRS is already 
developing a program to have agents specialize for non-cEP audits of 
businesses. So far, IRS believes this program has improved audits We 
believe that this program can provide a road map to help CEP meet 
challenges it may encounter through specialization. Believing that IRS still 
should rotate agents among corporations, we favor a similar type of 
industry specialization for CEP audits. 

Conclusions CEP is IFS’ most important audit program given its complexity and revenue 
implications. Since the 197Os, CEP has been plagued by various problems. 
To correct these problems, IRS approved CEP changes in 1990. IRS districts, 
which have the major responsibility for CEP audits, have not fully 
implemented aI of these changes. We believe these changes are positive 
and need greater support from a central authority for them to work 
effectively. 

The decentralized management of CEP has also contributed to these 
problems. This structure has allowed districts to shift CEP resources to 
meet other needs. Having fewer resources, CEP teams are ill-equipped to do 
quality audits of large corporations with complex operations. In particular, 
we found that CEP teams needed more consistent training on industry 
issues and audit practices. More centralized control over budget and staff 
resources, while balancing other resource needs in the districts, could 
improve the audits as well as the audit team’s support for recommended 
taxes. To protect against excessive centralization, authority for making 
specific case decisions could be left in District Office hands. 

IRS’ measure of cEP-recommended tax increases per hour of audit 
time-may encourage CEP teams to recommend tax increases not likely to 
be sustained in Appeals. Contributing factors include time pressures to 
close audits and ineffective tools for obtaining needed information from 
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CEP corporations. We believe that adding a new measure-the rate in 
collecting recommended taxes-could provide needed balance in 
discouraging CEP teams from continuing to recommend taxes that Appeals 
is likely to concede. 

CEP teams and corporations may disagree on the types and amounts of 
information needed for an audit. While some IFS requests for information 
may be overly broad or vague, CXP teams need information to determine 
whether all income is reported and aU deductions and credits are 
allowable. The CEP teams had problems getting timely and complete 
information from taxpayers using IDRS and did not often use IRS' summons 
authority-the current two methods of obtaining information. While we 
believe that CEP teams should tist try working cooperatively with 
taxpayers to clarify data requests and obtain needed information, we also 
believe that IRS’ tools do not work well enough when corporations do not 
provide requested information in a timely manner. 

Concessions of recommended tax increases in Appeals also arose because 
CEP teams lacked knowledge about the industries that their audits covered, 
Our work showed that CEP revenue agents did not know enough about 
industry trends and practices. We believe that having more such 
knowledge would improve CEP audits along with the chances for 
recommended taxes being upheld in Appeals. Given increasingly complex 
corporations, specialized agents rotated among corporations in the same 
industry would improve CEP audits. 

If the IRS changes are successful, CEP teams will be more likely to improve 
their audits and recommend tax increases that can be supported and 
sustained. However, we see a need for other changes to the CEP budget, 
training, and measures as well as CEP teams’ access to corporate data and 
their knowledge of industries. 

Recommendations to We recommend that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue 

the Commissioner of . give the CEP Executive Director authority over CEP budget resources and 

Internal Revenue staff allocations at the district office level, 
l ensure that CEP'S revenue agents receive adequate training on the industry 

they specialize in as well as on tax laws and basic auditing skills such as 
standards of evidence, 

l expand the measures of CEP productivity to include the percent of 
recommended taxes that is ultimately collected, 
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. issue regulations or propose legislation to strengthen IRS' abiity to obtain 
needed data from CEP corporations during the audit after evaluating 
options for obtaining needed data from corporations as discussed on page 
56, and 

+ modify CEP'S policy to allow revenue agents to rotate among corporations 
in the same industries to the extent possible. 

Comments and Our 
Evaluation 

IRS Comments The Commissioner agreed with our recommendations on training CEP 

revenue agents. She also agreed to modify CEP policy on rotating revenue 
agents to the extent that circumstances and resources permit. In addition, 
she said that in fiscal year 1994, IRS will study the three options that we 
suggested to increase IRS’ ability to obtain needed data from corporations 
during CEP audits. 

The Commissioner did not agree with our recommendation to give line 
and budget authority to the CEP Executive Director. We believe that IRS 
assumed our recommendation was similar to ones made by IRS study 
groups in 1990, which recommended major centralization. The intended 
scope of our recommendation was not as great+ We agree that full 
centralization generates problems as well as benefits. We clarified our 
report recommendation to focus on centralizing authority over resource 
allocation, not over CEP cases themselves. 

The Commissioner also did not agree with our recommendation to use the 
collection rate as one measure of CEP productivity. Even so, the 
Commissioner said, in commenting on a recommendation in chapter 2, 
that IRS is developing a voluntary compliance baseline measure using a 
methodology similar to ours. We continue to believe that this 
recommendation is needed and IRS' proposed measure would suffice. 

The Commissioner also said we did not put enough emphasis on changes 
that IRS was making to CEP, such as the continual involvement and control 
by regional CEP managers and the new measures that IRS was developing. 
We added report language to further acknowledge these changes and our 
support for IRS' efforts. However, neither our survey of 108 CEP cases nor 

our work during 1992 and 1993 at ms offices in 5 IRS regions provided 
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TEI Comments 

evidence that regional CEP managers’ involvement had significantly 
improved the selection of audit issues or resource allocation. 

TEI raised concerns about whether we would be “jumping the gun” in 
suggesting new penalties or sanctions if CEP corporations did not 
adequately provide data that CEP teams requested. TEI pointed to many 
problems with these IRS requests, which our report has discussed. We also 
saw evidence of corporations not responding adequately to reasonable 
requests. 

We differ slightly with TEI on these points. In turn, our recommendations 
asked IRS to evaluate the various options for improving CEP teams’ ability 
to obtain needed data We do not view this as “jumping the gun.” Our work 
did not lead us to conclude that IRS' changes to CEP since 1990 will solve 
the problem, even though they may lead to improvements. 

Regarding these ongoing changes to CEP, TEI characterized our report as 
“more a historical portrait” of CEP in 1993. TEI questioned whether our 
findings from cases closed a number of years ago would still be valid 
because of the many ongoing changes to CEP. We agree that much of our 
work focused on cases audited and settled in Appeals before IRS approved 
changes to CEP in 1990. This fact, however, did not preclude us from 
analyzing the status of these changes as well as the recent state of CEP. We 
surveyed various IRS officials as well as taxpayer officials involved in 108 
cases-some settled in Appeals after 1990. In all cases, we asked questions 
about each of IRS' changes. Further, we interviewed 85 IRS and corporate 
officials in various field locations up through mid-1993. We drew on all of 
this information in reaching our conclusions about the recent state of CEP 

as well as IRS' changes. 
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When corporations disagree with the additional taxes CEP teams 
recommend, they usually challenge the taxes in Appeals. If a CEP team 

does not or cannot adequately support its recommended taxes, Appeals 
has little choice but to concede these taxes. Even if Examination’s 
position is supported, Appeals may concede the taxes in full or in part on 
the basis of an assessment of the hazards of litigating the issue. 

We found that Appeals has been striving to meet its stated mission 

“to resolve tax controversies, without litigation, on a basis which is fait and impartial to 
both the Government and the taxpayer and in a manner that will enhance voluntary 
compliance and public confidence in the integrity and efficiency of the Service.” 

While IRS may be meeting its mission to settle disputes without litigation, 
we believe that this emphasis along with other factors contributed to the 
22 percent collection rate and challenged Appeals’ ability to meet other 
parts of its stated mission-to reach settlements fair to both the 
government and the taxpayer and to promote voluntary compliance. 
Specifically: 

l Differing interpretations of complex tax laws led to extensive rework in 
resolving disputes year after year, which Appeals’ settlements generally 
cannot resolve beyond the years in dispute. 

l The inherent conflict between Appeals’ mission to settle disputes without 
litigation and Exam’s mission to protect the government’s interest by 
recommending taxes laid the groundwork for a low collection rate. 

+ Appeals’ controls for coordinating with other IRS offices, such as Exam 
and Counsel, either did not always work or did not exist, creating 
inconsistencies in settling tax disputes. 

Appeals has taken steps to improve the settlement process, such as 
requiring opening conferences with CEP teams, sharing its settlement 
results and rationales with CEP teams, and initiating an industry 
speciahzation program. We support such efforts and cite them throughout 
this chapter. Even so, further changes are needed to balance incentives 
and tighten controls while allowing Appeals to stay independent and 
impartial. Besides reducing rework, our changes should help improve the 
collection rate and consistent application of tax law. In sum, IRS should be 
better able to meet its mission of collecting the proper amount of tax at 
the least cost and burden to IRS and taxpayers. 
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Complex Tax Laws 
Combined With 

ambiguous, causing legitimate differences in opinion over how the law 
should be interpreted. As a result, IRS has repeatedly audited the same 

Appeals’ Mission issues and corporations have repeatedly disputed IRS’ audit findings. This 

Allow Tax Disputes to cycle has drained IRS and corporate resources without putting the disputes 
to rest. Neither the appeals process nor litigation are particularly effective 

Recur means of resolving these recurring audit issues; a better means may be tax 
law changes. 

As of September 1992, about 12,000 disputed issues with $99 billion in 
proposed adjustments were waiting to be resolved by Appeals.’ We found 
that 14 tax code sections account for 5,279 (45 percent) of these disputed 
issues and $56 billion (57 percent) of these proposed adjustments. IRS 

officials said they believed most were appealed by CEP corporations.’ 

Complex, ambiguous laws have created opportunities to characterize 
transactions in order to achieve a desired outcome. This flexibility, in turn, 
increases the likelihood of tax disputes. Without clear tax laws, resolution 
of these disputes can get complicated and can ultimately rely on the 
negotiating skills of those persons representing IRS and CEP taxpayers. 

This was illustrated during our review. We attempted to evaluate whether 
Appeals’ decisions on the 27 highest-valued issues in our 9 appealed cases 
were reasonable according to the tax code. Tax law ambiguity and 
complexity combined with Appeals officers’ broad discretion to settle 
disputes made this attempt inconclusive. 

Our survey results also indicated that ambiguity in the tax code is a 
problem in resolving disputes over CEP audit results. 

. Hazards of litigation was the primary reason cited by appeals officers for 
partially or fully conceding issues. They believed that litigation was too 
risky, given uncertainty over how the court would interpret tax laws. 

9 About 90 percent of the corporations said they appealed 
cEp-recommended taxes because they disagreed with Examination’s legal 
interpretation instead of its presentation of the facts. 

‘Tax Administration: Recurring Tax Issues Tracked by IRS’ Office of Appeals (GAO/GGD-93-101, 
May 4, 1993). 

2The &sues are being appealed by corpoaions, partnerships, estates, and individuals. Because of 
limitations in IRS’ database, we could not determine how many were appealed by CEP corporations 
without doing a time-consuming analysis of all 5,279 open issues. 
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This lingering ambiguity on tax issues reduces CEP’S collection rate. It ais0 
increases IRS’ costs as CEP teams continue to raise the same audit 
issues-recommending additional taxes--while Appeals continues to 
settle disputes over the same issues. Such rework also increases 
corporations’ costs3 Overall, the effects of complex corporate tax laws 
contradict IRS’ mission to collect the proper amount of taxes at the least 
cost. 

Given the resource drain and burden imposed from reworking tax 
disputes, we believe that IRS and Treasury should more actively seek to 
permanently resolve these disputes. We also believe that proactively 
pursuing tax law changes, rather than relying on the appeals process or 
litigation, is the best means of resolving recurring issues. 

For example, Appeals’ settlements do not produce binding precedents for 
resolving similar disputes in future years. Instead, they generally resolve 
tax issues for just the years in dispute. In addition, case-by-case 
settlements have produced dissimilar treatment for the same tax issue. 

Litigation also does not necessarily establish clear legal precedent. Several 
factors complicate the resolution of disputes through the tax litigation 
system. Because this system involves the Tax Court, Court of Federal 
Claims, and federal district courts, conflicts among the court decisions 
may arise. It may take years before the Supreme Court reviews conflicting 
decisions, if it ever does. Litigation, therefore, may not fully resolve the 
dispute but will add substantial time and costs. 

IRS and Treasury already have a process that can be used more proactively 
to propose tax law changes to Congress. IRS annually generates a list of 
legislative proposals that the Treasury Department reviews and approves 
for the administration’s consideration. Given the recurrence of many 
corporate tax disputes, CEP officials said they annually offer proposals to 
permanently resolve disputed tax issues. The few proposals that survive 
these steps are officially submitted to Congress. We believe that these 
proposals must be well supported, clearly presented, and seriously 
considered. 

3An IRScontracted study by the University of Michigan concluded that 1,300 CEP corporations 
together incurred costs totaling $2 billion a year to comply with federal, state, and iocal tax laws. 
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Differing Incentives 
Laid Groundwork for 

teams’ desire to recommend additional taxes. Given that tax law is open to 
interpretation, this difference led to more recommended taxes that CEP 

Low Collection Rate corporations were likely to dispute and Appeals was likely to concede. 

at Appeals Stage Such differences not only produced rework but laid the groundwork for 
the low CEP collection rate. 

Consistent with its mission, Appeals’ goal in the mid-1980s was to settle 
85 percent of all types of cases without litigation. Appeals dropped this 
numerical goal in 1988 because its staff strove to achieve the number 
instead of reasonable and fair settlements. Even without this goal, the 
settlement rates for CEP cases ranged from 84 to 93 percent in fiscal years 
1990 to 1992. 

Such high settlement rates diverged from CEP teams’ focus. As chapter 3 
discusses, a key CEP measure was the amount of additional taxes 
recommended per hour. This measure provided a strong incentive for CEP 

teams to recommend additional taxes if they had doubts about a 
corporation’s liability. Conversely, Appeals emphasized settling cases out 
of court. This encouraged appeals officers to concede recommended taxes 
to settle the case. 

With this imbalance, CEP’S focus burdens “downstream” functions like 
Appeals. Similarly, Appeals’ focus burdens “upstream” functions like CEP 

because Appeals settlements do not set a precedent to follow as do some 
court decisions. A 1992 IRS study discussed the need to examine its 
functional organization.4 It concluded that a functional organization does 
not maximize effectiveness. The study proposed using a systems approach 
to find ways to better organize work and increase cooperation between 
functions. It also proposed developing measures to determine how well IRS 

meets its overall mission of collecting the proper amount of tax at. the least 
cost to the public. 

We believe one way IRS could increase cooperation and balance between 
CEP and Appeals is to provide a common measure that applies to them as 
well as meets IRS’ overall mission. That common measure could be the 
collection rate. If IRS added this measure to both functions, appeals 
officers would have more incentive to 

*The Internal Revenue Service Plan for Improving Customer Satisfaction and Organizational 
Performance,” Document 9039, September 24, 1992. 
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. meet with CEP teams before settling cases to better understand the audit 
findings, request any missing data, or provide any new taxpayer dw and 

. clearly communicate to CEP teams as soon as possible the reasons why 
recommended taxes were not sustained so that the team can avoid raising 
the same issues in the same manner, thus reducing taxpayer burden and 
saving ms resources. 

National Office Appeals’ officials believed that using the collection rate as 
a measure could induce some appeals officers to forget about settling 
disputes fairly and just focus on collecting the taxes. Measures can affect 
behavior. That is why they are important. However, for various reasons, 
we expect this added measure to have overall positive rather than negative 
effects. 

First, Appeals already measures the portion of recommended tax that it 
“recovers” rather than concedes. As our work showed, this measure did 
not induce appeals officers to focus on collection to the exclusion of their 
mission. Our idea of a common measure simply extends this existing 
measure in Appeals throughout IRS. Doing so would allow IRS to see the 
total portion of recommended taxes collected across all stages-including 
agreements at the Exam level as well as Appeals and litigation results. 

Second, National Office Appeals officials raised concerns about relying on 
the collection rate measure when separate acfiustments to taxes owed, 
such as net operating loss carryover or carryback, can confound 
settlement amounts for the actual issues being disputed. These officials 
did not know the extent to which these separate adjustments skew the 
collection rate. In chapter 2, we recommend changes to IRS’ databases in 
order to keep these adjustments from overstating or understating the 
collection rate. 

Third, by tracking the collection rate across functions instead of as a goal 
within each function, IRS employees would feel less pressure to ignore 
their function’s mission. Even if some pressure started to arise, appeals 
officers still would be subjected to other measures and be expected to 
negotiate fair and objective settlements. Given their role of assessing 
hazards of litigation, the officers may continue to use their independence 
to settle for a portion of the disputed taxes rather than lose them all in 
court. The difference would be that XRS would measure such results 
overall. 
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To the extent that a common measure encourages Appeals to share 
taxpayer information with CEP teams and consider their interpretations, 
more efficient audits with better supported recommended taxes would 
become more likely. Less rework and burden on corporations would also 
be likely if Appeals’ enhanced communication led CEP teams to not 
recommend taxes that are unlikely to be sustained due to inadequate 
support 

In sum, these forces could better balance the incentives without detracting 
from Appeals’ independence and impartiality. In fact, applying the 
collection rate only to CEP teams would be unfair to them and undercut the 
balance and incentive to communicate. 

Appeals’ mission also involved another imbalance. The pressure to settle 
cases without litigation increased the incentive for CEP taxpayers to appeal 
and hold out for more favorable settlements, especially under differing 
interpretations of law. Three of four IRS District Counsel officials we 
interviewed favored more litigation to guide IRS’ tax positions on selected 
issues. 

We confirmed that IRS litigation is infrequent, relative to the number of 
issues that the 1,700 CEP corporations appeal each year.5 Counsel records 
showed that federal Tax, Claims, and District Courts in fiscal year 1992 
decided 46 CEP income tax cases of which 29 were decided in Tax Court. 
During fiscal years 1988 to 1992, Counsel closed 96 income tax cases from 
Tax Court. 

However, litigation has a downside. Neither IRS nor the courts can handle 
major increases in litigation. Litigation also adds costs for the corporations 
and IRS as well as time and risk to dispute resolution. CEP taxpayers said 
any IRS willingness to litigate more will force them to bypass Appeals and 
go to Tax Court. Having the ultimate decision over litigating, taxpayers 
may tend to litigate if they see their cases as strong.6 

Resolving disputes at a lower level is preferable-particularly given 
limited resources. However, the propensity to litigate few CEP cases may 
put IRS at a disadvantage in its negotiations and increase the likelihood 
that CEP corporations will appeal and reach favorable settlements. Because 

6We did our analysis using a list of taxpayers in CEP as of May 1991. 

6Even so, Chief Counsel data on 96 Tax Court cases closed from 1988 to 1992 for CEP corporations we 
surveyed showed a higher collection rate, about 35 percent, than our 22-percent rate for a broader 
universe of closed CEP cases. 
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Appeals Needs Better 
md More Controls to 
Ensure Consistent 
Application of Tax 
Laws and a Level 
Playing Field 

IRS Can Improve Controls 
to Allow CEP Teams to 
Review New Corporate 
Information That Appeals 
Received 

litigation adds costs, time, and risks for all parties, any IRS decision to 
litigate more disputed issues must consider these factors. 

We found that Appeals did not have sufficient controls to meet its policies 
on coordinating with IRS functions. The controls did not always work or 
exist. Without coordination, IRS is at a disadvantage when Appeals does 
not share new information with CEP teams. Or, if Appeals’ settlements 
conflict with Counsel’s positions, inconsistent applications of tax laws can 
arise. We also found weaknesses in other internal controls, such as those 
to prevent conflicts of interest. 

Officials from Appeals and CEP corporations acknowledged the need for 
Appeals to coordinate within IRS. However, they raised concerns that more 
coordination would create the perception that Appeals is less independent 
and impartial. We agree that Appeals must be independent and impartial. 
Before spending money to litigate, corporations need to be able to contact 
an objective party at IRS who can review cEP teams’ support for 
recommended taxes. However, we do not believe that Appeals’ 
coordination with other IRS offices will reduce its independence or 
authority to objectively settle disputes. 

In May 1991, Appeals formalized its policy to ask CEP teams to evaluate 
new, significant information that corporations provide during the appeals 
process. The policy in effect for the cases ive reviewed, however, gave 
appeals officers the discretion to request this evaluation. Not allowing CEP 

teams to evaluate such information created the potential for 
noncompliance to go undetected and for Appeals to arrive at an incorrect 
settlement. 

Corporations often provided new information to Appeals. Our survey 
showed that over half of the 63 corporate respondents that appealed 
provided new information. Also, corporations provided new information 
on 17 of the top 27 issues in our 9 case studies. 

We found that Appeals frequently did not give new information to the CEP 

audit team for evaluation. In analyzing the 17 issues in which corporations 
provided new information, we found that Appeals did not ask CEP teams to 
evaluate new information for 8 of the issues. District Counsel officials said 
they believed that corporations, knowing Appeals usually did not ask for 
such evaluations, have withheld information until the Appeals process. 
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For example, on one of these eight issues, Appeals received new evidence 
to counter an adjustment to taxable income worth more than $5 million. 
The appeals officer told us that he accepts at face value the information 
that any corporation provides unless some reason exists to question it CEP 

officials said that they had not seen the information and that this 
corporation has a history of submitting questionable evidence to support 
its tax return. They believed that Appeals should have provided the new 
information to them for verification. 

IRS studies have uncovered similar- problems under the current policy. A 
1992 IRS review found that the policy to send new information to CEP teams 
was not folIowed in over half of 28 Appeals cases reviewed.7 In these 
cases, CEP corporations provided new information on 25 issues, but 
Appeals shared the information for just 9 issues with the CEP teams. 

A 1991 quality review by one district caused it to establish procedures for 
sending all new information from COIpOrai’iOnS to CEP teams. An appeals 
official in that district said this initiarive appears to have given 
corporations an incentive to cooperate at the audit level. In this district, 55 
of 63 case managers and revenue agents perceived that Appeals favored 
taxpayers. They had not been given a chance to rebut new facts and 
arguments. On this point, the report on this quality review stated that some 
Appeals officers were reluctant to return cases to CEP teams due to time 
delays or to teams’ concerns about reworking the case. 

Our work confirmed these reasons. Team chiefs told us Appeals’ 
reluctance stems from the increased time to close the case, which can 
harm their performance evaluations. Similarly, a CEP case manager told us 
CEP teams may be reluctant to consider new corporate information if doing 
so will reduce the additional taxes recommended and increase their time 
charges to the case. 

Despite the added time it may take to close the case, we believe IRS’ policy 
is sound. CEP teams need to see the new information to round out their 
audits. Given appeals officers’ role to settle cases, they should not have to 
also audit the new information. Yet, without better controls to ensure that 
CEP teams have a chance to evaluate new information, taxpayers will have 
somewhat of an advantage during the appeals process. 

We considered new controls to ensure that CEP teams not only received 
new information but had a chance to comprehensively review it in the 

%tionaI Office Appeah 1992 Large Case Process Review, January, X,1993. 
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context of Appeals’ final settlement. For example, a control from other 
dispute resolution processes would involve having CEP and corporate 
officials attend any meeting Appeals holds. If CEP officials attended 
Appeals’ meetings, they could evaluate new information. They also could 
react to corporate presentations to Appeals. 

Although our work indicated a need for CEP officials to react to corporate 
presentation of new facts, we decided that requiring CEP officials to attend 
ah meetings with Appeals and corporate officials posed problems. Always 
having all parties at meetings could cause lengthier meetings as the two 
sides argue their positions or prove to be too burdensome because of 
numerous meetings. 

Instead, we favored another option. We concluded that CEP officials need 
one last chance to review all new information in the context of AppeaIs’ 
settlement-just before it is finalized. This control would allow CEP teams 
to determine whether they received all new information and learn how 
appeals officers used it. While this control may increase the time 
necessary to reach settlement, it should avoid the burdens from having all 
parties at every meeting. It also allows Appeals to retain its independence 
and may improve its appearance of impartiality. 

IRS Can Improve Its 
Controls on Counsel 
Coordination to Ensure 
Tax Law Consistency 

Appeals also needs to improve a control intended to help ensure 
consistent application of tax law. This control requires, in certain 
situations, that Appeals coordinate with Counsel on IRS’ standard legal 
positions before finalizing any settlement, 

Counsel at the National Office issues various types of guidance about tax 
issues. This guidance includes revenue rulings, private letter rulings, and 
technical advice memoranda, which formally set forth IRS’ standard legal 
position.8 

CEP teams are required to comply with such standard legal positions in 
developing issues. Appeals is not required to do so when settling the 
disputed issue unless these positions support the taxpayer, which can 
result in inconsistent settlements. Appeals officials said they need the 

‘A revenue ruling offers IRS’ off~ial position on a legal issue. A private letter ruling informs a taxpayer 
how IFS will treat a specific tmnsac tion for tax purposes; it must be honored only for the tsxpayer to 
whom it is issued. Technical advice is furnished by National Office to a District or Appeals office in 
response to a question on the interpretation and proper application of tax laws given the established 
facts of a specific case. According to a Chief Counsel official, it can take from 6 months to 2 years, and 
sometimes longer, to issue a revenue ruling or technical advice. 
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flexibility to deviate from standard positions in order to remain 
independent. 

IRS has established some limits over Appeals’ concessions of audit issues 
for which IRS has a standard position. IRS’ manual requires appeals officers 
to request and consider the views of the appropriate Counsel office before 
completely conceding an audit issue supported by an IRS standard position 
but two exceptions exist. The requirement does not apply if (1) the 
concession is less than 100 percent of the recommended tax or (2) the 
appeals officer believes that the taxpayer’s facts are distinguishable from 
the facts upon which IRS’ standard position was based. 

An appeals official pointed to a potential internal control weakness in this 
manual section. Team chiefs in the field have broad discretion in settling 
disputes. They can decide both whether their settlements conflict with IRS’ 

standard positions and whether coordination is required. Given their 
discretion, team chiefs can justify no coordination in such settlements by, 
for example, conceding less than 100 percent of the recommended 
adjustments. In sum, Appeals had no internal control system to track cases 
with standard positions and check how chiefs used their discretion in 
settling such cases. 

We checked disputed issues that relied on standard positions to see 
whether the exceptions to coordination applied. Of the 27 appealed issues 
we reviewed, CEP teams raised 9 issues using such positions. Of the nine 
issues, Appeals fully sustained two issues totaling about $150 million in 
adjustments to taxable income. Appeals conceded at least 60 percent of 
the adjustments in each of the seven other issues involving about 
$800 million; four issues were conceded 100 percent and a fifth issue 
90 percent. 

Of these seven issues involving IRS’ standard positions, Appeals did not 
have to coordinate with Counsel on three and did have to coordinate on 
two issues that were conceded 100 percent. Given the breadth of team 
chiefs’ discretion and the exceptions, we could not determine whether 
coordination was required for the last two issues, both of which were fully 
conceded. 

l For one of these issues, the CEP team had used revenue rulings from earlier 
years. Because the rulings did not specifically cover this CEP taxpayer, it 
was difficult to tell whether the rulings’ examples applied to the actual 
facts of the disputed issue. 
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In another fully conceded issue, the Appeals team chief conceded 
$20 million contrary to technical advice issued to the taxpayer. The chief 
said he saw no need to obtain the views of Chief Counsel because he 
believed the facts of the case materially differed from those stated in the 
technical advice. However, Counsel had issued this technical advice to 
revoke an earlier advice when the CEP team illustrated how the taxpayer 
misstated material facts used in the earlier technical advice. The team 
chief told us that the dispute was over the facts of the case and that the 
CEP team and Counsel were wrong and the taxpayer was right. We disagree 
that this was just a factual dispute and that the legal merits of this case 
were not an issue. 

To enhance the consistent application of IRS’ standard positions, we 
generally support coordination with Counsel. However, such coordination 
occurred in only one of seven issues involving these positions--largely 
because of the two exceptions to coordinating with Counsel. On the basis 
of our work, we favor changing these exceptions, particularly for standard 
positions that rely on technical advice and private letter rulings. 

In these two types of guidance, the facts apply to a specific taxpayer and 
should be agreed to by IRS and the taxpayer before IRS issues such 
guidance. Because of this, the exception for the facts materially differing 
should not apply. Also, concessions for all seven of the issues reviewed 
were at least 60 percent. We believe that coordination should occur for 
such substantial concessions contrary to an IRS standard position. Further, 
even if IRS changes the exceptions, our work indicates the need to track 
the resolution of disputes in which technical advice and private letter 
rulings apply to the contested issues. 

Appeals officials we interviewed said they were concerned that more 
coordination with Counsel would increase the time needed to close cases. 
However, Appeals already has added a coordination step for its ISP issues. 
It recently required appeals officers to seek review and approval from the 
ISP coordinator before conceding ISP issues. These officials believed that 
this ISP review will save time because the appeals officer could consult 
with a knowledgeable person about an issue. We support this new step as 
a way to ensure consistent settlements. We believe that such a 
coordination step is needed on IRS' standard positions. 

IRS spends resources to establish standard legal positions and follow them 
in audits. If Appeals disagrees with the positions taken, its concerns 
should be communicated to Chief Counsel in order to make IRS’ 
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enforcement consistent. If Chief Counsel concurs with Appeals, CEP teams 

may not need to continue to recommend taxes on issues that Appeals will 
concede. Besides being cost effective and less burdensome to taxpayers, 
this outcome should improve the collection rate. 

One way to communicate concerns about standard positions is through 
Appeals’ written summary of its case decisions. In certain cases, Appeals 
is required to send this summary to the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) 

for review.g 

We found that this written summary lacked information that JCT needed to 
assess quality. In the nine issues that CEP teams raised based on Counsel 
positions, the summary for eight issues neither referred to the position nor 
the reason that the position was not followed. For example, one summary 
made no mention that a CEP team followed a standard position on a tax 
issue to adjust taxable income by over $300 million.l” Without mentioning 
this in the summary, future CEP teams and JCT would not know how 
Appeals viewed this standard position for the tax years of our case study. 

IRS requires these written summaries to explain the related tax law and 
facts as well as the team chiefs rationale for settling an issue. This 
rationale may include references to standard positions. However, IRS does 
not require that these summaries specifically identify whether standard 
legal positions existed and were followed. 

These summaries are the only documents received by CEP teams for use in 
future audits of the taxpayer and by JCT to evaluate the quality of Appeals’ 
decisions. Without discussing the standard positions in the summary, we 
believe that JCT, or any reviewer relying on this summary, does not have all 
the facts needed to fully evaluate the quality of the settlement. 

Appeals Can Improve Its 
Other Controls 

I= has established other internal controls in Appeals to prevent collusion 
between the Appeals team chief and the taxpayer and to ensure quality 
settlements. These controls were that (1) no team chief was to be assigned 
to the same taxpayer for more than 6 successive tax years and (2) Appeals’ 

gCongress requires the JCT to review Appeals’ settlements for tax refund cases of $1 million or more 
and the two largest deficiency cases closed by each region in a 6-month period. 

JoAppeals officials said a written summary for prior tax years had discussed this issue and the 
applicable technical advice. We do not believe that referring to a written summary for earlier tax yeam 
is sufficient notifkation that CEP had followed a technical advice memorandum for the current case. 
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managers were to review the quality of all settlements made by the team 
chiefs. 

We found that weaknesses allowed noncompliance with both internal 
controls. Specifically, in one of our nine case studies, the team chief was 
assigned to the same taxpayer for 12 successive years, so the fust control 
was not followed. This chief told us he was not aware that any manager 
had reviewed his settlements since 1980, so the second control was 
apparently not followed. 

The January 1993 IRS barge Case study also found that senior appeals 
managers were not consistently following this second control by reviewing 
the quality of the settlements. In 14 of 28 large cases reviewed, team chiefs 
did Ypoor” or “fair” in assessing the hazards of litigation on 1 or more 
issues (i.e., 24 of 128 issues). Even so, 6 of the 14 chiefs said they had not 
received any feedback. Such feedback could improve subsequent 
settlements. The study recommended that supervisors provide written 
feedback during and after the appeals process. 

Conclusions Appeals has been making some positive changes, such as its policy on 
sharing its settlements and the bases for them with CEP teams. But its 
mission and controls have contributed to various imbalances that can 
grant some advantages to corporations and that have lowered the 
collection rate. IRS’ appellate function for settling tax disputes without 
litigation where appropriate is crucial, but more changes are needed to 
improve the balance as well as the collection rate. We believe these 
changes will allow Appeals to remain independent and do its job in a fair 
and impartial manner to the benefit of the affected parties. 

Our desire to increase the collection rate does not mean that corporations 
will always pay more taxes. They are likely to pay more taxes if CEP teams 
have sufficient information and analysis to support their recommended 
taxes, making Appeals’ concessions less likely. They will not pay more 
taxes when better information leads CEP teams to no longer recommend 
taxes that Appeals has repeatedly conceded. Thus, IRS and corporations 
will spend less money reworking the disputed tax issues. 

Clear tax laws would also play a major role in reducing rework Clarity 
would make voluntary compliance more likely, reducing the issues that IRS 

revenue agents raise and that corporations dispute. In the long run, this 
would ease the burden on CEP corporations of complying as well as reduce 
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the costs for all parties. Unfortunately, certain tax issues continue to be 
audited and appealed year after year. Because Appeals’ settlements cannot 
permanently resolve the treatment of a tax issue, these tax disputes are 
likely to recur. Clearly, more needs to be done to prevent recurring issues. 
Because litigation can generate high costs and inconsistent rulings, 
legislative clarification is the preferred alternative. While IRS internally 
develops some legislative solutions, few are aggressively pursued and 
ultimately recommended to Congress. 

Further, the inherent imbalance between the missions of CEP audit teams 
and Appeals contributed to rework and a low collection rate. Incentives 
encouraged CEP teams to recommend taxes and CEP corporations to appeal 
them-particularly given ambiguities in tax laws. Appeals’ mission was to 
settle cases without litigation. The imbalance can be mitigated without 
revamping the appeals process. Within the context of Appeals’ mission to 
be fair and independent, establishing a shared measure such as the 
collection rate should improve the balance. If so, Appeals and CEP teams 

would be more likely to communicate. IRS and corporate costs should 
decrease as CEP teams recommend fewer taxes on issues that Appeals has 
repeatedly conceded. ALSO, CEP teams would be more likely to recommend 
taxes that can be supported. Both effects would improve the collection 
rate. 

Better controls would help ensure Appeals’ compliance with IRS policies 
on (1) sending new corporate information to CEP teams and (2) asking for 
Counsel’s views before deviating from standard positions in settling issues. 
New controls also would help. First, Appeals’ written summaries could 
disclose when standard positions existed and, if the settlement was 
contrary to this position, the reasons why. Second, a system to track the 
coordination and settlement of disputed CEP issues involving technical 
advice and private letter rulings that apply to taxpayers would be 
beneficial. Third, Appeals’ coordination with CEP officials just before 
settling a case would allow the officials to check all new facts, given the 
proposed settlement, at one time. 

Recommendations to We recommend that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue take the 

the Commissioner of 
following actions: 

Internal Revenue . More strongly propose legislative changes to resolve more recurring CEP 

tax disputes. 
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l Better balance incentives to encourage communication among Appeals, 
CEP teams, and Chief Counsel. In addition to IRS’ Current program 
measures, consider&on should be given to a cross-functional standard 
measure, such as the collection rate, that encourages all units to work 
toward the overall ~RS mission to collect the proper amount of tax at the 
least cost. 

l Improve controls to ensure that Appeals provides CEP teams with (1) new 
information that taxpayers submit and (2) an opportunity to comment just 
prior to settling a case. 

l Improve controls to ensure that Appeals coordinates with Counsel before 
deviating from standard positions on CEP tax issues by (1) requiring 
coordination when Appeals concedes a substantial portion, (2) eliminating 
the exception on facts differing materially when Appeals settles an issue 
contrary to an applicable technical advice or private letter ruling, and 
(3) tracking settlements and coordination on disputed issues involving 
technical advice or private letter rulings. 

. Improve communication of settlement decisions and aid quality control 
efforts by requiring Appeals to identify the existence and effects of, and 
any deviations from, standard positions in its written summaries on CEP 

settlements. 

Comments and Our 
Evaluation 

IRS Comments The Commissioner agreed with our recommendation to advocate 
legislative changes to help resolve complex tax laws. She added that IRS 
regularly recommends changes to the tax laws with input from Appeals. 
Although we revised our original recommendation that IRS attempt to 
litigate more CEP issues, the Commissioner concurred that litigation may 
be necessary to resolve disputed interpretations of the law. 

The Commissioner opposed some of our suggestions in the draft report for 
better balancing incentives in Appeals. Her concern was that these steps 
would hamper Appeals’ ability to settle cases in a fair and impartial 
manner. We had suggested in the draft report that IRS measure Appeals by 
the collection rate and delete the phrase “without litigation” from Appeals’ 
mission statement. We continue to believe that more balance is needed. 
We have, however, revised our recommendation to recognize the need for 
IRS discretion in how to get all functions working toward IRS common goal. 
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One option could be to use the collection rate as a common measure for 
both Appeals and CEP teams. Although the Commissioner raised concerns 
about this option, she also noted that IRS already is developing and using 
similar measures. Acknowledging IRS’ concerns, we also deleted the 
suggestion that IRS change Appeals’ mission statement. 

The Commissioner agreed with our recommendations on better controls 
to ensure that Appeals coordinates with CEP teams on new information but 
raised concerns about ways to meet this end. We no longer recommend 
that Appeals invite CEP officials to meetings with corporate 
representatives. Although we believe that such a practice has merit, we 
recognize its potential downside, as reflected in IRS’ comments. Instead, 
we now recommend that Appeals coordinate with CEP just before finalizing 
its settlement to ensure that CEP teams have seen all new information 
provided by CEP corporations and how it was used. If IRS implements this 
recommendation and our recommendation on sharing new information 
with CEP teams, we no longer see the need for having all three parties at 
Appeals’ meetings. 

The Commissioner agreed with our recommendation that Appeals 
coordinate with Chief Counsel on standard legal positions. She also agreed 
with our recommendation on clarifying Appeals’ written summaries of its 
settlements to specifically discuss the existence of standard legal 
positions. 

However, she did not agree to replace the “full concession” exception on 
coordinating with Chief Counsel with a “substantial concessior? 
exception. We added language to the report to clarify our bases for this 
recommendation. Coordination does not usurp Appeals’ authority or 
independence to settle cases. We believe that Counsel needs to know 
when its standard legal positions have not been followed. Such knowledge 
may lead Counsel to change these IRS positions, which CEP teams must 
adhere to during their audits. 

The Commissioner also made technical comments about our findings on 
Appeals’ mission and Appeals’ coordination with Chief Counsel when 
standard legal positions exist. We met with Appeals’ officials to discuss 
these technical questions, and we clarified our report language where 
necessary. 
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TEI Comments TEI raised major concerns with our conclusions and recommendations for 
the appeals process. TEI believed they would encourage more litigation. 
Although we do not agree with all of TEI’S comments, we have made 
changes to improve the tone and balance in this chapter. 

TEI interpreted our draft report as implying that Appeals “was giving away 
the store.” In fact, we pointed out that we could not evaluate the quality of 
Appeals’ settlements because of its discretion and the ambiguity of tax 
law. 

We have made changes to our report to clarify our view on litigation. We 
never viewed litigation as a way to collect more taxes. Rather, we viewed 
litigation as a way, albeit a less desirable one compared to legislative 
proposals, to clarify tax law and resolve disputes over tax issues that recur 
year after year. We have expanded our discussion of its costs and burdens 
compared to its impact on negotiating settlements during the appeals 
process and no longer recommend more litigation to resolve recurring tax 
disputes. 

Nor do we still recommend that IRS change Appeals’ mission statement by 
dropping reference to settling disputes without litigation. Although we 
believe this phrase is redundant-given that settlement connotes not 
litigating-we understand TEI’S concerns about Appeals’ mission as an 
impartial, independent forum that taxpayers may use to administratively 
resolve disputes. 
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Our objectives were to determine (1) what portion of taxes recommended 
in Coordinated Examination Program (CEP) audits are collected after any 
appeals and litigation; (2) what factors, if any, reduce the percentage of 
recommended taxes that are collected (i.e., the collection rate); and 
(3) what the status and initial impact are of the Internal Revenue Service’s 
(IRS) ongoing changes to improve CEP. 

Computer Data Match To determine the CEP collection rate-the percentage of cEp-recommended 

Used to Calculate 
Collection Rate 

taxes ultimately collected-we did a computer data match of corporate 
income tax returns between two IRS databases. The first, Audit Information 
Management System (AIMS), contains information on audit results, 
including additional taxes recommended at the close of an audit. The 
second, the Business Master File (BMF), contains information on taxable 
income, taxes not yet paid, tax liability, penalties, interest, payments, 
refunds, and audit actions for business tax returns. 

In both systems, each record contains the taxpayer identification number 
(TIN), the tax year, and the return type, which for our purposes is the 
corporate income tax return. To make AIMS and BMF data more compatible, 
we sorted the information in both databases by TIN, tax year, and dates of 
closed audits.l 

Using a list Of TIN for 1,684 corporate taxpayers in CEP as of May 1991, we 
were able to match 1,650 TINS to BMF. For the 1,650 TINS, we obtained 
records for 20,564 corporate tax returns for various tax years ranging from 
I961 to 1993. The record of a corporate income tax return generally 
remains on BMF for 5 years after all tax and payment disputes are resolved. 
We eliminated BMF records of tax returns that had no audit adjustment 
code. We also eliminated all unnecessary BMF audit transactions that were 
posted before fiscal year 1983. This step was necesszuy because AIMS data 
were not available before 1983. 

To use BMF data, we applied our criterion of a “completed audit period.” 
We defined this term as the period in which an IRS audit made at least one 
tax adjustment, followed by an audit release indicator. As the starting 
point, we used the last day of the previous audit period or, if not present, 
the date that IRS posted the return. The BMF audit release indicator 
identified the end of an audit. We added 30 calendar days to the audit 

‘We converted dates on BMF and AIMS from calendar dates to sequential dates for easier matches. To 
illustrate, using February 1, 198F, the calendar date is written month/day/year (02/01/86), and the 
sequential date shows the numerical position that date occupies in sequence for a 365-day year and is 
written year/day (86032). 
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release date to identify late posting audit acljustments. IRS also does this 
adjustment on its new Enforcement Revenue Information System (EFUS) to 

match tax adjustments to taxes recommended. 

BMF showed more than one audit period for some returns. Multiple audit 
periods can occur when IRS finds it necessary to reaiijust the tax liability 
due to (1) a change in another period that affected the tax liability, such as 
a net operating loss (NOL) carryback or a taxpayer’s filing of some other 
type of claim that was channeled through the audit process. 

We also obtained complete AIMS records of corporate tax returns for CEP 

audits closed by IRS examiners from fiscal years 1983 through 1991, all 
years for which IRS had complete data tapes as of the end of fiscal year 
1991. We wanted AIMS records for the earliest year possible because it 
generally takes 2 years from the date when a case is closed on AIMS for it to 
work its way through the appeals process to final resolution before the 
results appear on BMF. It takes about 6 years for litigated cases. 

AIMS has the recommended tax adjustments for each closed audit. We 
dropped records that showed recommended taxes of $1 because some IRS 
districts use this amount if, for some reason, they must close the case on 
AIMS for a second time. As with BMF, AIMS had more than one record for a 
tax year for some CEP taxpayers. Dhimately, our AIMS database had records 
of 16,641 audits for 1,572 CEP taxpayers. IRS completed these audits from 
October 1, 1982, to September 30,1991, and recommended additional 
taxes of $60.7 billion. 

We matched the AIMS data to BMF using TINS and tax years, beginning with 
our earliest AIMS records. The BMF audit release indicator date had to be the 
same as or later than the AIMS closing date. We also matched 8,874 AIMS 

records having recommended tax increases, totalhng $32.4 billion, to BMF. 

This match showed that IRS collected $7.1 billion of $32.4 billion, a 
collection rate of 22.08 percent after the appeals process. 

Collection Rate by Industry To determine the collection rate by industry, we obtained a Statistics of 
Income Division (so!) tape that provided industry codes by TIN. Some 
taxpayers have no industry code because not all TINS fit within an SOI 
industry group. We matched the industry codes with those tax returns that 
had the same codes on AIMS and BMF. This match allowed us to allocate 86 
percent (about $28 billion) of the $32.4 billion in tax recommendations and 
related collections to 141 industries. Because high tax recommendations 
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have the greatest impact on the collection rate, we focused on the 10 
industries for which IRS recommended the greatest amount of additional 
taxes. 

Collection Rate by District To determine the collection rate by IRS district office, we sorted the 
$32.4 billion in recommended taxes (and related collections) by districts, 
using the two-digit district codes on related AIMS records. Because high tax 
recommendations have the greatest impact on the collection rate, we 
focused on the 10 districts with the highest tax recommendations. 

Collection Rate of 
Foreign-Controlled 
Corporations 

To determine the collection rate for foreign-controlled corporations in CEP, 

we used IRS information that had been manually compiled by IRS’ 
International Division. We matched TINS with tax returns that had the same 
TINS on AIMS and BMF. We were able to associate 9 percent of the 
$32.4 billion with 144 of the 206 CEP foreign-control.led corporations 
identified by IRS. 

Collection Rate of Litigated To determine the collection rate of CEP cases that taxpayers pursued 
CEP Cases through litigation, we obtained data from IRS Office of the Chief Counsel’s 

management information system on large case disputes closed in litigation 
for fiscal years 1988 through 1992. The Chief Counsel’s database showed 
the amount of taxes and penalties both before and after litigation. We 
matched our database of CEP TINS with the Chief Counsel’s information to 
develop the collection rate. 

Other Analyses of 
BMF Data 

We developed additional information on CEP taxpayers using data from our 
BMF database. The following BMF analyses excluded data on taxes 
recommended or any other data from AIMS. We analyzed 

. transaction codes that identified tax payments from all sources to 
determine the percentage of total taxes paid by CEP corporations that 

audits generated; 
. transaction codes for audits, litigation, criminal investigations, and claims 

to identify CEP audited returns that were not yet resolved; 
l taxes due in order to compute the portion of CEP assessments unpaid; and 
l transaction codes for penalties such as negligence, substantial 

understatement, and fraud to determine the number and amounts of 
enforcement penalties for cEP returns. 
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Surveys and Case 
Studies 

that are collected and the impact of IFS’ recent changes to CEP, we 
surveyed IRS and taxpayer officials involved in a universe of 108 closed CEP 

cases and did in-depth case studies of 12 CEP cases, 9 of which had been 
appealed. We also interviewed 85 IRS officials in 7 districts and 5 regions. 

Surveys for 108 Closed 
CEP Cases 

To identify factors affecting case settlement and the impacts of recent 
changes to CEP, we surveyed IRS case managers, team coordinators, 
appeals officers, and taxpayer representatives for 108 CEP cases. Each case 
had $30 million or more in taxes recommended and was closed by 
agreement with the E xamination Division or closed out of Appeals in fiscal 
years 1989 through 1991. The threshold of $30 million in recommended 
taxes enabled us to focus on the largest cases with the greatest impact on 
the collection rate. The 108 cases in our universe involved $8.5 billion in 
taxes recommended by CEP teams. The threshold also produced a 
manageable universe size given the number and complexity of our four 
surveys. 

The surveys asked about factors such as the sufficiency and quality of IRS 
staff, training, issue identification and development, taxpayer cooperation, 
and case delays. The team coordinator, appeals officers, and taxpayer 
representative surveys also asked about each case’s three largest dollar 
issues. All four surveys asked for the respondents’ opinions of recent 
changes to CEP and Appeals’ Large Case Program. We also asked 
respondents if the case outcome would have been different had some 
recent changes to CEP been in effect at the time. To get information on IRS 

use of outside consultants, we did a follow-up telephone survey of 
respondents to our team coordinator questionnaire. 

IRS’ database on closed cases originally gave us a universe of 128 cases that 
met our criteria After mailing the surveys, we received new information 
from respondents showing that 20 did not meet our selection criteria-for 
example, that cases were still open in Appeals, were closed before fiscal 
year 1989, or involved tax recommendations under $30 million. We also 
adjusted the universe sizes for each survey group when the designated 
respondent was no longer with the IRS or was no longer a taxpayer 
representative. The universe included cases closed by agreement at the 
audit level; by definition, these cases were excluded from the Appeals 
survey universe. Table I. 1 shows the adjusted universe sizes for each of the 
four surveys. 
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Table 1.1: Adjusted Universe Sizes for 
Team Coordinator, Case Manager, 
Appeals Officer, and Taxpayer Surveys 

Original universe size 

Cases not meeting universe 
criteria 

Respondents not available 

Team 
coordinator 

128 

20 

19 

Case 
manager 

128 

20 

34 

Appeals 
officer Taxpayer 

128 128 

20 20 

IO 12 

Cases agreed at the 
examination level 

Total unusable 

0 0 15 0 

39 54 45 32 

Adiusted universe size 89 74 83 96 

IRS provided the names of the case managers, team coordinators, and 
Appeals officers for each case. We mailed the case manager, team 
coordinator, and Appeals officer surveys in April 1992. We mailed a second 
one in May 1992 to those who did not respond initially. We asked case 
managers to send us the name and address of the taxpayer representative 
for that audit case. For cases in which the case manager was not available, 
we followed up to identify the taxpayer contact. We mailed the taxpayer 
surveys in August 1992 with a follow-up mailing in September 1992. 

During October and November 1992, we telephoned taxpayers who still 
had not responded to encourage them to do so. Our response rates, based 
on usable responses received by January 1993, ranged from 76 percent for 
taxpayers to 97 percent for case managers. Table 1.2 summarizes our 
response rates for each type of survey. 

Table 1.2: Response Rates for Each 
Type of Survey 

Adjusted universe size 

Team Case Appeals 
coordinator manager officer Taxpayer 

89 74 83 96 

Surveys received a5 72 78 73 

Response rate 96% 97% 94% 76% 

Case Studies To better understand the CEP audit and appeals processes and the factors 
that affect the collection rate, we did in-depth studies of 12 closed cases. 
We judgmentally selected the 12 cases from the universe of 108 cases that 
closed by agreement with Examination or Appeals in fiscal years 1989 to 
1991 and that had recommended additional taxes of $30 million or more. 

We used several criteria to select our cases for detailed review: 
(1) location of the auditing district, (2) availability of case documents and 
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IRS staff (cases closed from CEP after 1986), (3) collection rate for the audit, 
and (4) taxpayer’s primary industry. On the basis of these criteria, we 
identified 26 cases available from which to choose our 12 case studies. 
(See table 1.3). 

Table 1.3: Total Number of Cases From 
the Four Districts We Visited, Selection Collection rate 
Criteria by Collection Rate Range District 0 to 9% 10 to 39% 40 to 99% 100% Total 

Chicago 0 0 0 5 5 

Houston 1 3 1 0 5 

Los Angeles 3 2 0 0 5 

Manhattan 8 2 1 0 11 

Total 12 7 2 5 26 

We selected 12 cases from 4 r~s districts--Chicago, IL; Houston, TX; Los 
Angeles, CA, and Manhattan, NY. These four districts accounted for about 
30 percent of the CEP'S staff years and over 40 percent of the taxes 
recommended in fiscal year 1990. These cases also provided a cross 
section of the nation and industries, including financial services, food, 
petioieum, construction, and utilities as well as conglomerates, 

The 12 cases used an average of 7 CEP audit staff years to complete. We 
could not obtain data on Appeals’ staff years for these cases. However, the 
1992 Appeals Process Review reported that Appeals’ large cases averaged 
about one-half staff year and 2-l/2 calendar years to complete. The 12 
cases accounted for $1.5 billion (18 percent) of the $8.5 billion of 
additional taxes recommended in our universe of 108 cases. 

As shown in table 1.4, our selection covered three of the four ranges of 
collection rates. We selected three cases closed at the Examination level 
and nine closed out of Appeals. Table 1.4 shows the distribution of the 12 
cases selected by rate and district. 

Table 1.4: Collection Rates of GAO- 
Selected Cases, by District Visited 

District 
Chicago 

Houston 

Los Angeles 

Manhattan 

Total 

Collection rate 
oto996 10 to 39% 40 to 99% 100% Total 

0 0 0 3 3 

1 2 0 0 3 

2 1 0 0 3 

1 2 0 0 3 
4 5 0 3 12 
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In our 12 cases, CEP teams raised at least 70 and as many as 280 issues. 
Given so many issues, we focused on the top three issues for each case in 
terms of dollars raised. Specifically, we reviewed which issues were 
involved, how they were developed, and how they were resolved. We used 
these 36 issues to structure our review in analyzing case documents and 
ms databases. 

For each case, we reviewed the following case documents: 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 
l 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

l 

l 

l 

. 

. 

Revenue Agent Report (Form 4549) 
Reasons for Proposed Adjustments (Form 886A) 
Audit Plan (Form 4764AB) 
CEP Case Status Report (Form 4451) 
barge Case Identity Record (Form 4143) 
Information Document request log, when available 
Examination Closing Record (Form 5344) 
Case Manager’s activity log 
Records of opening and closing conferences, when available 
Specialists’ reports, when applicable 
Corporate income tax return 
BMF transcripts 

When applicable, we reviewed the following additional documents: 

Request for National Office technical advice 
Technical advice memorandums, Determination betters, and Private better 
Rulings 
Taxpayer protests and Examination’s related rebuttals 
Appeals’ Audit Statement and Case Memorandum 
Appeals’ transmittal letter to Joint Committee on Taxation (xr) 
Closing agreements 
Examination dissents to Appeals’ settlements 

Using standard formats, we interviewed IRS and corporate officials for 
each case and IRS district, regional, and National Office staff responsible 
for CEP and Appeals management. Our interviews focused on the impacts 
of (1) CEP audit policies and practices, (2) Appeals’ policies and practices, 
(3) the 1990 changes to CEP, (4) IRS’ task force studies and process reviews, 
and (5) other relevant case details. Overall, we interviewed 85 people at 
least once-including 6 branch chiefs; 8 case managers; 13 team 
coordinators; 4 technical specialists; 6 industry specialists; 11 appeals 
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officers; and 26 other IRS district, regional, and national officials as well as 
11 taxpayer representatives. 

IRS national and district officials and corporate representatives reviewed 
our surveys and case study approach. They acknowledged the validity of 
our approach and surveys. District officials said our selected cases were 
typical of their CEP audits and appeals. In addition to IRS, we sent our draft 
report to three former IRS Commissioners, the Tax Executive Institute 
(which represents CEP taxpayers), and other knowledgeable parties. We 
incorporated their comments in the report where appropriate. 

We did our work at the IRS National Office, 5 regional offices, and 7 of 59 
district offices active in CEP. The five regions included Midwest, North 
Atlantic, Southeast, Southwest, and Western; the seven districts included 
Boston, Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles, Manhattan, New Orleans, and St. 
LOUiS. 
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- 

U.S. General Accounting Office 

Coordinated Examination Program - 
Team Coordinator Questionnaire 

INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO), an investigative 

agency of Congress, is umducting a study of IRS’s 
Coordinated Examination Program (CEP). The overall 

objective of our review is to determine what factors affect the 

rate at which taxes recommended by CEP revenue agents get 

assessed We are surveying the audit teams who worked on 

each of the CEP cases which had recommended additional 

taxes of $30 million or more and were closed agrgd in Enam 

or closed in Appeals from 1989 to 1991, 

Most of the questions in this questionnaire can be easily 

answered by checking boxes or filling in blanks. You wilt 

need to refer to the Revenue Agent Report (RAR) to complete 

some questions. Further, you may need to refer to other IRS 

workpapers or documents when answering certain questions on 

this questionnaire because of the lapse of time since this audit 

was closed. 

You have been selected to complete this survey due to your 

involvement with the corporate returns and the tax years 

indicated below. Because of your work on this case, your 

response to this survey will help us to identify all the factors 

which impact the resolution of CEP audits, both positively and 

negatively. 

This questionnaire should take about 2 hours to complete. If 

you have any questions concerning any part of this survey, 

please call Ms. Deborah Iuncd at (202) 272-7904. 

Please return the completed questionnaire in the enclosed pre- 

addressed envelope within 2 weeks from the time you receive 

it. In the event the envelope is misplaced, the return address 

is: 

This questionnaire is conftdential. The control number is U.S. General Accounting Office 

included only to ald us in our follow-up efforts. Your General Government Division 

response will be combined with those of other respondents and Attn: Mr. lames Fremming 

will be reported only in summary form We wll not Identify 441 G Street. N.W.. Room 3126 

specific CEP taxpayer information in our report. Washington, DC. 20548 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Total number of tepm coordinators responding = 85 
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L RESPONDENT INFORMATION 

Please provide the following information: 

Your current work telephone number - ( 

Were you assigned to audit these CEP corporate returns during any part of the Exam timeframe shown on page l? 

(CHECK ONE.) 

85 Yes --> Please continue with question 1. 

-0 No --> STOP: Da not continue if you were not assigned to thii audit during the Exam timeframe shown above. 
Please return the questionnaire in the enclosed envelope. 

1. Please answer the following as it applied to you at the the 
you b.qan the above audit: (firer “00” ifnone or u&r I 

year.) 

WI> 

a. Total number of years of IRS experience. 

in the Examination Division N=85 19 Years 

b. Number of years as a 
CEP team coordinator N=85 . . AYearS 

c. Number of years working on CEP 

examinations at positions other than 

team coordinator N=84 . . . . . . AYcarS 

d. Total number of years of RAnE 

experience examining corporations 

prior to being assigned to 

CEP examinations N=85 . . . 7 Years 

e. Number of years of RA/IE experience. 

listed is d above that you were 

examining corporations with asset5 of 

$lm million or more N=85 3 Years 

2. What grade level were you when you were tint assigned to 

the audit? (ENTER NUMBER.) 

GS or GM- 

,Ip-?o, (11.22) 

80 GS-13 

5 other 

3. What was your educational backmound at the time you 

were assigned tc this examination? 

(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY .) 

2 24 Hours of Accounting with no degree 

67 BS/BA Accmmtinflaxation 

9 BS/BA Other (Specify: d 

9 MA Accountinflaxation 

5 MA Other (Specify: ) 

- Ph.D. (Specify: 3 

2 0th (Specify: ) 

4. Were you a CPA when you were assigned to this 

examination? (CHECK ONE.) 

30 Yes 

55 No 

P-29, 

b 
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5. Dii yao teccive Ihe following tminingkxpcriure in CEP 
poxhne3Missuubeforcyouwmas!3igtKdtothistit 
awtthin1yearofyaaassigMlatt? 
PzI+EcK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 

LIRS fnhiflg(3 days 
CrtWC)RhtCdtO 

the tqntycr’r 

mimmv industry 

d . Nat-IRS 
uain~inarsm 
myisws.rrlPledto 

a 

CSI-%I 

Not 
avail&k 

attimc 
(3) 

3 

30 

15 

I2 

5 

dW~rhatM~aQ~hllii#lhl?ijWllbdllOIracciVCdm* 
yoafdtpana&dt0inrpwcyowabGtytocowhttbir 
cEPmdit? (cHEcKoNE) (1, 

57No 

2s Ya --a Pllae tgain: 

7. At the time of thii at&. was ttainin~~ on issues and 
inbtrics provided ]ointly la Examiwbn, Appeals. 
andtzound? (l3rEcK ONE.) On 

II Yerr 
In p opinimt. did/wottld this 

73 No type of joii training impvc tht 
quality and thAii of this audit in any 
way? (cHEcK ONE.) 111 

57 Yes 

25 No 

ncpsc explain your aeqam¶e. 

a. AttIEtimcoftbi!3audifdidm.sohtainausidc 
Ipscidii m devebp and &hw dvsned uhing 
oncompkxtcclmiddfak~isates? 
(CHECK ONE.) tm 

11 Ya 
ln yaw opinica. didhatld othning 

73 No outside spckbts to &ha bmccd 
uainmg impwe the qunlity ud 
lidittCSSdthiStitittlWty 
way? (CHECK ONE.) WI 

57 Yes 

24 No 

Pkasc cxphio your rcqxmc. 

1 
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IL CASE MANAGEMENT 

9. Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the amount of time the case manager devoted to this case? 

(CHECK ONE.) 

33 Very satisfied 
(SKIP TO QUEsTION 11.) 

42 Generally satistkd 

10 Generally dissatisfied 

- Very dissatisfied 
(CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 10.) 

10. In your opinion. what factors affected the time the case manager devoted to this audit? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.) 

ML-U) 
2 Number of taxpaye&@nts in your mventoty 

7 Collateral duties 

I Logistical problems 

6 Other (Please explain): 

I I. To what extent, if at all, were fou involved with the follow Ig on this audit cycle? (CHI ,K ONE BO 

a. The preparation of the 

audit plan 

h. The selection of issues for 

audit 

c. The rewcw of workpapers 

1 d. The opctting conference with 

the taxpayer 

g. The review of proposed 

adjustments and tax 

computations 

h. Resolution of problems 

between the taxpayer and 

rwenw. agents 

I i. Assistance in resolving 

difficult issues 

T0avU-y To a 
great extent great extent 

(1) (2) 

67 8 

67 8 

45 24 =I= 51 17 

t--r 
64 16 

To a To some 

moderate extent 

extent 

2 2 

3 1 

6 5 

3 2 

2 

To little or 

no extent 

(5) 

5 

5 

4 

5 

2 

1 

IN EACH ROW.) 

,uw 
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12. At the time of this audit, was a system such as electronic bulletin bard or issue tracking available for case managers 

to communicate case managers on other disaicts on special industries and/or issues to ensure that all parties were 

equally informed? (CHECK ONE.) es, 

24 Do not know 

29 Yes 

31 No 

In your opinion, did/would using such a system improve the development of issues in this case? 

(CHECK ONE.) w 

42 Yes 

17 No 

Please explain your rFqionse. 

13. Overall. how satisfied or diiatiski were you with management’s involvement with the audit? 
(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) In-w 

No basis 
to judge 

I f’) 1 (2) 1 (3) 1 (4) 1 (5) (6) 

a. District Diiector I 6 I I I 15 I 1 62 

53 

b. Chief or Assistant Chief 

of Examination 7 2 15 5 3 

c. Branch Chief 21 13 2s 3 4 19 _1 I d. Case Manager 

14. At the time of this audit, was your disttict office management involved in the planning of the audit and/or 
rtquestittg support examinations in this case? (CHECK ONE.) (61) 

30 Yes 

55 No 
In your opinion, did/would this type of district office involvement ensure better planning of this 

audit or more thorough support examinations? (CHECK ONE.) 

20 Yes 

52 No 

Please explain your response. 

Ct.21 
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III. STAFFINGBPECIALISTS 

15. At any time during the audit did you have insufficient revenue agent staff? (CHECK ONE.) 

22 Yes 

63 No 

16. Did turnover in staff or specialists negatively impact the development of irisues? (CHECK ONE.) 

25 Yes 

60 No 

17. What were the reasons that your staffbxg level was insuffkient or why staff turned over? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.) 

WJz) 
11 Staff were not availabk when the audit began 

13 Staff were temporarily diwtcd to other activities/ 
collateral duties during the course of the audit 

- Staff were ptnnanently removed due Lo P-4-5 rotation policy 

1 Staff were pemw,nently removal from audit due to incompatibility 

15 Staff were permanently removed from audit due to other reasons 

3 My request(s) for additional staff to be assigned was denied 

2 My request(s) for additional staff to be assigned was granted. 
but the staff was (were) assigned later than appropriate 

14 Other (Please specify) 

18. In your opinion, were the services of specialists obtained when you felt they were needed to help you develop your 
issues? (CHECK ONE.) 

68 Yes, for all my issues --> (SKIP TO QUESTION 22.) 

03, 

14 Yes, in some cases 
(CONTINUE WiTH QUESTION 19.) 

2 No 
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r 

19. In your opinion, which specialist services were needed 
but were not obtained? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.) 

“4az21 
5 Oatside consultant(s) 

4 Industry/l&ue specialist(s) 

3 Economist(s) 

4 Engineer(s) 

2 Computa audit specialist(s) 

3 International specialist(s) 

- EPEO spacialiit@.) 

- Payroll specialist(s) 

I Excise spcciaIist(s) 

1 Counsel W.-w 

2 Otk - Specify: 0146, 

20. What wcxc the rcasm(s) that the need4 specialists 
were not obtained? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.) 

District office management denied the quest@) 

4 The needed specialists were not available to 
tie district 

- The nedal specialists could not be borrowed 
from another district 

11 Other - Specify: 

21. For those specialists that were n&cd for this audit cycle but wcrc not obtained, to what extent, if at all, 
did not having the servicea of this (these) specialist(s) negatively impact the results of the audit? 

(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW. CHECK BOX 1, “N/A” IF THE SPECIALIST WAS NOT NEEDED OR 

WAS NOT OBTAINED ON THE AUDIT.) 

Not 
Applic- 

able 

e. Cmmutef audit soecialisl I 11 

f. Intemational soecialist I 11 

g. EPEO spe&list 

h. Counsel 

i. Other (plcssc specify) 

I 

1 1 1 1 - 
I I I 1 

1 

3% 1 
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Reptar ID - 2 (l-7) 

22. In your opinion, what was the quality of work performed by the following individuals on this audit cycle? 
(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW. CHECK BOX 1, “N/A” IF THE POSITION WAS NOT USED ON THE AUDIT.) 

c%w 

23. Did an industry or an issue specialization program exist at the time of this audit? (CHECK ONE.) cm 

75 Yes 

10 No 
In your opinion, did/would this program improve the audit team’s ability to develop complex 

organizational or technical issues? (CHECK ONE.) w, 

63 Yes 

20 No 

Please explain your response. 
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N. CASE DELAYS 

24. Was this case closed out of Exam later than planned? (CHECK ONE.) 

57 Yes ---> (CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 25.) 

27 No ---> (SKIP TO QUESTION 26.) 

25. To what extent. if at all. did the following factors cause delays in closing the case in Exam? 
(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 
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26. If tbc taxpayer caused delays by not supplying the information requested on the IDR’s or allowing access fo computer files in 
a timely manner (or at all), what means were used to obtain the information? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.) ww 

I3 Not applicable, all requested information was received in a timely manner 
___-_____________-__-------~---------* 

5 Summons 

64 Informal means such as meetings between IRS management and tbe taxpayer 

56 Follow-up IDR’s 

12 other Please specify: 

V. INFORMATION DOCUMENT REQUESTS 

27. Was all needed information requested on tbe IDR’s received before the case was closed in exam? (CHECK ONE.) 

60 Yes 

24 No 

28. What percentage of the total number of IDR’s requesting new information were issued within 90 days of the close of the 
audit? (ENTER PERCENT.) 

Rrcent 

2s opercent 
3 1 percent 
4 2percent 
6 5 percent 
1 10 percent 
I 15percent 
I 25 percent 
1 aopewnt 
1 100 pxcent 

42 Do not htow 
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29. Ovaall, how satisfied or dissatisfied wetr you with the following? (CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) w-w 

a. The timclintss of taxpayer 
rcsponscs to IDR’s 

b. The complctencss of tbe 
information provided by 
tmpayer in nxponse to 
IDR’s 

c. Tht rekvance of tbo 
information provided by 
taxpayer in response to 
IDR’s 

d. That IDR’s were issued in a 
limtly matmu 

E. That IDR’s were ckarly and 
concisely prepared 

f. That tbc information 
requded was obtainable 
by the taxpaytr (e.g.. 
information not available 
because of * merger, 
too old, etc.) 

3. The overall cooperation of 
“paya to IDR’s 

VW 
satisfied 

(1) 

16 

34 4 

/ 

29 5 

No basis 
to judge 

(6) 
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30. To the best of your knowledge, did the taxpayer provide information during the appeals process which Exam had 
rape&d but was not received? (CHECK ONE.) 

26 Yes ---> (CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 31.) 

20 No 
(SKIP TO QUESTlON 32.) 

26 Do not know 

I3 Not ap@icable, agreed case ---r (SKIP TO QUESTION 34.) 

31. Did Appeals involve Exam further in case development because the taxpayer provided additional information. 
tiled a claim. or raid new issues? (CHECK ONE.) 

4 Yea, Appeals relinquished jurisdiction of the case back to Exam 

17 Yes, Appeals involved Exam in further case developmat without relinquishing jurisdiction of the CM 

5 No 

- Donot know 

32. Did the taxpayer provide information during the appeals pr@zess which Exam had 01 had sot requested that reduced the 
proposed tax deficiency? (CHECK ONE.) (9) 

26 Yes 

14 No 

31 Do notknow 

33. Did your disnict office management such as ti District Director. Chief or Assistrnt Chief (Exam). or Branch Chief 
meet with high level taxpayer officials during this audit? (CHECK ONE) 

34 Yw --> Please specify the position or role of those who mct,with high level &payer officiaIs. 

09, 

37 No --> In your opinion, would increased managerial oversight have improved the taxpayer’s level of 
cooperation (e.g., prompt response to IDR’s or meetings to discuss diaagreementa buwccn 
tie taxpayer and IRS)? w, 

8 Yes 

30 No 

Please explain your nsponse. 
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VI. TECHNICAL ADVICE 

34. Was any formal technical advice still in effect from a prior audit cycle? (CHECK ONE.) 

10 Yes 

64 No 

I I Do not know 

35. was formal technical advice requested on this cycle? (CHECK ONE.) 

8 Ye.3 

75 No 

2 Do not know 

If formal technical advice w*ps not still in effect from a prior audit cycle and/or was not requested for 
this audit cycle, please skip to question 41. 

36. How long did it take to receive a response to the request for formal technical advice? (ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS.) 

~ Months or -Donot know 
Law ,W 

N=3 
3 Months 

30 Months 
41 Months 

37. Was the formal technical advice followed in full by Exam, Counsel. Appeals, and by the taxpayer? 
(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 
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38. In your opinion. how helpful or not was the formal technical advice for developing issues and resolving disputes 
with the taxpayer? (CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 

39. Did the taxpayer request a private letter ruling(s) or determination letter(s) on any issue during these 
tax years? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.) 

I Yes, a private letter ruling or rulings 

1 Yes, a determination letter or letters 

I Neither a private letter ruling or determination letter 

1 Do not know 

40. Was legal and/or technical assistance provided from the start of this audit to educate the audit team on matters of 
tax law and policy or ovvall issue development? (CHECK ONE.) V6) 

I Yes 

3 No 
In your opinion, did/would this assistance improve the development of issues in this case? (CHECK ONE.) 

07, 

Yes 

2 No 

Please explain your response 
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VU ADDLTWNAL INFORMATION A&OUT THE CASE 

41. Did this CEP taxpayer file a consolidated corporate return? (CHECK ONE.) 

81 Yes 

4 No 

- Do not know 

42. In general, how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the following factors during the audit? 
(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 

c. Access to professional 

taxpayer's 
library or other public 
research mat&& 30 23 6 10 9 7 

j. Access to taxpayer’s 
computers 17 11 18 8 8 23 

k. Access to tarrpayer’s 

printers 

1. Access to taxpayer’s 
uhotxooiers 
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43. Dii the taxpayer agr& to extend the date on the statute of expiration? (CHECK ONE.) 

2 No 

191, 

83 Yea --a Was/Were the extension(s) granted sufficient to allow you to develop all the issuea 
you believed needed to be developad prior to completing the audit? (CHECK ONE.) ,-n) 

79 Yed 

2 No 

44. Did the taapaya disclose controvanial issues at the &ginning of the audit? (CHECK ONE) cn) 

51 No 

30 Yea --> Wax tbis discbsure specific to the issuea that should be examined? (CHECK ONE.) (PI) 

26 Yea 

4 No 

45. Did the taxpaya provide you with a list of adjustments to tsxabable income or credits for those tax years king audited? 
(CHECK ONE.) Pa 

47 Yes --> (CONTINUE WITH QUFSTION 46.) 

37 No -> (SKIP TO QUESTION 47.) 

46. Who dii the adjusunenta favofl (CHECK ONE.) 

- IRS only 

6 ne taqmya only 

40 Bofh IRS and the taxpayer 

I Ihnotknow 
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BFprstm-3 (i-7) 

vu. CASE CLCWJNGS 

47, Please provide the following CEP rmmmmded tax results sepsrately for each tax year included in this case. Please b sure 
to enter the tax year at the top of each column. (You wiJJ need the Reveure Agent Repon to com&-re thir t&e.) 

a. Total net adjustments to taxable 
income pu Exam 

b. Total net adjustments to tax 
credits per Exam 

c. Total taxable income 
ner Exam 

d. Corrected ti liability 
per Exam ___-_________-----_-________~ 

e. Less: Tax credits per Exam 
---___--_-__--______-------. 

f. Ptus: Recapture of prior year 
ITC per Exam 

g. Total corrected tax liability 
per Exsm 

-----_-------_----____---_____ 

h. Leas: Total tax shown on return 
or as previously adjusted 

i. Deficiency/(Overmen~) 
per Exam 

j. w penalties per Exam 
List Type: 

k. Claims for ta* decrease 
considered during 
examination 

1. Corporation Application for 
Tentative Refund (h-m 1139) 
considered during Exam process 

$ 

$ 

N=,6 wn> 
Mean = E22.391.102 
Ranae = $-59A6WO5 

t-44 
Mean = $2,9?6.955 

N=55 cam 
Mean = $6,182,525 
Range = $0 to 
w.504.g59 

N=51 I%-107, 

Mean = $9,774,100 
Range = $0 lo 
$IM.149.39I 

$ 

s 

$ ------I ------__ -__ 

$ ---------.._-__---__ 

$ 

$ 

N=p w-331 

Mean=$286,797,297 
Range= $-305,897m 
$171,786,866 
5z.p)) 

N=4 
Mean = $9,215,622 

v=57 mw 
eao = $6,358,570 
tsnge = $0 to 
F145J75.185 

v=57 WSII?) 

tiean = $17,300,@22 
binge = $0 to 
ti13.500,377 

Continued on next pnge 

$ 

\1=3g w4' 

Mean = S29J45.249 
Range = $-382,037 to 
F116.779.138 

ban 

v=3 
tiean = $2,319,279 

q=23 tw+Ib 

vlean=$2,726,786 
Unge = $0 to 

;16.675,131 

(=23 w-m, 

dean =$15,854,364 
tange=$Oto 
~109,171,450 
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Question 47 (Continued) nep~t m .4 (l-7) 

Be sure to enter the tax year at the top of each column. 

a. Total net adiustments to tutable 

income per Exam 

b. Total net adjustments to tax 

cndits pm ?&am 

c. Total taxable income 

net Exam 

d. Corrected tax liability 

per Exam 

e. Less: Tax credits per Exam 
_1-------_------------- 

f. Pius: Recapptun of prior yerr 

ITC per Exam 

g. Total corrected tax liability 

pet Exam 
______-__-I______----- 

h. Leas: Tolal tax shown on rctum 

or as previously adjusted 

i. Deficiency/(Ovensseasment) 

per Exam 

j. m penalties per Exam 

List Type: 

k. Claims for tax decrease 

considered during 

examination 

1. Corporation Apptication for 

Tentative Refund (Form L 139) 

considered during Exam process 

(69, 

Tax Year 19- 

$ 

$ 

s __---- ----- - -___--- 

$ 

s .-----------__--- 

S 
N=23 oca, 
Mean = $6,469,657 

Rattee = $-7.887.532 to 

MO.1 87.338. 

None 

N=l3 WT 

Mean = $7.412.578 

Range = $0 to 

583.265.754 

N=,,j @%Iv) 

Mean= $10>62,558 

Range = $0 to 

$83.785.039 

carry Over Years 

(ForwartiBackward) 
:,c-11’ 

Tax Year 19- 

s 

$ 

$ 
----------------- 

$ 
-----_-_-________ 

$ 

s 
___--_-_-----__-I--- 

$ 

(~16 Q4-‘=) 

tiean=s4,535,846 

<ange= S-31,297,792 to 

356.272.281 

a-m 

ii=8 Tarn’ 

Aan = $2,417,904 

lange 3 $0 to 

;19,343,228 

i=lO (IOS-117, 

dean = $11,791,867 

binge = $0 to 

34,%2,636 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$4 
___-------______-_ 

s 
---I ---- -_- ------ 

$ 

s 
- ----; ---- - --_____-- 

$ 

N=l2 OU31 

Mean = $6,398,877 

Range= $-4.402,462to 

$37.477.688 

:nm 

N=l 

N=7 @s-m, 

Mean = $7,836.381 

Range= 0 to 

E46,415,065 

V=8 w*-,273 

Mean = $7,428.067 

Range = SO to 

W5.780,396 
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48. Please provide the following information on the three top dollar adjustments to taxable incomekedits in this ca.w. 

a. IRC 

b. Adjustment m: 

(Check ON per 
imue. ) 

c. Dispute 

involved: 

(Check one 

or b&h.) 

d. Type of 

adjustment 

(Check all that 
OPPW 

e. Original 

adjustment 

pz”d by 

c. Amount of 

signed formal 

agreement 

EbAled 

between Exam 

and UK 

t=WYW 

Issue t1 L%ue #2 

16 Unreported income 8 Unreported income 

29 Overstated deductions 37 Overstated deduct&s 
39 Tiiing 27 Timing 

7 Valuation I1 Valuation 
11 Allocation 7 Allocation 
1 Whipsaw 1 Whipsaw 

18 Other (Specify) 18 Other (Specify) 

Y=82 c-1, 

kiem = $115.271.508 

tangc = $26.5 1 I.591 m 

il,941337.337 

N=82 ,rppo, 

Mean = $65,644.009 
Range = &156.114,992 ta 
$1,772,956.7 19 

k73 

blear4 = $15,868,198 

hnge = W6.511.591 m 
il80,CKQCXM 

N=74 (8w 

Mean = $3,029,545 

Range = S156,114,992 m 
$56.787;710 

Issue #3 

66 Taxable income 

11 credit 

,ILM~ 

48 Interption of law 

39 Eld 0” merit/facts 

12 Unreported income 

30 Overstated deductions 
22 Timing 
II valuation 
11 Allocati44 
- Whipsaw 

20 other (Specify) 

N=81 wm 

Mean = $30,169,295 
Range = S-346,803 to 
$266.707.891 

N=75 

Mean E $9,271,378 
Range = S-2,766.41 1 to 

$219.317385 
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49. Were the issues Exam Coordinated Iswed @Cl’s)? (CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) Islo) 

didn’t errid at 

50. For these three issues, was Lerc P need for a specialist oc outside consultant that was not obtained? (CHECK ONE.) 01, 

75 No 

(SKIP TO QUi%TION 52.) 
4 Donor know 
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51, For any of the three issues that you identified that wccc protested on this case, which of the following factors do 

you feel caused the taxpayer to pmtest Ihe issue? (CHECK YES OR NO FOR EACEi ROW FOR EACH ISSUE. 
IF THE ISSUES WERE AGREED, CHECK THE NOT APPLICABLE BOX IN THE FlRST ROW AND GO ON TG THE 
NEXT ISSUE.) 

We did not maly-te rep- to tbii question due to an erroneous skip instruction on question $0. 

If issue agreed, check box 
under rho agreed issue . . 

j. other (Specify) 

------_----_---_---- 

k. Other (Specify) 

I.0 N/A 
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52. Did you secure a signed formal agreement from the taxpayer on the proposed adjustments at the time the cast was closed 

out of Exam? (CHECK ONE.) (*I 

13 Yea. the taxpayer agreed to all issues (full agreement) 

23 Yes. the taxpayer agreed to some issuea (partial agresmcnt) 

49 No 

- Do not remember 

53. if the case manager would have had settlement authority (Delegation Order 236) for “rollover” and “rcctig” issue8 for 

which Appeals had already established a settlement practice based on the facts of the issue, do you believe this would 

have had a positive effect. no effect. or a negative effect on the recovery rate of these Mums? (CHECK ONE.) 

28 A positive cffcet OR the ncovexy rate 

38 No effect on the recovery rate 

4 A negative effect on the recovery rate 

I5 Do not know 

54. Do you believe case managers or 0th~~ Examination officials should bc actively attempting to settle more audit issues 

baaed on the merits (facts) of a case? (CHECK ONE.) 

64 Yes 

IS No 

Please explain: 

55. How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with Appuls overall setlement of this audit cycle? (CHECK ONE.) 

5 Very satisfied 

17 Generally satisfied 

15 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 

(SKIP TO QUESTION 57.) 

13 Generally dissatisfied 

I4 Very dissatisfied 
(CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 56.) 

20 No basis to judge/Agreed case --B (SKIP TO QUESTION 59.) 
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56. Did you USC the diaaent process to protest Appeal’s settlement of this case? (CHECK ONE.) 

2 Yes 

24No 

57. Did Examination and Counsel discuss rhc taxpayer’s protest with Appeals to ensore dual Appeals was able to consider all of 
the relevant facts in this case? (CHECK ONE.) [Ia, 

35 Yes 

38 No 
In your opinion, lo what extent. if at all. did/would the discussion enhance Appeals’ ability to 

sustain dollsrs rewmmended by Exam? (CHECK ONE.) m, 

8 To a veq great extent 

1 I To a great extent 

I1 To a moderate extent 

10 To some extent 

19 To little or no extent 
-__-----_ 

14 Do not know 

Pleaac cxplajn your waponst. 

58. Dii appeals discuss the hal waolution of unagrecd issues to provide Examination with information for auditing 

the subsequent tax returns for this taxpayer? (CHECK ONE.) 

32 Ya --> If yes, was the feedback provided to the rtveoue agents working on the 
subsequent audit? (CHECK ONE.) (10 

28 Yes 

3 No 
Please explain: 

41 No -z If no, in your opinion, would this feedback have improved the planning or the timeliness of 
subsequent audit cycles? (CHECK ONE.) 051 

16 Yea 
Picase explain: 

23 No 
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59. Regarding the team collectively. how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the following factors on this audit? 
(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 

, 

VflY Generaily Neither Generally Very 
satisfied satisfied satisfied nor dissatisfied dissatistied 

dissatisfied 

(1) (2) (3) 

a. Number of staff assigned 
to rhc audit 36 36 5 f--l-e 

m-901 

No basis 
to judge 

(6) 

d. Adequacy of the team’s 
knowledge in tax laws. rules 

e. Adequacy of the team’s 
kaowledge of the industxy 
involved in the audit I 17 I 38 I 20 8 I 1 

3 

3 

f. Adequacy of audits support 4 16 7 6 2 

g. Level of cooperation of team 
members with one another 37 41 1 4 

h. Level of cooperation you 
received from the tesm 42 I 37 I 4 I I 

i. Level of cooperation 
between the taxpayer and 
the team members 10 46 12 10 7 

j. Length of time it took 
to complete the audit 10 32 19 17 7 

k. Extent to which team 
members fully developed 1 
the issues assigned to them 1 

I I 
22 51 1 9 3 I 

I. Extent to which team I I I 
members accurately 
develoned the issues 

I 
I I I 

assigned to them 22 55 4 2 2 

m. Extent to which I I I 
management was 
involved in the case I 20 I 36 I6 9 2 

n. Other (Please specify) 

I I I + 
N=6 

IX. OVERALL PERCEPTION OF AUDI CYCLE 

0. Other (Please specify) 

NZ-I 
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60. How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with tbe & 
quality of the performance of the IRS team (including 
specialists) during the audit of this taxpayer identified on 

page I of this questionnaire? (CHECK ONE.) (91 , 

31 Very satisfied 

50 Generally satisfied 

2 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 

2 Generally dissatisfied 

- Very dissatisfied 

61. How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the & 
attitude/level of coopertiion of the taxpayer? 
(CHECK ONE.) (m) 

7 Very satisfied 

37 Generally satisfied 

I3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 

24 Generally dissatisfted 

4 Very dissatisfied 

62. In your opinion, has the eatahlishment of a National CEP 
Director had a positive impact no impa& w a negative 
impact on program development, oversight, and/or 
evaluation withm CEP? (CHECK ONE.) m 

18 A positive impact 

13 No impact 

11 A negative impact 

42 Do not know 

Please explain your response: 

63. In your opinion, has the establishment of Reaionat CEP 
Manaaers had a positive impact, no impact, or a negative 
impact on program development. oversight, and/or 
evaluation within CEP? (CHECK ONE.) WY) 

I I A positive impact 

18 No impact 

6 A negative impact 

49 Do not know 

Please explain your response: 

64. In your opinion, has the establishment of a multi- 
functional National Policy Board had a positive impact, 
no impact. 01 a negative impact on promoting taxpayer 
cooperation through improved coordination between 
Examination, Appeals, International and Counsel? 
(CHECK ONE.) cm 

20 A positive impact 

55 No impact 

2 A negative impact 

65. In your opinion, would the development of standard goals 
and measures for Examination, Appeals, International, and 
Counsel have had a positive effect, no effect. or a 
negative effect on this audit? (CHECK ONE.) WI 

40 A positive effect 

29 No effect 

15 A negative effect 

66. In your opinion, would CEP quality peer reviews have 
improved this audit in any way? (CHECK ONE.) p) 

I I Yes --> Please explain: 

71 No 
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67. Please brietly discuss in the space below what you feel was the most positive thing about this audit a8 well 

as the most nenative thing about this audit. 

Pdtive: N=78 W 

- 

Nqatlve: N-74 WI 
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68. Please list any other recent changes to the Large Case 
Program which would have impacted on the resolution of 

these returns had they been in effect at the time 

these returns were worked. Also. describe in what ways 

they would have impacted the resolution of the returns. 

Change: 

Impact 0” case: 

Chlge: 

Impact an ~18~: 

Change: 

Impact OR case: 

69. Are there any other changes to he CEPILarge Case 

Program that you would like to suggest here? 

ww 

N=57 

Thank you for your aMtance. Please return the questionnaire in the pre-addrwcd envelope 
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U.S. General Accounting Office 

Coordinated Examination Program - 
Case Manager Questionnaire 

INTRODUCITON 

The U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO), an investigative 

agency of Congress, is conducting a study of IRS’s 

Coordinated Examination Program (CEP). The overall 

objective of our review is to determine what factors affect the 

rate at which taxed recommended by CEP revenue agents get 

assessed. We are surveying the audit teams who worked on 

mch of the CEP cases which had recommended additional 

taxes of $30 million or more and were closed agreed in Exam 

or closed in Appeals from 1989 to 1991. 

You have been selected to complue this survey due to your 

involvement with the corpxate returns and the tax years 

indicated below. Because of your work on this cast, yaw 

response m this survey will help us m identify all the facmrs 

which impact the resolution of CEP audits, both positively and 

negatively. 

Most of the questions in this questionnaire can be easily 

answered by checking boxes or filling is blanks. You will 

need to refer to the Revenue Agent Report (RAR) to complete 

some questions. Further, you may need to refer to other IRS 
workpapas or documents when snawaing cenain questions on 

this questionnaire because. of the lapse of time since this audit 

was clo!3ed. 

This questionnaire should take about 2 hours to complete. If 

you have any questions concerning any part of this survey, 

please call Ms. Deborah Junod at (202) 272-7904. 

Please return the completed questionnaire in the enclosed prc- 

addressed mvelope within 2 weeks from tic time you receive 

it In the event the envelope is misplaced, the return address 

is: 

This questionnaire is confidential. The contml number is U.S. General Accounting office 

inctudal only LO aid us in our follow-up efforts. Your Ciencrat Government Division 

response will be combined with those of other nspondents and Attn: Mr. James Fremming 

will be Irpor(cd only in summary form. We will not identify 441 G Street. N.W., Room 3126 

spcfific CEP taxpayer informatition in our repot. Washington, DC. 20548 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Total number of case -gem responding = 72 
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I. RESPONDMT INFORMATION 

Please provide the following information: 

Your cmrent work telephone number - r) 

Were you assigned to audit these CEP corporate returns during any part of the Exam timeframe shown on page I? 

(CHECK ONE.) 

72 Yes -> Please continue with question 1. 

B, 

- No --z STOP: Do not continue if you were not as&ped to this audit during tbe Exam timeframe &own above. 
Please return the questionnaire in the enclosed envelopa 

I. Please answer the following as it applied to you at the time 

you began the above audit: (Enter “00” ifnone or u&r I 

var.) 
(8.IBI 

a. Total number of years of IRS experience 

in the Examination Division N=71 22 Years 

b. Number of years as a CEP case manager 

N=72 . . . . . 7YearS 

c. Number of years working on CEP 

examinations at positions other than 

case manager N=72 . 3Year-s 

d. Total number of years of RA/IE 

experience examining corporations 

prior to being assigned to 

CEP examinations N=72 J Years 

e. Number of years of RAnE experience 

listed in d above that you were 

examining corporations with assets of 
$100 million or more N=71 LYean 

2. What grade level were you when you were first assigned to 
the audit? (ENTER NUMBER.) 

GS or GM- 

Cl”rn, @l-*1 

9 m-14 
57 GM-14 
6 Other 

3. What was your educational background at the time you 
were assigned to this examination? 
(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.) 

2 24 Hours of Accounting with no degree 

52 BSlBA Accountinflaxation 

12 BS/BA Other (Specify: ) 

11 MA Accountingfl’axation 

4 MA Other (Specify: A 

- Ph.D. (Specify: ) 

2 Other (Specify: ) 

4. Were you a CPA when you were assigned to this 

examination? (CHECK ONE.) 

37 Yes 

33 No 
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‘. Did you receive he fdlowin~ uamindwrpFne~c in CEP 
pncedum a LISUCS befa~ you were wsigncd q ltar awht 
or wtrhin I yeaof yourasspmt! 
(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 0,-l, 
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IL CASE MANAGEMENT 

9. Overall, how satisfmt or ditiafkd were you with the amount of time you devoted to this case? (CHECK ONE.) 

18 Very satisfied 

45 oesterally satisfied 
(SKIP TO QUESTION 11.) 

8 Gmxally dissatisfied 

I Very dissatisticd 
(CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 10.) 

10. In your opinion, what factors affected the time you devoted to hii audit? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.) 

5 Number of taxpayerdpoino in your inventory 

3 Collated duties 

2 Logistical probkms 

5 other (Please explain): 

1 I. To what exkng if at all, were you involved with the following on this audit cycle? (CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 

b. The selection of issues for 

audit 

c. Tbe review of work~arras 

11 33 13 4 

8 21 26 13 

e. The closing conference with 

the laxuayer I 52 I 16 I 2 I - 

f. Interim meetings with the 

hPWff i 36 1 31 1 5 1 . 

To little or 

RO extent 

(5) 

i. Assrstance in rcaolving 

difficult issues 37 27 7 1 
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12. At the time of this audit, was a system such as electronic bulletin board or issue tracking available for case managers. 

to communicate with CULC managers in other districts on spaial industries and/or issues to ensure that all parka were 

equally informed? (CHECK ONE.) (%) 

20 Yes 

52 No 

In your opinion. did/would using such a system improve the development of issues in this UJSC? 

(CHECK ONE.) 04s) 

41 Ye3 

22 No 

Please explain your response. 

13. OversU, how satisFied or diiatisfied were you with managemeat’s involvement with the audit? 
(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 

VW Somewhat Neitha SOllUWhti VW 
SatiSfiUl SatiSfiCd astisticd nor dissatisfied divlpriStid 

dissatisfied 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

a, Diauict Director 10 4 19 I 

b. Chief or Assistant Chief 

of Examination 

c. Bmnch Chief I 28 I 18 I 16 1 - 1 2 

No basis 

to judge 

14. At the time of thii audib was your district office maoagemcnt invoked in the planning of the audit and/or 

requesting support examinations in this case? (CHECK ONE.) WI 

23 Yes 

47 No 

In your opinior did/would this type of district oft& involvement ensure b&ter planning of this 

audit or mere horough support examinations? (CHECK ONE.) w 

20 Yea 

49 No 

Please explain your response. 
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IIL STAEFINGlSPECIALISl’S 

15. At any time during the audit did you have Insufficient revalue agent staff? (CHECK ONE.) 

13 Yes 

59 No 

16. Did turnover in staff or specialists negatively impact the developmmt of issuea? (CHECK ONE.) 

12 Yes 

60 No 

w 

17. What were the -as that your staffmg level was insuff~eient oc why staff tumed over? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.) 
1ww 

4 Staff were not available when the audit began 

8 Staff were temporarily diverted to other activitieJ 
collateral duties during the course of the audit 

1 Staff were permanently removed due to P45 rotation policy 

- Staff were permanently removed hm audit due to incompatibility 

8 Staff were pennsncntly removed from audit due to other -ns 

2 My request(s) for additional staff to be assigned wss denied 

4 My reqae%(s) for additional staff to be assigned wss granted, 
but the staff was (were) assigned later than appropriate 

9 other (Please specify) - 

18. In your opinion, were the services of specialists obtained when you fell they were needed to help you develop your 
issues? (CHECK ONE.) 

65 Yes, for all my issues -> (SKIP TO QUESTION 22.) 

02, 

3 Yea, in some cases 
(CONTINUE WITH QUESTlON 19.) 

4 No 
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19. In your opinion, which specialist services wcrc needed 
but wcrc not obtained? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.) 

20. What were the reason(s) that the needed ialists 
F;” were not obtained? (CHECK ALL THA APPLY.) [asp) 

I Outside consultant@) 

2 Industry/Issue specialist(s) 

2 Economist(s) 

2 Enginox(s) 

- Disuict office management denied the rqucst(s) 

3 The needed spccialista wcrc not available to 
me district 

- Tbe needed specialists could not be tonowcd 
from anothw district 

- Computer audit specialist(s) 

- International specialist(s) 

1 EPEO specialist(s) 

- Payroll specialist(s) 

- Excise spa&list(s) 

- Counsel wa) 

3 Other - Specify: 

5 other - Specify: 

ww 

21. For those specialists that wtxc no&d for this audit cycle but won not obtained, to what extent, if at all, 
did not having the scrvicos of this (thcsc) specialist(s) negatively impact the results of the audit? 

(CHECK ONE 30x IN EACH ROW. CHECK BOX 1, “N/A” IF TEE SPECIALIST WAS NOT NEEDED OR 

WAS NOT OBTAINED ON THE AUDIT.) tpo-a1 

Not 
Applic- 

able 

(0 

a. Outside consultant 5 

b. lndustryflssuc specialist 5 

c. Economist 4 

d. Engineer 3 

e. Computer audit specialist 5 

f. International specialist 5 

g. EPEO specialist 5 

h. Counsel 5 

i. Other (Please specify) 

N=Z 

No basis 
to 

b&e 
(7) 
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22. In your opinion, what was the quality of work performed by the following individuals on this audit cycle? 
(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW. CHECK BOX 1. “N/A” IF THE POSITION WAS NOT USED ON THE AUDIT.) 

e. Eneineer I 7 

f. International 
specialist II 

g. Economist 

h. Outside consultant 

i. EPEO specialist 

j. Appeals 

k. Counsel 

1. other (Please 
specify) 

N=12 

43 

53 

40 

19 

25 

22 40 4 I 

21 36 13 

6 29 9 2 

12 31 18 I 

26 20 7 4 

7 7 1 2 

2 3 

3 II 9 

23. Did an industry or an issue specializabon program exist at the time of this ,audit? (CHECK ONE.) 

59 Yes 

No basis 
to judge 

(7) 

1 

12 

6 

10 

14 

- 

m 

13 No 
In your opinion, did/would this program improve the audit team’s ability to develop complex 

organizational or technical issues? (CHECK ONE.) (II, 

48 Yes 

15 No 

Please explain your response. 
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IV. CASE DELAYS 

J WI 24. Was this cast closed out of Exam later than planned? (CHECK ONE 

55 Yes ---> (CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 25.) 

17 No ---> (SKIP TO QUESTION 26.) 

25. To what extent, if at all, did the following factors cause delays in closing the case in Exam? 
(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) W34 

T0avCi-y 
peal extent 

(1) 

a. Obtaining staff or specialists 4 

b. Turnover in staff or specialists 6 

c. Obtaining technical advice 2 

d. Receiving specialists’ reports 3 

e. Issuing a summons 2 1 1 

f. Diverting staff 01 specialist to 
collateral duties I 5 5 

I 
g, Obtaining information from the 

tipaw 12 21 9 
I I I 

h. Obtaining access to the taxpayer’s 
computer file 1 7 5 

i. Having access to the taxpayer’s 
representative 1 3 

j. Delays by the taapaycx in stuting 
the examination 1 2 1 

k. Delays by IRS in starting the 
eliamination 1 3 1 

1. other (Please specify) 

N=21 

To some 
utetlt 

(44) 

8 

6 

To little 
or no 
went 

(5) 

34 

28 

35 

4 

34 

50 

-a 
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26. If the taxpayer caused delays by not supplying the information requested on the IDR’s or allowing accw to eamputer tiles in 
a timely manner (or at all). what means were used to &&in the information? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.) 01.!91 

12 Not applicable, all requested information was received in a timely mannex 
___--_--_--_---------- 

7 Summons 

52 Informal means such as meetings between IRS management md the taxpayer 

46 Follow-up IDR’s 

17 Other - Please specify: 

V. INFORMATION DOCUMENT REQUEsrs 

27. Was all needed information nqucated on the IDR’s receivexl before Ux case was closed in erfun? (CHECK ONE.) 
WI 

55 Yea 

17 No 

28. What percentage of the total number of IDR’s requesting new information were issued within 90 days of the clcee of the 
audit? (ENTER PERCENT.) 

Percent 1’141, 

21 openent 
3 1 percent 
5 2 pcscent 
5 5 percent 
2 10pxccnt 
I 95percent 

35 Do not know 
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29. Ovmll, bow satisfied or dinsatkfti were you with the following? (CHBZK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) w-54, 

a The timetine~ of taxpayer 
n-capon= to IDR’s 

b. The wmplctentss of the 
information provided by 
taxpayer in fespmse to 
IDR’S 

c. The relevance of the 
information pmvided by 
taxpayer in responac to 
IDR’S 

d. That IDR’s were isued in a 
timelv manna 

VaY 
satisfied 

(1) 

1 

1 

6 

33 

Somewhat Neither 
satisticd satisfied nor 

dissatisfied 

(2) (3) 

20 14 

21 8 

41 10 

31 5 

c. That IDR’s were clearly and 
conciselv arcoared 34 33 I 

f. That the information 
qucatcd was obtainable 
by the taxpayer (e.g., 
information not available 
bcc8Use of a mcrgcr. 

- too old, etc.) 

3 2 

21 27 11 5 I 2 6 

g. Tbe ovoralt ccqeration of 
taxpayer to IDR’s 8 30 10 15 9 IL- 
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30. To the best of your knowledge, did the taxpayer provide information during the appeals process which Exam had 
requested but was not received? (CHECK ONE.) 

18 Yes --> (COWITNUE WITH QUESTlON 31.) 

Wl 

19 No 

21 Donotknow 
(SKIP TO QUESTION 32.) 

14 Not applicable, agreed csse ----> (SKIP TO QUESTION 35.) 

3l. Did Appeals involve Exam further in case development because the taxpayer provided additional information, 
filed a claim. or raised new issues? (CHECK ONE.) 

2 Yes. Appuls relinquished jurisdiction of the case back to Exam 

11 Yea. Appeals involved Exam in furthu case development without relinquishing jurisdiction of the cask 

3 No 

1 Do not know 

156, 

32. Did tbc taxpsya provide infoonation during the appeals process which Exam had or had not requested that reduced the 
pr0pose.i taa deficiency? (CHECK ONE.) VI, 

16 Yes 

17 No 

25 Do not know 

33. Did your district off& management such as the District Director. Chief or Assistant Chief (Exam), or Branch Chief 
meet with high level tsxpaya officials during this audit? (CHECK ONE.) 
,Y) 

28 Yes ----> Please specify the position or role of those who met with high level taxpayer officials. 

29 No ---5 In your opinion, would increased managerial oversight have impmved the taxpayer’s level of 
cooperation (e.g.. pmmpt response to IDR’s or meetings to discuss disagreements between 
the taxpayer and IRS)? wo 

3 Yes 

25 No 

Please explain your rtsponsc. 
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VL ADDlTIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE CASE 

34. Did this CEP taxpayer tile a consolidated corporate return? (CHECK ONE.) 

67 Yes 

3 No 

- DO not know 

35. In general, how satisfied ctt dissatisfied were you with the following factors during the audit? 
(CHECK ONE BOX tN EACH ROW.) 

a. Access to nded IRS 

Veri 
satisfied 

(1) 

Somewhat Neidw Somewhat 
satisfied satisfied nor 

very 
dissatisfted dissatisfied 

dissatisfied 

(2) (3) (41 (5) 

supplies 

b. Access to IRS research 

material 

C. Access to professional 

industry manuals 

29 25 9 4 5 

25 24 8 7 8 

7 2s 23 7 7 

d. Access to IRS computers 19 27 8 4 

e. Access to IRS printers 21 25 8 3 

f. Access to IRS office 

suppolt staff 16 32 10 5 

g. Space provided by the 

taxpayer for the audit team 30 25 IO 5 2 

II. Access to tiwpaycr’s 

supplies 17 II 16 I I 

i. Access to taxpayer’s 
library or other public 

research materials 22 21 15 6 2 

j. Access to taxpayer’s 
computem _ _ 5 23 17 5 3 

k. Access to taxuayer’s I I I I 
printers - - 5 19 17 4 3 

I. Access ~II kxpayer’s 
pbotowpkrs 39 25 2 1 5 

3 

14 

IS 

7 

26 

6 

19 

24 
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36. Did you secure a signed formal agreement from the taxpayer ott the proposed adjttstmettts at the time the case was closed 
out of Exam? (CHECK ONE.) WI 

14 Yes, the taxpayer agreed to all issues (full agreement) 

16 Yes. the taxpayer agreed to some issues (partial agreement] 

39 No 

3 Da not remember 

37. If the case manager would have had settlement authority (Delegation Order 236) for “mllova” and “recurring” issuea for 
which Appeals had already established a settlement practice bawd on the facts of the issue, do you believe this would 
have had a positive effect no effect, or a negative effect on the recovery rate of these retums? (CHECK ONE.) 

m, 
20 A positive effect on the recovety rate 

43 No effect on the recovery rate 

2 A negative effect on the recovery rate 

7 lh not know 

38. Do you believe case managers or otbet Examination officials should be actively attempting to settle more audit iasucs 
based on the merits (facts) of a case? (CHECK ONE.) m 

62 Yea 

9 No 
Please explain: 

39. How satistkd or dissatisfied were you with Appeals overall settlement of this audit cycle? (CHECK ONE.) 

6 Very satisfied 

14 Generally satisfied (SKIP TO QUESTION 41.) 

10 Neither satisticd nor dissatisfied 

t?l, 

I1 Generally dissatisfied 

7 Very dissatisfied 
(CON’MNl.JE WITH QUESTION 40.) 

24 No basis to judge/Agreed case ---r (SKIP TO QUESTION 43.) 
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40. Did you use the dissent proc~ to protest Appeal’s settlement of this case? (CHECK ONE.) 

2 Yes 

16 No 

41. Did Examination and Counsel discuss the taxpayer’s protest with Appeals to ensure that Appeals was able to consider all of 
the relevant facts in &is case? (CHECK ONE.) m 

29 Yea 

28 No 
In your opinion, to what extent. if at all, didlwould the disxssion enhance Appeals’ ability to 

sustain dollars recommended by Exam? (CHECK ONE.) (un 

6 To s very great extent 

4 To a great extent 

10 To a moderate cntent 

8 Tosomeex!ent 

I4 To little OI no extent 

IO Donotknow 

42. Did appeals discuss the fmal resolulion of unagrebd issues to provide Examination with infomxation for auditing 
the subsequent tax returns. for this taxpayer? (CHECK ONE.) 

Ill) 

21 Yea --> If yea. was the feedback provided to the revenue agents working on the 
subsequent audit? (CHECK ONE.) (82) 

I8 Yes 

1 No 
Piease explain: 

35 No -> If no. in your opinion, would this feedback have improved the planning or the timeliness of 
subsequent audit cycles? (CHECK ONE.) (13) 

11 Yes 

Please explain: 
17 No 
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Appendix III 
Survey of CEP Case Managers 

VU OVERALL PERCEPTION OF AUDIT CYCLE Rspat ID - 3 (1-V 

43. Regarding the team coilactively. how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with 
(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 

8. Numbs of staff assigccd 
to the audit 

b. Number of staff days 
dlottcd to the audit 

V-Y Gendly Neither 

satisfied satisfied satistied nor 
dissatinfkd 

(1) (2) (3) 

2.8 41 I 

21 44 4 

c. Adequacy of the tM”I’8 

expmience and ski118 in 

auditing large corporations 30 37 3 

d. Adequacy of the team’s 
knowledge in tax laws, rulea 
and regulations 34 35 3 

t. Adequacy of the team’s 
knowledge of the in&my 
invokd in the audit 24 33 12 

f. Adequacy of support audits 4 19 5 

g. Level of cooperation of team 
members with one another 30 32 5 

h. kvel of cooperation you 
received from the team 41 30 

i. Level of cooperation 
between the taxpayer and 
the tam mmbers I 11 I 31 I 17 

the following 

r-izzi- 

(4) 

I 
2 

2 

2 

3 

4 

4 

I 

II 

ectote on this audit? ectote on this audit? 

*lx *lx 

VW VW No bssis No bssis 
dissstisfied dissstisfied tojudge tojudge 

(5) (5) (6) (6) 

1 1 

38 38 

1 1 

-fi 2 2 

1 i. LcnntJ~ of time it took 1 I I I I II I 
I - 

to complete the audit 7 30 14 20 

- u - 1 
m. Extent to which 

management was 
involved in the csse 

n. Other (Please specify) 

17 30 20 5 

N=8 

0. Other (Please specify) 

N=3 
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Appendix III 
Survey of CEP Case Mrnasers 

44. How satisfial or dissatisfied were you with tle & 

quality of tic puFormur~c d the IRS tcdm (including 
spccillists) during the audit of this taxpayer identified M 

page 1 of this quentionnaifc? (CHECK Oh%.) @nl 

25 vu-y satisfkd 

44 Oenadly satisfied 

1 Ncithcr iatiskd nor dissat&fied 

2 Generally dissatisfti 

- Verydissati&d 

45. How satisfied or dissutiafiaj were you with the. overall 
attitudckvel of cooptration of the taxpayer? 
(CHECK ONE.) w 

5 Vay 8atiafkd 

37 Ganaally satisfied 

12 Ndtbtr satisfied nor dissatinficd 

16 Generally dissatistied 

2 Very diac.atisficd 

46. In your opinion. has the establishment of a Nationll CEP 
erector bad a positive impact, no impact or a negative 
unpact on program development, overnight, and/or 
evaluation within CEP? (CHECK ONE.) cm 

3t A positive impact 

I2 No impact 

13 A negative impact 

13 Donolknow 

Please clrplain your respn!+e: 

47. 1n your opinion, has the establirhmmt of Reeional CEP 
Mananar had * pwItivc imp& no impact a a negative 
imp*a on pognm devtlopmmt. oversight. andlor 
cvduadon witbin CEP? (CHECK ONE.) (a) 

16 A positive impact 

29 No impact 

7 A negative impact 

20 Donot know 

Flwc espllin your ruponsc: 

48. In your opinion, haa the catablishmcnt of a multi- 
functional N-al Policy Board bad a positive imprcL 
no imprct. ot a negative impact on pmmoting taxpayer 
conpaation through improved ooordiation bchnen 
Examinrrion. AppcaIs, Manational and tinsel? 
(CHECK ONE.) an 

30 A positive impact 

36 No imps& 

4 A acgativc impact 

49. In your opinion, would the development of standard goals 
and mcd4ufed for Examination. Appeals. IntunationaJ. and 
Connsel have had a positive e&cl. no effect, oc a 
negative cfkct on this audit? (CHECK ON@.) ~a) 

21 A positive effect 

31 NoCffcc~ 

18 A negative effect 

u). In your opinion, would CEP quality peer reviews have 
improved this audit in any way? (CHECK ONE.) w 

6 Yes -> Plcaw. explain: 

62 No 
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Survey of CEP Cam3 Matmgers 

51. Please briefly discuss in the space below what you feel was the most poritive thing about this audit as well 
as the most ne&vc thing about this audit. 

Positive: 
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Appendix III 
survey of CEP Case Managers 

52. Please list any other recent changes to the Large Case 

Program which would have impacted on the resolution of 

these returns had they been in effect at the time 

the raums were workal. Also, describe in what ways 

they would have impacted UI~ resolution of the returns. 

change: 

impact on case: 

chlnge: 

Impact on case: 

clmgc: 

Impact on case: 

53. Arc there any other changes to the CEPlLarge Case 

Program that you would like to suggest here? 

09 
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Appendix IV 

Survey of IRS Appeals Officers 

U.S. General Accounting Offke 

Closed CEP Case Questionnaire - 
Appeals 

INTRODUCTION 

The US General Accounting OF!iice (GAO). an investigative 
agency of t%gress, is conducting a study of IRS’s 

Cmtdinated Examination Program (CEP). The overall 

objective of our review ia to detmmine what factors aFfect the 

rate at which taxes recommended by CEP nvenut agents get 

assessed. We are surveying appeals officers who worked on 

each of tie CEP corponte tetums which had recommended 
additional taxes of $30 million IX mart and were closed in 

Appds From 1989 to 1991. 

You have been selected to complete this survey due to your 

involvement with the corporate tax returns and tax years 

indicated on this page. Bacausc of your work on these returns. 

your rcsponsc. to this survey will help us to identify all of the 

factors which impact the resolution of CEP audits, both 

positively and negatively. 

This questionnaire is confidential. The control number is 

included only to aid us in our follow-up efforts. Your 

rc3ponsea will be combined with those of other respondents 

and will be repotted only in summary Form. We will not 
identify spcxific CEP taxpayers in cur report 

Most of the questions can be easily answered by checking 

boxes IX fitling in blanks. You will need to refer to the Audit 

Statement and the Supporting Statanmt to complete some 

questions. 

We eatimate this questionnaire should t&c about 2 hours to 

complete. The actual amount of time it will t&e to complete 

ckpadn on the number of tax years involved. IF you have any 

questions conceming any part of this survey, please call Ms. 

Deborah Junod at (202) 272-7904. 

Please rexurn the completed questionnaire in the encloszd pre 

addressed mwlopc within 2 weeks From the time you receive 

it In the event the envelope is misplaced, the mum address 

is: 

U.S. General Accounting office 

General Government Division 

Attn: Mr. James Fremming 

441 G Street, N.W., Room 3126 

Washington. D.C. 20548 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Corporate Tax Return Information: 

Total number of Apptsls respondents = 78 
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s WCJT of IRS Appeals Officers 

I.RES'ONDENTINFORMATlON 

please provide your currcet work t&phone numbcr. . . . (-1 

Par these CEP corporate returns. were you assigned to sottle disputed issues for the tax years shown on page I? (CHECK ONE.) 

0 
78 Yes -> Please continue with question 1. 

0 No --r STOP: Do not coathae if you were not assigned to resolve disputes on tbt tax retnrns shown on 

p*ge 1. PIem returo the quwtiommire in the encksed envelop. 

1. Please en& the total numbor of years of IRS expuiewe you had at the time vou were assi!zwd to UK above returns. 

2. Wat you ever a revenue agent ot international examina with IRS Examination Division? (CHECK ONE.) (II) 

2 No -> (GO TO QUESTION 3.) 

69 Yea -+ Please answer the following questions as they apply to you at the time you began considaation of the 
taxpayer’s prom of these retums. (Enter “00” ifnone 0~ under I year.) (I=? 

Years reported are means. 

a. Number of years working on CEP examinations as a revenue went N=76 . . ..___........ LYeam 

b. Numba of ycam working on CEP examinations as an international cnamincr N=76 . . _ . . 2 Years 

c. Numha of yew3 of revenue aatni experience examining corporations 
prior to being assigned to CEP examinations N=76 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . 2 Years 

d. Number of years of revenue agent experience listed irl c. above that you wczc examining 
corporationawitbDsJUaof$100million~morc N=76 .__..........,............. LYcars 

c. Numher of years of international examiner cxpcricocc examining corporations prior to being 
assigned to CEP examinations N=76 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . 2 Years 

f. Number of years of intcmational cxamiru experience listed in e. above that you were 
examining corporations with assets of $100 million or more N=76 .,................. 1 Years 

l Meanislessthsnoocyenr 

3. What grade level were you when you wet-c first assigncd to these returns? (ENTER NUMBER.) 

OS - OX GM- 
wm ml 

37 GS-14 
36 GS-I5 or GM-15 

5 Other 
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Appenti N 
Survey of IRS Appeala Officers 

4. Please indicate whether or not you have held the following positions at IRS. 
For those you have held, please enter the number of years you have held the position. 
(Emer “00” if nom? or under I year.) 

N=12 __________________________________________________.._-_-___---. _-------------------_ 

-y- 

f. private industry position(s) 
related to tax/auditing 

-Y- 
N=32 __________________________________________________.________---._-______--__________ 

5. a. Approximately how long had you ken an appeals officer 6. Were you a Team chief at the time you were assigned to 

at the time you were assigned to theat returns? these returns? (CHECK ONE.) @WI, 

37 Yes 

N=78 Mean=t3Years OJ-m 
41 No 

b. How long had you worked on large casea ($10 million 

or more & at least 20 issues in dispute) u 

amxals officer at the time you were assigned to these 

returns? 

7. What was your educational background at the time you 

were assigned to these returns? 

(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY .) (6671, 

3 24 Hours of Accounting with no degree 

N=78 Mem=SYeam VMU, 58 BS/BA Accauntinflaxation 

Or 13 BSlBA Other (Specify: ) 

I Did not work on large caged (61) 
23 MA Accountinflaxation 

3 MA Other (Specify: 1 

- Ph.D. (Specify: ) 

18 Other (Specify: ) 
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Survey of IRS Appeals Ol’fkem 

YCS No 
(1) Gl) 

3 
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Survey of IRS Appeals Ofllcers 

II. OVERALL CASE RESULTS 

11. During the period you were working on these returns, what WBS the average number of active work units in your inventory? 

(ENTER NUMBERS.) 

Number of work units with less than $1 million in dispute N=72, Range = 0 to 30 Mean = 6 Lmml, 

Number of work units with $1 million to $10 million in dispute N=75. Range = 0 to 15 Mean = 4 ,PIJ, 

Number of work units with over $10 million in dispute N=78, Range = 0 to 10 Mean = 5 ww 

12. For these returns, how many issues were protested by the taxpayer? (ENTER NUMBER.) 

Mean = 53 Issues N=77 

Range = I to 340 issues 

13. If the case. manager would have had settlement authority (Delegation Order 236) for “rollover” and “reawring” issues for 
which Appeals had already established a settlement practice based on the facts of the issue, do you believe this would 
have had a positive effect, no eff&, or a negative effect on the recovery rate of these returns? (CHECK ONE.) 

lap) 
17 A positive effect on the recovery rate 

45 No effect on the recovery rate 

3 A negative effect on the recovery rate 

13 Do not know 

14. Do you believe Examination case managers should be actively attempting to aeulc more audit issues based on the merits 
(facts) of a case? (CHECK ONE.) m? 

46 Yes 
Please explain: 

26 No 
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Appendix N 
Survey of IRS Appeals Offkern 

RrpcPt ID .2 (l-7) 

15. please provide the following information separately for each tlu year included in these returns. Please be sure to enter the 
tax year at the top of each cohunn. {You will need rht Audit Smfercn; to compld this tabk) 

a Taxable income proposed 
by Exam 

b. Comeckd tax liability 

per Awcals 

c. Less: Tax credits 

IF APF=~S 

d. Plus: Recapture of prior 
year ITC per Apperls 

e. Total correckd tax liability 
per Appeals .___________-__ -----------------. 

f. Less: Total tax shown on return or 
as prctiwsly adjusted 

g. Dcfrciency/(Overasssment) 

per A&s 

h. Total penalties per Appzals 
G type) 

s 

S 

S 
(IC2.1) 

None 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S ._---__-------- ---- 

S 

s 
(zzm 

None 

s 

s 

S 

S 

S 

S _--__--- ----_------ 

S 

S 
1w3n 

N=2 
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Survey of IRS Appeals OffIcera 

QuestIon 15 (Continued) 

Be sum to cntu thz tax year at the top of each cdu~n. 

a. Taxable income proposed 

by EXM 

b. Comaed tax liability 

per Apms 

c. Less: Tax credits 

per A~pcals 

d. Plus: Rscapturc of prior 

year ITC pa Appeals 

t. Total corrsted tax liability 

per Appeal* _______-_________-__------------ 
f. Less: Total tax shown on return or 

as previously adjusted 

h. m penalties pa Appcpls 

(Liar type) 

m-w 

Tax Year 19- 

$ 

s 

N=l 

Carry forward/back 
Y&%-S 

$ 

s 

s 

NOlI.2 

s 

$ 

$ 

$ .___________ --- __--- 

$ 

$ 
WV 

NOlIe 

$ 
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Appendix lV 
Survey of IRS Appeala Offhers 

16. Did the hxpayer file a claim for a refund, a request for a tentative refund or Was B IK.W ~&UC nka?d during the Appeals 

process for these retumr? (CHECK ONE.) (a, 

36 No, none of these situations apply ----> (GO TO QUESTION 17.) 

39 Yes --a If ws. how much did you reduce or increase taxable inwmc or credits bccausc of lhe claim(s), request(s). or 

-n& issued? (ENTER DOLLAR AMOUNT. IF NONE, ENTER “Oo”.) 

lncraw Decrersc 

Taxable income 

If yes, was hii a claim resulting in a net operating loss csryback from a subsequently filed return? 

(CHECK ONE.) 

5 Yea 

32 No 

2 Do not how ---> (GO TO QUESTICBN 17.) 

17. Overall. how satisfial or dissatisfied were you with the following? (CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 

I a. Overall atitud&xpxation 

of the taxoaver I 34 I 27 I 8 

I b. The timeliness of taxpayer 

resPanscs I 2a 1 32 1 6 

c. The completeness of the 

information provided by the 

t=vaY= 

d. The relevance of the 

information provided by the 

-PaYa 
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Survey of II&!3 Appeala OiTIcers 

ILL PRO’lWTED ISSUE!3 AND APPEALS RESULTS 

18. Di Examination. Appeals, and Counsel discuss the taxpayer’s protest to ensure that Appeals was able to consida all of the 

rclevsnt facts in the resolution of these returns? (CHECK ONE.) m 

39 Yes 

39 No -> In your opinion, to what extent, if at all, would such a discussion have reduced Appeals’ time for 
pnxcssing issacs on these mtums? (CHECK ONE.) 

1 Toavcrygreatcxtent 

1 To a great extent 

10 To a moderate extent 

8 To some extent 

(59) 

10 Tolhtkornoextent 
------ 

9 Do notknow 

Please explain your response. 

19. Did Examination provide App& with a writ&~ rebuttal for issues protested by the taxpayer? (CHECK ONE.) 

40 Yes --r Did this written nbuaal rcducc Appeals’ time for processing issues on thcac returns? mu 

25 Yes 

II No 

Pkase e&ii: 

36 No -> Would a writ&n rebuttal have reduced Appeals’ time for processing issuea ofi these returns? 

23 Yes 

Pkase explain: 

8 No 
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Survey of IRS Appeal Officers 

1 I 

20. Please provide the following information on the three hop dollar adjustments tc incomekmdit ~totested by the taxpayer for 

these returns. (You will need the srrpporting ~tatemenf to compnpbte this question.) 

a. IRC 

b. Adjustment bo: 

(Check one per 

issue. J 

c. Displte between 

Exam and 

-Pay- 
involved: 

(Check one or 
both) 

d. Type of 

Adjustmeat 

(Check all rhar 

4@Y.) 

e. Adjustment pet 

EXam 

f. Adjusimcnt pa 

Appear 

- 

lsaue 11 

70 Taxable income 

6 Credit 

60 Interpretation of law 

$4 Baaed on merit/facts 

mnr 

10 Unrepxted iwome 

28 Overstated deductions 

29 Timing 

7 Valuation 

12 Allccation 

- WhiPsaw 

15 other (Specify) 

N=78 ~II, 

Mean = $80,363,225 

Range = $0 to S63L237.212 

N=78 <+,.11, 

Mean = $16,816.716 

Range = 5-151.102.119 to 

$170,196~54 
- 

Jsaue $2 Issue #3 

w W) 

68 Taxable income 63 Taxable income 

7 Credit 9 Credit 

,6Sdp, o&n, 

53 Interpretation of law 53 Interpretation of law 

46 Baaed on merit/facts 42 Based on meriUfacts 

psa> w9z, 

1 I Unreported income 9 Unreparted income 

33 Overstated deductions 26 Overstated deductions 

14 Timing 14 Tiiing 
2 Valuation 2 vahatian 

11 Allocation 9 Allocation 

_ Whipsaw - Whipsaw 

16 Other (Specify) 20 Other (Specify) 

N=75 w-m &74 W+l) 

Mean = $46,406,598 Mean = $26,740.230 

Range$-127.738.791 to Range = $-51,577.089 to 

$566,703,455 $168dao,618 

N=7.5 ~~==~ NC74 Cf.-?3 

Mean = $23438.348 Mean = $13,120,621 

Range = Sr50,873,768 to Range = s-52.000.000 to 

$475,146.014 $129.94 1,793 

Question 21 through 33 relate specitieally to these three 
identified top dollar adjustments to income/credit. 

21. Were these isaues Appeals Coordinated Issues (ACl’s)? (CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) “4-W 

a. Issue. #I 4 72 1 

b. Issue #2 3 71 1 

c. Issue 63 2 71 I 
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Appendix W 
Survey of IRS Appeals Officers 

22. For any of thcsc three issues, was there a need for a specialist or outside consultant that was @obtained? (CHECK ONEi.) 

a, 
73 No 

(SKIP TO QUESTION 24.) 
1 Do notknow 

4 Yes, Exam should have used some specialist(s) or outside consultant(s) but did not ----> 

Pleaw list the tye of specialist or consultant &at you feel should have been used 
but were not and check the issue numherfs). 

SpaclaIistlComultnnt 
Not Used Isaue Number 

2 Economist 0 IssueIll cl Issue #2 q Issue #3 

2 Endnetr c3 Issue #I a Issuc#2 cl Issue t3 

q Issue#l 0 lssue#2 cl Issue 113 

q Issue #I 0 Issuelt2 0 Iwteff3 

0 Issue #I 0 IssueW2 cl Issuc#3 

0 Iswe#I cl Issue m 0 Issue #3 

23. For the spxiali&(s) and/or outside consultant(s) that you listed in the prior question, was one subscquentty obtained 

in all instances? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.) WW 

- Yes, by Examination 

- Yes, by Appeals 

- Yes, by District Counsel 

4 No ---> Please explain: 

24. For these issues that you indicated above. should formal technical advice have been obtained that was &obtained? 

(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) (1113) 

L 
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Survey of IRS Appeala Offkens 

25. For the thee issue8 that you identified fw thcnc return& which of the following far&m caused the taxpayer to protest 

the hue? (CHECK YES OR NO FOR EACH ROW FOR EACH ISSUE THAT WAS PROTESTED.) 

e. Amount sub by 

d. Disagrtaneni on 

__----_----- -_I---------- 

I. other (Spacify) 
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Survey of IRS Appeals Ol’Rcers 

26. For each of the three isaws that you identified. did the taxpayer provjdc additional documentation to Appeals to support its 

protest on the issue? (CHECK APPROPRIATE BOXES FOR EACH ISSUE.) 

27. After these returns wea in Appeals, did you relinquish their jurisdiction back to Exam for further development of these 

issues? (CHECK APPROPRIATE BOXES FOR EACH ISSUE.) 

AR which helped you arrive 

28. While the returns were under jurisdiction of Appeals, was Exam involved in further development of theesc issues? 
(CHECK APPROPRIATE BOXES FOR EACH ISSUE) 

ent of the issue? 
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Snrvey of IRS Appeals Of&et73 

29. Please identify the reason code(s) (from tbosc listed below) which best describe the resolution of these issuea. 

(PLEASE ENTER THE LE?ITER CORRESPONDING TO THE REASON IN THB APPROPRIATE BOX.) 

Tht two most frequently cited responses an listed for uch isme. 

19 E 9c 3A 

14 c SE 3c 

20 I 9c 3A 

19 E 5E 2c 

b.lstlta2 

c. h M 

A = 

B = 

c = 

D = 

E = 

F = 

G = 

El = 

: 

= 

KI 

L = 

M = 

REASON CODES ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

New facts/evidence obtained and evaluated by Appeals/Counsel 

New factakvidencc obtained and evaluated by Exam 

Hazards - Factslevidence are open to judgemeat 

Conflict 

Hazards Application or interpretation of law 
Changes in law 

Whipsaw issue 

Offsetting considerations 

Technical error 

AppealslCounsel sustains the issue in full 

Tax Court decision 

Returned to Distict fm additional development 

Retumed to District for consideration of new cvidcnce 
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Survey of IIt! Appeals OfBeers 

30. Were &l protested issuea on these rotums (notjusf the three issues identifird) aottlod by Appeals? (CHECK ONE.) 

m 

69 Yea. all issues on these returns were mlvd by Appeals or Exam. 

9 No, aomc or all of the issues on these returns were forwarded to Counsel for zwolution. 

31. Did Appeals diwuas the final rcaolutioo of unagmed isslues Inot just tic t/wee i.rwes idmti$ied) with Eutninrtion offtcialr 

to provide them with information for auditing subsequent retumr? (CHECK ONE.) m 

48 Yes --> Was the feedback provided to the revenue agents who piqosed the adjustmeot8? (10) 

36 Yes 

Please explain: 

6 No 

27 No -> In your opinion. would this feedback have improved the planning or the timelinew of 
audits on subsequent returns? 

5 Yts 

Please explain: 

13 No 
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SumeyofIBsAppeal6OmcerS 

32.l%e following matrix contah8 changes to the Large Case Program that have- been proposed or implemented. For the top three 
dollar hues, had these changea bout implemented at the time you worked on these tax returns, do you feel they would 

have (1) incEased the sustention rate and (2) decreased the time for processing of these issues? 

(CHIZK TWO BOXES FOR EACH ROW.) 

Board to improve cimrdinatico 

d. lhabliahmat of Assistant Regional 

Dirtctom of Appeals for the Large 

f. Standardized goals sod measure8 for 

j. Establiibmtnt of an lndusay 

Specialization Pmgrun. 

k. Provision of legal and/or technical 

assistance from the start of all 
audits in Examination. 

I. Receiving written rebuttals from 

Exam for hues pmte&d by the 

t%tpoyCr. 

32 31 14 v 25 40 II 

42 26 9 37 29 9 

44 28 5 49 24 
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Survey of IRS Appells Off&~ 

Question 32 (Continued) 

m. Fmvidiig case managers increased 

settlement authoritv for “rollover” 

n. Impkmenting cms+functional 

training for Exam, Appeals. 
and Counsel. 29 1 37 / 11 p 30 / 34 I 12 I 

33. Taking everything into consider&ion. how would you rate the overall wali& of Exam’s dcveloomcnt of each of the to+~ three 

dollar issues that YOU identified? (CHECK ONE BOX IN BACH ROW.) WI4 

a.hcf 

b.IsaueZ 

c. Issue 3 

Ercellent oood A&+UC Poor VerY No basis 

poor to judge 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (61 
10 30 2.6 8 3 1 

7 35 20 7 5 2 

10 33 22 4 3 2 

If you wish to explain any of your rcsponscS. please we the Space MOW. 

Issue 2: 

issue 3: 
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Survey of IRS Appeda Offlcera 

V. GENERAL QUESTIONS RELATING TO THESE RETURNS 

34. Taking everything into consideration, how would you rate 

the overall aualitv of Exam’s ide&fic~li~~~ of the 

audit issues on thex returns? (CHECK ONE.) w 

18 Excellent 

35 God 

12 Adequate 

4poor 

2 VeryPr 
I_---__-___ 

7 No basis to judge 

Pieast explain your response: 

35. Taking eveming into conaidemtion, how would you rate 

the overall qualitv of Exam’s ckvelopment of the audit 

issues on these returns? (CHECK ONE*) w4, 

8 Excellent 

28 occd 

30 Adquate. 

9PocN 

2 Verypoor 
_-----.-- 

- No basis to judge 

Plcasc explain your response: 

36. Please list my other rccentcbangcs to theLargeCase 
Program which would have impacted the resolution of 

these returns had they been in cffact at the time 

th.xie mums WC~ workal. Alao. describe in what ways 

they would bavc impacted the resolution of the rctums. 

m 

Change: 

Impact on rcsohsion of returns: 

change: 

impact on rtaolution of retumli: 

Change: 

Impact on xaolution of returns: 
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37. Are there my other changes to the Large csse 
F’mgmm thar you would like to suggest here? 

N&6 

36. PIuse briefly discuss in the space below what you feel 

was the most positive thing as well as the most negdtive 

thing about the resolution of these re-tuma. 

Positive: N=67 cm 

Ne@ive: N-46 c*> 
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_.-~.-- _-___ __._~-.-~_.-_-~ --“-. 

U.S. General Accounting Offke 

Closed CEP Case Survey - 
Taxpayer Questiunnaire 

INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO), an investigative 

agency of Congress, is conducting a sludy of IRS’s 

Coordinated Examination Program (CEP). The overall 

objective of WI review is to determine what factors affect cbe 

rate at which taxea recommended by CEP revenue agents get 

assasd. We are surveying taxpayers who fled each of the 

CEP corporate returns which had rtcommcnded additional 

taxes of $30 million or more and were clos& agr& in Exam. 

or closed in Appeals from 1989 to 1591. 

You have heeo selected to complete this survey because you 

were identified by IRS aa the point of contact for the audit of 

the corpxate tax returns and tax years indicated on this page. 

Because of your work assisting IRS with the audit of these 

returns. your response to this survey will help us to identify 
the factors which affect the resolution of CEP audits, both 

positively and negatively. 

This questionnaire is confidential. The control number is 

included only to aid us in our follow-up efforts. Your 

re.sponses will be combined with those of other respondents 

and will be reported only in summary form. We will not 

identify specific CEP taxpayers in our report. 

Most of the questions can be easily answered by checking 

boxes or tilling in blanks. We estimate this questionnaire 

should take ahout 2 hours to complete. The actual amount of 

time it will take to complete depends on the number of tax 

years involved and the availability of data. If you have any 

questions concerning any part of this survey, plekse call Ms. 
Deborah Junod at (202) 272-7904. 

Please return the completed quesdonnaire in the enclosed pra- 
addressed envelope within 2 weeks fmm the time you receive 

it In the event the envelope is misplaced, the return address 
is: 

U.S. General Accounting Office 

General hvemment Division 

Attn: Ms. Valerie Carawlli 

441 G Stmet, N.W., Room 3126 

Washington, D.C. 20548 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Corporate Tax Return Information: 

Total number of taxpayer respondents = 73 
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1. RESPONDENT INFORMATION 

Please provide your current work telephone number . . (..) 

Were you assigned to assist with the IRS audit of the tax years shown on page I? (CHECK ONE.) 

73 Yes -> Please ccdnw with question 1. 

- No -a STOP: Do not continue if you were not assigned to assist with the IRS audit of tht tax retUrns shown OR 
page 1. Please return the questionnaire in the enclosed envelope. 

1. Please provide your position title at the time YOU were assiened to the audit of the above returns. 

1 I VicaPresident, Tax 
6 Tax Counsel 

20 Director of Taxes 
30 Tax Manager 
3 Tax Accountant 
zother 

2. Please ester the total number of years you had held the position entered above at the time YOU were assinned M the audit 
of the above returns. 

N=73 
MYGUS 111.19 

3. Please indicate whether or not you have held the following positions at this corpomtion. For those positions you have held, 

please enter the number of years you held that position. cL+uer “0” ifnanc or w&r I yew) 

g. Other tax-related position(s) with other 

companies. (Please specify.) 

N=34 

Yeats 

Years 

-y- 

Y&US 
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4. Were you cvec employed by the Internal Revenue Service? (CHECK ONE.) 

62 No ----> (GO TO QUFISTION 5.) 

11 Yea ----z- Please indicate whether or not you held the following positions at IRS. For those positions you have held, 
please enter the nutnbu of years you held the position. (her “0” ifnone or under 1 yeor.) 

Position 

a Revenue Agent 

h. IRS Exam Case/Group Manager 

c. IRS Appeals Officer 

d. Other IRS position(s) related to 
corporate audits. (Please specify) 

N=5 ._____________---_--______________ 

e. Other govemment position(s) 
related to tax/auditing 

(please specify) 

N=3 
_________-____--_-_--------------- 

5. What was your educational background at the time you 
were assigned to assist IRS with the audit of these returns? 

(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY .) 

~6SFp~ 
1 24 Hours of Accounting with no degree 

52 Bachelors _ Accountinflaxation 

11 Bachelors Other (Specify: ) 

15 Masters - Account@Taxation 

9 MBA 

1 Masters - Other (Specify: ) 

20 I.D. or LL.B. 

- Ph.D. (Specify: ) 

7 Other [Specify: ) 

6. Were you a CPA when you were assigned to assist IRS 

with the audit of these returns? (CHECK ONE.) 

01, 
32 Yes 

38 No 

Tim in 
onsitiotl 

Mean=6 Years 

Yews 

LYE&I 

-y- . - - -- - - --- - - - -- - 

Years 

Years .-_-------------. 

YCarS 

a Attomcys . . . . 1 . . Mean=263 Staff Days 
N=19 

b. ~3untnnts & Tax Specialisls Mean=749 Staff Days 

c. Outside specialist&onsukants Mean=37 Staff Days 
N=ll 

d. Administrative/sup , . Mean=156 Staff Days 
N=l 1 

e. plthr - Please specify: 

Staff Days 

Staff Days 

gf3AL . . . Mean=1 190 Staff Days 
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IL KRS EXAMINATION CASE MANAGEMENT llcru IDlk 2 O-I, 

8. Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the following? (CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 

Neither 
satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 

Somewhat “=Y No basis 
dissatisfied dissatisfied to judge 

1 (4) (6) (0 (3) 

18 25 14 

15 21 20 

I 

8 22 13 

a. Adequacy of the IRS audit 
team’s experience and skills 
in auditing large corporations. 

b. Adequacy of the IRS audit 
team’s knowledge of tax laws, 
rules. and reaulations. 

I 13 3 

II 5 

c. Adequacy of the IRS audit 
team’s knowledge of 
international issues 
associated with your 
corporation. L-J.- 

13 

7 

7 

12 

d. Adequacy of the IRS audit 
tesm’s knowledge of your 
corporation’s primary industry. 

e. Level of cooperation berween 
your staff and the IRS team. 

f. Length of time it took to 
complete. the audit. 

7 7 

12 18 

g. Corporation’s involvement in 
discussing the audit plan. 

h. Substance of issues discussed at 
the otminn conference. 

9 13 22 

9 to 29 

11 15 20 

13 

8 

10 

20 28 13 6 

II 

9 

5 

8 

i. Substance of issues discussed at 
the &sine conference. 6 

j. Extent to which you had interim 
discussions with the IRS team 
members. 

k. Adequacy of IRS’ equipment. 

1. Adequacy of IRS’s research 
material. 

5 10 27 
I I 

4 22 

24 -t-/e++ 4 

3 25 m. Adequacy of IRS’ supplies. 
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9. In your opinion, what was the quality of work performed by the following IRS personnel who worked on this audit? 
(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW. CHECK BOX 1 IF THE POSITION WAS NOT USED ON THIS AUDIT.) 

Position r not 
IRS Personnel Used I I mareinal I I II I 

1 (1) 
I 

a Case manager I - 

b. Team cmrdinatis) - 

(2) (3) 4) (5) 16) 67 
16 32 9 11 5 

18 29 12 11 1 2 

C.othCrEXUU 

revenue agents 

d. Computer audit 
specialist 

e. Industry/issue 
specialist 

f. Engineer 

g. Intanational 
specialist 

h. Economist 

i. Outside consultant 

j. EP/EO specialist 

k. Appeals staff 

I. Counsel 

m. other (PIcase 

specify) 

2 

3 

32 

6 

8 

43 

54 

36 

10 

38 

N=l 

4 37 21 4 1 

10 29 23 3 I 

I II 6 6 4 

6 19 22 11 6 

3 30 13 9 4 
1 

1 3 6 8 

1 15 

3 13 5 1 12 
1 

22 27 3 3 3 

3 5 5 4 1 14 

10. In your opinion, what was the quality of the case manager’s supervision of IRS personnel assigned to this audit? 
[CHECK ONE.) 

14 Excellent 

31 OtKxl 

11 Adequate or marginal 

9 Poor 

5 Very poor 

3 No basis to judge 

- 
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11. Overali. how satisfied or dissatisftcd were you with IRS management’s involvement wth the audit? 
(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 

a. case manager 

b. Branch chief 

c. Chief or Assistant Chief 
of Examination 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

24 15 11 12 10 1 

4 4 10 I 2 51 

1 1 6 1 2 60 

d. District Director 1 1 4 1 1 64 

12. In your opinion, wculd increased IRS managerial oversight by the Branch Chief, Chief of Examination, or District Director 
have improved working relationships and the flow of information between your corporation and IRS (e.g.. prompt response to 
IDRs or mettings to discuss disagrcemcnts between you and IRS)? (CHECK ONE.) 

09l 
16 Yes 

38 No 

18 Does not need imptuvement 

Please explain your response. 

13. To what ext& if at all. did IRS involve your corporation’s representatives in the following activities? 
(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 
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14. To what e&n& if at all, did your corporation provide the following assistance to IRS? 
(CHECK Oh% BOX IN EACH ROW.) 

15. Did s raise a mw issue within 90 days of the targeti closing date of the audit? (CHECK ONE.) 

31 Yes 

32 No 

10 Do not know 

16. Did z raise a new issue within 90 days of the targeted closing date of the audit? (CHECK ONE.) 

12 Yea 

55 No 

6 DC not know 

17. Was this case cksed out of Exam later than planned? (CHECK ONE.) 

34 Yes -> (CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 18.) 

22 No 

17 Do not know 
(SKIP TO QUESTION 19.) 
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18. To what extent, if at all, did tie following factors cause delays in closing the case in Exam? 
(CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 

n. Other - Specify: 

19. Did IRS include you in developing a schedule for issuance of IDRs as part of the audit planning process? (CHECK ONE.) 

,611 
49 No 

22 Yes ----> Did IRS deviate significantly from this schedule? (CHECK ON@.) 

6 Yes 

15 No 

I Da not know 
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20. OV~I, how satisfied or diisfti wete you with the following? (CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 
OOW 

“aY 
satisfied 

(1) 

Somewhat NeithU Somewhat Very No basis 

sstistkd s&fed nor dissatisiial dissatisfud b idse 
diSS&StiCd 

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
a That IDRs were iasucd in a 

timely manner 

b. That IDRs were clearly and 
concisely prcpsred 

c. Tbal the information requested 
through tDRs was obtainable 
(e.g.. information was not ten 
old or n&sing due to merger, 

W 

13 26 17 14 2 1 

6 28 11 19 9 

6 21 19 20 4 2 

21. Did IRS submit an IDR within 90 days of the targeted closing date of the audit? (CHECK ONE.) 

32 Yes 
m, 

25 No 

16 Donorknow 

22. Did your corporaticm agree to extend the statute expiration date? (CHECK ONE.) 

0 IRS did not request an extension 

72 Yes -> How many timca did you egret to extend the statute? MW Mean=4 Times 

I No --z Please explain why your corporation did not agree. 

23. Did your corporation requtar a private letter ruling(s). determination let&(s), or technical advice MI any issue for these 
tax years? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.) 

mm, 
6 Yes, a private letter ruling of rulings 

3 Ye+ a determination letter or Iettcrs 

9 Yes, technical advice 

52 None of the above 

3 Do not know 

- - 

24. Pursuant to IRC Section 6462. did your corporation disclose issues at the beginning of the audit? (CHECK ONE!.) 

39 Yes 

32 No 
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25. Did your corporation provide IRS with a list of 
adjustmcnls lo taxable income or credit8 for those tax 

years being audited? (CHECK ONE.) 
10) 

63 Yea ---> (CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 26.) 

10 No ---z (SKIPTOQUESIlON27.) 

26. Who did the adjushnettts favor? (CHECK ONE.) 
04 

I IRS only 

I The taxpayer only 

61 EMI IRS and the taxpayer 

- Do not know 

27. Did your corporation sign a formal agreement 
(Form 870) on the proposed adjustments at the time 
the case was closed out of Exsm? (CHECK ONE.) 

(u) 
9 Yes, we agreed to all issues (full agracment) 

22 Yes, we agreed lo some issues 
(partial agreement) 

41 No 

- Do not remember 

28. Were there catah audit issues for which you agreed with 
Examination’s resolution but for which you did not 

sign B formal agreement (Fotm 870)? 

(CHECK ONE.) 

cm, 
33 No 

40 Yes --z Please explain why you did not sign 

* formal agreement. 

29. Taking everything into consideration. how would YOU rate 
the overall aualiw of Exam’s idcntiflcation of the 

audit issues on tkz returns? (CHECK ONE.) 

m, 
10 Excellent 

25 oood 

25 Adquak 

6Rm 

3”eryw 
-_- 

2 No basis to judge 

Please explain your nsponse: 

30. Taking everything into considetation, how would you rate 

the overall aualitv of Exam’s develoument of the audit 

issues on these returns? (CHECK ONE.) 

(al 
9 Excellent 

16 0003 

25 Adquale 

16 Poor 

6 "aypoor 
~-- 

- No basis lo judge 

PIcane explain your response: 

1 
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III. APPEALS INFORMATION 

31. Dii you protest any issues contained in this audit? (CHECK ONE.) 

62 Yes --> (CONTlNUE WlTH QUBSTlON 32.) 

9 No --> (SKIP TO QUESTION 39.) 

32. Ovcxall. how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the fallowing rspecls of the appcalc proccs~? 
(CH& ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) - 

V-Y Somewhat Neitha Somewhat Vay 
satisfied satisfied eatiaficd nor dissatisfied diaJati&d 

a. Adequacy of the Appe.4~ team’s 
howledge of tax laws, rules, 
and regulations 26 24 5 1 

b. Adequacy of the Appeals team’s 
knowledge of your corporation’s 
primary industry 20 21 14 2 

c. Level of cooucration tieen 

d. Length of time it took to reach 
a &tlancnt on the dimutcd I I I I I 
issues 1 13 1 23 1 5 1 15 1 4 

I I I 
c. Fairness of the settlement 

reached 20 24 11 2 1 

No baai8 
to judge 

(6) . 

I 33. Did your corporation provide new information or documenution regtiing diquted issues at the Appeals level that you 
did not provide during the audit? (CHECK ONE.) 

I 

m 
29 No 

34 Yes -+ Plcasc explain why this information was not provided during the audit 
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34. For protested issues, IRS provided the following information on the three top dolln adjustmenta per the revenue agent’s report 
to incomhredits that impacted the carporate income tax liability in this case. Please refer to these issues when answering 

b. Adjustment to: 
(Check one per 
issue. ) 

c. Dispute 
involved: 
(Check one 
or both.) 

d. Type of 
Adjustment 
(Check oil thnt 
0pPlY.J 

e. Adjustment to 
income or 
credits proposed 
by Exam 

f. Amount of 
adjustment 
agreed to with 
ADDeals. 

Issue #l 

----WI) 

---- m-23) 

----Ol-)JI 

59 Taxable income 
4 Credit 

48 Interpretation of law 
43 Based on merit/facts 

03-m 

11 Unreported income 
24 Ovtrstated deductions 
25 Timing 
2 Valuation 
9 Allocation 

12 Dther (Specify) 

N=62 ,&IS, 
Mean = $102,466.171 
Range = SO to 
$1,070,320,853 

N=61 (41.11) 
Mean = $18.918.423 
Range = $-t51.102.119 to 
$525.516.383 

----wm 

----w-m 

57 Taxable income 
5 Credit 

42 lntexpretation of law 
39 Based on mair/fscts 

m-w 
7 Unrcportcd imomc 

24 Overstated deductions 
l2 Timing 
- Valuation 
9 AIlocdcm 

18 Dther (Specify) 

N=60 UP-m 
Mean = S49.512.963 
Range = ‘$i27,738.791 to 
s566.703,455 

N=59 0242) 
Mean = $25.786.337 
Range = $-50,873,76g to 
5475.146.014 

----w-w 

----G-1) 

----CWl 

48 Taxable inccane 
10 Credit 

“I-52> 

45 Interpretation of law 
31 Based on marithcta 

w-7 
6 Unmportcd income 

24t Overstated deductions 
10 Timing 
1 Valuation 
8 Allocation 

I8 Other (Specify) 

N=58 OS-W 
Mem = $23.882.207 
Range = S-51,511,OE9 to 
S168380.618 

N=57 (bl-73 
Mean = S9.54SpoS 
Range = SSZ.aaO,oM to 
s105333#259 
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35. How many staff days did your corporation use to assist IRS on each issue through the examination and appeals pmceas? 

36. For euh of the identified tbrac issues, which of the following factors caused your corporation to protest the issue? 
(CHECK YES OR NO FOR EACH ROW FOR EACH ISSUE.) 

.-II 3, 

e. Disagreement on valuation 

issuea 

I f. Diaa&nmt on allocation I I II i 1 _ - _-__.___... __~ -.~--..-.. 
issuea II 49 12 43 9 42 

I b. Appeals settkment of the 
same issue for a __.. ._._ - ._. _ 
different taxpayer 
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37. Did your corporation use any internal or outside specialists (including atbxneys, econOmista WuntaW et@=% 
appraisers, etc.) to mist with any of these three issues? (CHECK ONE.) 

ml 

10 No 

1 Donotknow 

51 Yes -> fkase iis: the rypc of specialist vscd cd check the issue twmbetis). 

SpChlkt Iawe Number 

64 Attorney 094?, 0 issue #I I3 Issue #2 0 Issue m (11, 

1% Accountant ,Ius, 0 Issue#l 0 lssucti 0 Issue m 146) 

5 Ecotlomist W-3 0 Issue t1 cl Issuex2 0 Issue u3 m 

5 Enaineu w-l a IssueUl 0 hsucm El issue #3 (IO, 

2 Actuaw ,352, q Issuc#I 0 Issuem 0 Issue x3 (53) 

5 ottlex w-m 0 lssue#l 0 lssue#2 0 Issue 63 ,y) 

38. For any of t&e three issues, did IRS need any s 
~pprsisers, etc.) that wae $a~ used? (CHECK 0 R6c 

illists (i.e.. attorneys, economists. 1ccountsnts. engineers, 
E.) 

33 No 

23 Do not know 

un 

5 Yes. there was a need but they were not used ----> Pka.w lti thr rrpr of 
should hnvc KW tr 

cialist mot used that you fed IRS 
and check the issue tumk(s). 

spbcialii Needed But Not Used By IRS Issue Numhtr 

2 Attorney (MIP, q Issue%1 cl Issue m El Issue 8 (60~ 

2 Actuarv w-53 q rssue#l El Issue K? q Issue#3 (Is, 

1 Economist WM5, cl Issue #I 0 Issue#2 Cl issue x3 ,66) 

1 lndushy specialist WP, q Issue#l q Issue#2 cl Issue m (se) 

“Wl, 0 Issue#l q IssueR 0 Issue #3 (53, 

(-73-W) cl k3sucRI El lssue#2 q Issue x3 ml 
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IV, IhlPLSMENTED OR PROFOSED CHANGES IN THE IRS COORDINATED EXAMINATION PROGRAM 

39, The following matrix contain8 chances to IRS’ Coordinated Examination Program that have been p!‘oposed of implanenttd. 
Had these chump btcn implemented at the time IRS edited these tax returns. do you feel they would have had a 

positive, negative, or no impact on, (I) IRS’ identification end development of audit issues and (2) the timdine% 

of the audit? (CHECK ONE BOX UNDER EACH COLUMN FOR EACH ROW.) 

CHANGES 

a Establishment of a National Policy Board 

to improve coordination between Exam, 

Intentational. &peals. and Counsel. 

b. Establiahmcnt of a National Executive 

DimcIor for CEP. 

c. Incmascd involvement by Eram district 

office. ma.nagement to ensure better 

planning and provide more support 
while audita are conducted. 

d. Establilment of Regional CEP 

Mana~. 

C. Standard&d goals md measures for 

Em, Inkmational, Appeals. and 

Cwnml. 

f. IRS Counsel invulvement at the start 

of all audits in Examination. 

Impact this change would hmve 
had OII ideatiffing and 

devetopim k-sues. 

2 I Pc&ive impact 

23 No impact 
8 Negative impact 

20 DC not know 

9 Positiveimpact 08) 

33 No impact 
4 Nenative impact 

25 Donotknow 

25 Positive impact my 

23 No impact 

9 Negative impact 

14 Donot know 

9 Positive impact ,W 10 Positive impact cm 
24 No impact 22 No impact 
9 Negative impact 15 Negative impact 

29 Do not know 22 Da not know 

13 Positive impact @4 
14 No impact 

15 Negative impact 

29 Do not know 

11 Positive impact ~1 

13 No impact 

33 Negative impact 

15 Don0tkn0w 

impact this change would have 
had on the timeliness of tht 

audit 

17 Positive impact mr 
27 No impact 

10 Neaativc impact 

17 Do-not know 

S Positive impact P) 
32 No impact 
IO Negative impact 

20 Do not know 

30 Positive impact IW 
21 No impact 

10 Nceative imDPct - 
P Do not know 

14 Positive impact WI 
16 No impact 
12 Negative impact 

28 Do not know 

9 Positive impact 0 

15 No impact 
36 Negative impact 

11 Do not know 

40. Do you believe IRS case managers or other Examination offcials should be actively attempting to settle more audit issues 

based on the merits (facts) of a case? (CHECK ON!?.) 
0 

66 Yes 
Please explain: 

3 No 
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V. IMPLEMENTED OR PROPOSED CHANGES IN IRS’ APPEALS LARGE CASE PROGRAM 

41. The following matrix contains changes to IRS’ Appeals Lqe Case Program that have bee” proposed or implemented. 
Had these changes been implemented at the time you appealed disputed issues on thcsc tax returns. do you feel they would 

have had a positive, negative. or “o impact on: (1) the process of settling disputed issues and (2) the time1i”tx.s 

of the appeals process? (CHECK ONE BOX UNDER EACH COLUMN FOR EACH ROW.) 

Impact this change would ban impact this chnqe would have 
hadontkp-sol had on the timtliness of the 

CHANGES settIhg disputed kuea *pplA Pm 
(Check one box for each row.) (Check one box in ench row.) 

17 Positive impact (0 14 Positive impact (* 

a Establishment of a National Policy Board 13 No impact 17 No impact 

to improve coordination betwee” Exam. 12 Negative impact 13 Negative impact 

Intemational. Appeals, md Counsel. 25 Do not know 23 Do not know 

8 Positive impact 110) 8 Positive impact <III 

b. Establishment of Assistant Regional 24 No impact 20 No impact 

Directors of Appeals for the. Large 3 Negative impact 9 Negative impact 

case FYogTam. 32 Do not know 30 Do not know 

44 Positive impact W, 41 Positive impact (13, 
13 No impact 16 No impact 

c. Expansion of Appt& Team Chief - Negative impact 1 Negative impact 

authority to title CBseg 11 Donotknow 10 Do not know 

12 Positive impact w 11 Positive impact 03, 
d. Standardized goals and measures for 12 No impact 11 No impact 

Exam, International. Appeals and 13 Negative impact 14 Negative impact 

co0”sel. 31 Do not know 32 Do not know 

7 Positive impact 061 7 Positive impact ,171 
12 No impact 12 No impact 

e. Establishment of Appeals’ Oftice of 17 Negative impact 21 Negative impact 

Large cases in IRS’ National Office. 32 Do not know 28 Do not know 

13 Positive impact 0s) 11 Positive impact WI 
f. Establishment of an Industry 14 No impact 14 No impact 

Specialization Program for 22 Negative impact 24 Negative impact 

Appeals. 19 Do not know 19 Do not know 

g. Formal ~nfe.rences between 14 Positive impact OJ) 17 Positive impact lx, 
Exam and Appeals. 20 No impact 16 No impact 

13 Negative impact 16 Negative impact 

21 Donotkrtow 19 Do not know 

h. Formal po&-conferences between 17 Positive impact (2n 17 Positive impact (21~ 

Exam and Appe~la. 19 No impact 20 No impact 

8 Negative impact 9 Negative impact 

24 Do not know 22 Do not know 
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42. If IRS became “current‘q in the tax years they have under audit, to what entent, if at all. do you b&eve tbc 

foilowing could be acwmptisbed? (CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW.) 

) 
b. IRS’s development of audit 

issues could he improved. 7 

c. The number of audit issues 

agreed to at the Exam level 

could be increased. 7 

d. The working relationship 

between IRS and your 

corporation could be 

improved. 7 

15 

15 

To a 

modaale 

cxtmt 

(3) 

20 

13 

11 

12 
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VI. GENERAL QUF.STIONS 

43. Arc there any other changes to the Coordinated Exam 45. Please briefly discuss in the space below what you feel 

Pmgram or Appeals’ Large Case Program that you was the most positive thing as well as the most negative 

would like to suggest here? thing about IRS Appeals’ resolution of protest&l issues. 

m 
N=39 Positive: N349 mr 

Negative: N=39 (33) 

44. Please briefly discuss in the space below what you feel 
was the most positive thing as well as the most negative 
thing about the CEP audit of these returns. 

Positive: N=42 W, 

Negative: N=52 01, 
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Appendix VI 

Comments From the Internal Revenue 
Service and Our Evaluation 

Note: We have retyped 
verbatim pages 1 through 
18 of IRS’ general 
concerns portion of its 
letter to facilitate 
interspersement of GAO 
comments, which are in 
boldface type. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
ONTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 

WJ%S~INGTDN. 0.C. 20121 

January 11, 1994 

I@. Jennie S. Stathis 
Director, Fax policy and 

hdninimtration Irrrruer 
united States General Accounting Offiw 
Washington, DC 20540 

Dear We. Stathls: 

Thank your for the opportunity to review your recent draft 
report entitled "Tax Adainietration: IRS Cennot Meamure or 
Assure Compliance by Lurge Corporationrn. 

Enclosed are our detailed comments concerning the draft 
report. our general concemn, clarifying the report text on key 
aspecto of the Coordinated Examination Progran and the Appeals 
procams precede our response to the report’s specific 
recommendationn. It ia important to note that GAO's revieu 
focused on cauer closed in fiscal yeare '89, '90 and $91. These 
cases wftre generally received in Appeals two to three yeare 
before they were closed. The structure of the program reviewed 
and commented on by GAO im not the aame ar the present one. 

We hope you find these commente useful. 

Margaret Milner Richardson 
Enclosure 
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Comments From the Internal Revenue 
Service and Our Evaluation 

IRS COMMENTS ON GAO DRAFT REPORT ENTITLED 
"TAX ADMINISTRATION: IRS CANNOT MEASURE OR ASSURE 

COMPLIANCE BY LARGE CORPORATIONS" 

GENERAL CONCERNS 

The Large Case Programs in Appeals and Examination have greatly 
changed since the cases reviewed by GAO started through the 
process. The GAO review focused on cases closed in fiscal years 
'89, '90 and '91. Those cases were generally received in Appeals 
two to three years before they were closed. Since 1991 their 
have been many changes to the Large Case program - particularly 
as a result of the Appeals Management Initiative of fiscal year 
1991. The structure of the program reviewed and commented on by 
GAO is not the same one that now exists. In this respect the 
report is merely a historical record of the large case grogram 
that was and it is not an accurate description or assessment of 
the current program. 

GAO reviewed a sample of 12 cases - 9 of which went forward to 
Appeals unagreed. That is rather small when compared to the 
approximately 600 Large Cases closed by Appeals during the years 
in question. GAO's sample was neither randomly drawn nor 
statistically accurate. It was too small to constitute a valid 
sample for purposes of drawing any conclusions regarding the 
process that existed during the years in question. Yet GAO used 
that sample - supplemented by anecdotal information - to 
recommend fundamental changes to the Appeals process. The 
anecdotal information ranged from a single comment by an Appeals 
employee to statistics that seem to conflict with IRS published 
information. 

GAO COHW%NT 1: IRS maid our report ia -rely an himtorical 
record of CEP and not an accurate depiction of thm current 
CEP * IRS questioned whrther our work allowm us to muke 
any conclusions and rmc~ndationm. IRS al8o criticized 
us fox using a nonrandom eqle of 12 CRP came*. 

We dieagrea with IRS' poaitiona. Our nuthodology allowed 
us to evaluata the recant state of CEP--including thr 
initial effecta of IRS’ change0 aince 2990--and draw 
conclusions. Although we support many of IRS' ongoing 
changes to CEP, we rscomnd other changes that we view am 
nacaeeary. 

We added language throughout our raport to further 
describe thr banim for our concluaionm and 
rmcoamandations, but a sunmary may be hrlpful harm. 
Through most of 1993, our work included came mtudirm. 
standard surveys of IRS and corporato officials, IRS and 
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Comments From the Internal Revenue 
ServiceandOurEvaluation 

corporate interviaw6, and the collection rate con&mtatiOu. 
Details on each approach follow. 

riret, a case study approach is an acceptable research 
method, particularly when drawing a representative sample 
would be difficult and seeking in-depth data and Personal 
parapectives ie desire& Although nonrandom, our 
aelection of the 12 CEP caues followed rigorous criteria. 
We selected our 12 cases from the 100 cases in our BUNmY 
uaiversa . The 12 canes accounted for $1.5 biI.liou (19 
percent) of se.5 billion in additional taxee reconmended 
in the 108 cases. Also. each case had to come from one of 
four districts we visited. These districts generated over 
40 percent of all CEP taxes recommended in fiscal year 
1990. 

Aa described in the draft report. our methodology extended 
beyond 12 case stuaies. The 108 cases in our survey 
universe covered the CEP audit cams closed in fiscal 
yeara 1989 through 1991 that haB $30 million or more in 
additional texets recomnanded (see pp. 27 and 85-99). Thie 
threshold of $30 million enabled ua to focus on large 
cases with the greateet iqact on the collection rate. 
Renponsea from 308 IRS amI corporate officials in the 108 
cases gave us a broad overview of CEP. 

Further, we separately interviewed 74 IRS officials, some 
more than once, who had responsibility for CEP or our 12 
canon. We also interviewed corporate officials for 11 of 
our 12 cases; 1 corporation would not meet with us. The 
IRS and corporate interviews provided insights on the 
factors affecting our 12 cases and on the current status 
of CEP. 

Knowing that IRS has been changing CEP, we designed each 
approach to allow us to evaluate past and current 
proceesee for audits and appeals. Doing 80 enabled us to 
Capture the status and initial effects of IRS' changes 
(see p. 43). 

We discussed our entire methodology with high-level 
Appeals and Examination officials responsible for CEP 
before doing our field work. They acknowledged the 
validity of our case study and survey methodologies at 
that time. Officials in the four districts told us our 
caaea repcesented their typical CEP audits and appeals. 
They commuted on our IRS and corporate survey% for the 
100 cases, which helped to ensure that the surveys were 
technically correct. 
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1 

Also, IRS criticized us for using ganecdotalm information 
md statistics that conflict with published IRS 
information. We disrgree that our results are anecdotal. 
Our l ~les of remarka made by IRS officials demonstrate 
typical attitudea we heard from thoSe surveyed or 
interviewed. The officials had responsibility for CEP 
audits or appeals and decisions about millionn in tax 
revemes. %oreover, we are not *ware of any conflicts 
with IRS published information. 

The Service does not concur that the 22.1% collection rate 
reported by GAO accurately reflects the current status of CEP. 
Therefore, the Service does not concur with the GAO 
recommendation that the 22.1% rate should be used to project 
large case revenue. First, GAO'S 22.1% rate is not a collection 
rate, anywy; it is an assessment rate. Second, recent data 
suggest that both the assessment rate and the corresponding 
collection rate are much higher that 22.1%. These data are from 
the Enforcement Revenue Information System (ERIS) for CEP 
closures from Examination or Appeals in FY91, FY92, and FY93 
(partial year), and reflect the effects of tax law changes and 
CEP improvement initiatives. ERIS data are the most current and 
accurate data available to the Service, and as such, should be 
relied on to project CEP revenue. 

As the ERIS database becomes increasingly comprehensive, covering 
five years or more, we will track and adjust the assessment and 
collection rates accordingly. It should be remembered that data 
from any one year could skew the CEP collection-to-recommendation 
ratio significantly. For revenue projection, analysis of a 
multi-year average is the correct approach, and ERIS is the 
correct database. 

GZAO comtmm 2: ?irst, IRS suggested that our collection 
rate is en ssreosment rate. As eacplained in our text (see 
p. 30), we used the terms gassessedg and -collected9 
interchangeably because we found that CIP corporations 
paid almost all tax asmesenunts. Our analysis of all CEP 
corporate income tax returns on B%F at the end of fiscal 
year 1993 showed that CEP corporations paid 99.91 percent 
of $380 billion in assessments. 

Second, IRS said our 22-percent rate is too low and should 
not be used to project revenue. As SUQQOrt , IRS used ERIS 
data. fRS believes these data reflect recent tax law 
changes and CEP changes since 1990. 

We did not intend for our collection rate to be used to 
project revenues. IRS ie developing mus to help do BO. 
We encourage IRS to continue to develop that capability. 
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W* rmined our rwxamendation to clarify our intent. 

RxIs may be appropriate for projecting revenue, but we 
question u8e of RRIS data to challenge our collaction 
rat*. Although we did not attuapt to evaluate ERIS, we 
amt with IRS officials and reviewed suamary BRIS data 
through Dmcember 1993 after IRS uharsd its draft camPunt8. 
This work allcwad u8 to cancluda that IRS could not know 
whether 22 percent i8 too low or too high. AU dimcusaed 
in our &aft raport, IRS officials aaid they did not know 
the actual rate (8ee pp. 30 and 34). Wile wa ackncwledge 
that our rate will raraly reflect recent tax law and CBP 
changea, neither will ERIS data. 

unlike IRS, wa cwuted the actual collection rate. Our 
coqutation relied on IRS data and recognized that CBP 
audit8 aud the re8clutiou of any dfsputra typically span 
at least 8 yeara. Rnowing this. we focurred on about 9,000 
CEP audit8 that 1Rs closed betwaen fiscal year8 1983 and 
1991. For theme audita. we measured the portion of the 
additional teams recommended that 1~s ultimately collected 
through fi8cal year 1992 after completing auy appeals or 
litigation. 

On the other hand. ERIS data do not yet allcw IRS to 
coaqpute the actual collection rate. so far, ERIS has bran 
tracking taxma recoamandad far audita closed in fiscal 
yearn 1991 to 1993. ERIS hae captured the amouut of 
recoammnded taxan that taxpayer8 agreed to pay (not the 
amount paid) after audite- This agreed amount ha8 roughly 
averaged 15 pmrcent of all recommuded tam8 and would be 
more current than data we u8edl particularly fiscal years 
1992 and 1993. 

Tha othar 85 parcent of the recwnded tmzea are baing 
disputed, usually in ARpeal8. Bmcauae IRS doe8 not yet 
lumw the collection rate for these taxes, IRS has 
l 8timatad amouutn it would collect over future years, 
using tha results of recently uettled cases in hppeal8. 
For ~10, IRS assumed that tha hppaal8 settlement rate 
for fincal year 1991 would apply to disputed taxes from 
fircal year 1991 audits. These disputed taxes will take 
year8 to oettle and collect given the IRS estimate of 2 to 
3 ysarr for CEP dispute8 to ba resolved in Appeals. 

By using such Appprals' settlemants to estimate the rate 
for 85 parcmnt of the recommended taxes, LRIS' estimate8 
camat be much more current than our actual rate. We used 
similar Appeals * raeulte through fiscal year 1992. Our 
analysas showsd that tha8e recent Appeals* results largely 
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cmmrad tax yearn bafora 1987. The, we do not believe 
that RRIS* data adequately reflect recent tax law and CEP 
ChUlg.8. 

In sv, our rate maauras the portion of taxes 
ret-n&d during fiscal years 1983 through 1991 that IRS 
actually collected through fiscal year 1992 after any 
IppedS or litigation. BRRIS attmts to project revenues 
that IRS can aspect to colhct in futura fiscal years for 
CIP aUd.itm closed since fiscal year 1991. 

Purther, IRS said a8 LRIS' data begin covuing 5 year8 or 
more, it will track and adjust the rate. Later. IRS 
acknowledged that RRIS cannot yet conqmte the collection 
ratr bacausm it ham not been in placa long enough. With 
enough data, IRS al8o maid BRIS can be used to asthata 

future collecticn8. 

Wo r-port IRS' efforts and believe that a cwlete ERIS 
database could halp cqute the collection r&to and 
estimate revenuer from CEP audits. Our rmc-ndaticn on 
correcting IRS' dat8base8 will improve thr data that entu 
RRIS for these pur9omas. We also agree that deta from any 
1 yeu can skew the rata, which is why we computed the 
actual rate over a number of y8arP. 

APPEAJmS 

Appeals conducted its first Large Case Process Review in 1992 and 
the results of that review point up the need for some changes to 
the process. The Appeals review consisted of a representative 
sample of the Large Cases closed during 1992. We recommended 
changes to the process based on that review and have started our 
review of the 1993 case closures. The 1992 review established a 
baseline of information on the Appeals process. We intend to 
continue the reviews and to compare the results with the 
established baseline so that we can measure the impact of any 
changes made to the organization as a result of those reviews. 

The GAO report indicated that they had not reviewed the sampled 
issues for technical correctness. However, at a meeting held May 
5, 1993 GAO, representatives stated that their counsel had 
reviewed the 27 issues in their sample and found none that were 
technically incorrect. 

MO COWWEWT 32 We diEagree with IRS‘ arrsertion that GAO 
Counsel had found no technical problem8 with Appeals' 
mrttlamentm for the 27 dkputed i8sua8 we analyred. As 
stated in this report, mm attwted to evaluate -peals' 
l ettlamants but could not conclusively determine the 
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tmchnicrl corrmctnoam bmcaumr of ccawlmx law8 and I= tmm 
chiafm' di8cr8tion to mmttlm tax dimQutm8. wm cluifimd 
our final report to l lleviatm any canfumion (Sam D- 67). 

overall the report exhibits a misunderstanding of Appeals and the 
Appeals mission. 

GAO cowlmm 4: Wm da not bmlievm that our draft tmport 
mxhibitmd a mimundumtanding of Appmalm. Womvmr, wo 
addmd lurguaga in chaptu 4 to clarify our findhum and 
recommmmadation8. 

Some of the components in the Appeals process that are not 
treated clearly in the report are: 

o What constitutes "Official Service Position' within the 
meaning of the Internal Revenue Manual; 

aA0 co- 5: wo di8agrmm that our draft report did 
not elmuly dmfLnm .official mmrvicm pomition.' Our 
d+fiaition crmr from IRS manual*, and wm continua to 
usm that dmfinition (mem p. 71). 

o What the Appeals' mission is and where it comes from - 
specifically the code of Federal Regulations; 

UAO CO- 6: WI dimagrmm that thm &aft report did 
not clearly dimcumm nppmalm* dmmion. Wa citmd thm 
mimdon verbath from the IRg manual. Howmvu, we nrdr 
change8 in chaptu 4 to morm clearly dimcumm Appmalm* 
mhmion. 

o The difference between settling cases to "avoid 
litigation" and settling issues - based on the hazards of 
litigation - to reach a fair result; 

GAoc-7: Wm rmvimmd thm &aft raport to addrmmm 
IRS' conce~m over our characterization af the bamim 
for Appeals' 8attlantm (8~ pp. 66-69). 

o What precedential value the settlement of an issue does or 
does not carry. The report seems to indicate that 
settling an issue adds to the ambiguity of the tax law 
rather than simply reflecting the hazards inherent in that 
ambiguity: and 

GAO comatm 8: Our rmport acknowledged that thm 
Appmalms mttlmmeat8 munot rmmolvm thm ambiguity of 
tw law*. Wa have added language to clarify thm 
Rpracmdmntial value. of Appmalm’ mottlmmmata givmn 
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ambiguous tax laws (*mm pp. 64-65). 

0 Recognition that Appeals' mission and process were 
structured to accommodate the approximately 60,000 cases 
that the function settles each year - not just the 
approximately 300 CEP cases that are settled each year in 
Appeals. CEP cases need to be viewed in the context of 
the total Appeals program and the purpose of its mission. 

a&o COmabIT 9: IRS indicated that our draft raport did 
not clearly rocogdxm Appmalm r denion utd procmmm for 
about 60,000 non-CEP camma that it amttlra ranurlly. 
Wm acknowlmdgr this fact. our work for wrm thmn 2 
ymum ham dmalt only with CEP CaSeS. hrrtbmr, Appmalm 
already trmatm C13 cam** diffmrently. It l 8t8bli8hOd a 
moparatm Officm of Larva Camm to coordinatm work OIL 
appeals of large dollar rmOUlIt8 8Uch a8 thomm bY 
oorporation8. ThUS, wa maw no nemd to dimcumm how 
hppoalm COnSidmrS tax dimput by non-CSP tUqSayOI8. 
ti80, Wm found no baSi8 to SwpOrt the IN CitatiOA Of 
300 CEP Cammm clommd annually im kpp@alS. 

One of our concerns with the GAO report is an apparent 
misunderstanding on GAO's part of what constitutes "Official 
Service Position." It is important to remember that not every 
informal opinion of Counsel is the official Service position. 
Only published issuances, such as Regulations, Revenue Rulings 
and Procedures constitute official position. Counsel and the 
Assistant Commissioner Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations 
often provide informal advice on issues. These 'advisories" are 
not binding precedent or Service position. 

GAO COmmLuT 10: IRS again maid wm had a ~8Uadmr#t8nd%ng 
of what COnStitUtmS Official SO?WiCO ~SitiOllS and 
informal advicm. Am mentionmd rarl.imr (amm cent 5), wm 
dimagrae. Our MialySiS did not indUb infornul 8dViCm. 

It is important to recognize the "precedential" limitations of 
the various types of Service issuances. Technical advice deals 
with a specific case and the facts agreed to by both the 
government and the taxpayer. A Technical Memorandum represents 
the Service's determination of the tax effects of a specific 
taxpayer's transaction. It is not binding precedent for another 
taxpayer or transaction. A Revenue Ruling deals with a set of 
hypothetical facts and the law at the time the ruling was 
issued - which may have changed by the time another case raises 
the specific issue. Such distinctions weaken any analogy made 
from the published position to the case, and thus increase the 
hazards of litigation. 
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The statement on page 92 of the GAO draft report that Appeals' 
authority to deviate from Service position may improperly favor 
the taxpayers' position underscores GAO's fundamental 
misunderstanding of Appeals' authority to deviate from formal IRS 
position. Appeals proposes a settlement varying from Service 
position when the hazards of litigation increase the chance that 
the taxpayer's position would be more likely to be upheld by a 
court. 

a~0 m llr Wo disagree that our d.hcamrion on 
App*rlm' dmviatioa trw an official l aN&ze Po8ltion 
rmflacted I mimundmxstdng of hvpaalm. still, we 
rmvimmd our report (sma pp. 74-75) to mora Clearly 
recognirr that Apparl8 i8 not rmguirmd to follow offioiti 
mm~Ica pomitionm in rattling dimputad tu i~suam. 

The GAO draft report states that in five instances Appeals 
settled matters contrary to Service position without appropriate 
consultation with the National Office. We do not believe that 
this conclusion is correct. We have reviewed all five of those 
cases - and discussed them with the GAO. Four of them did not 
involve full concessions or were not contrary to official Service 
position. one of them may have arguably varied from a previously 
issued technical advice, however, even that situation is not 
clear. 

In the single case where Appeals might be open to criticism, the 
technical advice revoked a private letter ruling issued ten years 
prior to Appeals' action. The facts as presented for purposes of 
the technical advice being retroactive were not, in the judgment 
of the Appeals Officer, the facts as they were later developed. 
Since the technical advice denied section 7805(b) relief on facts 
that turned out to be incorrect or misleading, the Appeals 
Officer found that the revocation should be applied only 
prospectively. The legal merits of the technical advice were not 
at issue. 

QAO cm 12: IRS dimagreed that Appaalm rattled five 
camam contrary to IR8' official po8itionm without rmquixmd 
coordination, but it acknowlrdged that in oao of the 
camw, Ipgaalm may h oppm to criticim. Mtmr not 
reaching agrmmmmat on the fiva cams In dimcummionm nith 
Appaalm officialm through Decmmbar 1993, we bmlimvm that 
the confumion &out whether coordination -8 xmquirmd 
illumtratw thr nmmd for more internal coatrolm. 

Accordingly, wo refocumd our dimcursion. Instead of 
focusing on whmthmt I)gpaals should have coodirrated thm 
6dZtlUWlltS. wm concmntratmd on internal contralm am wmll 
am thm wpansion of caordiaation. IRS didnotagreoto 
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expand coordination to cover 8ubstantial conc+a8ion of 
i#8~08 8uppOTtmd by Official 8aNiCm pO8itiOn8. OW 
report now more fully di8cu88a8 the mrit8 Of thi8 
axpaa8ion (8*I 9~. 72-74). 

All Appeals decisions must be firmly grounded and supported by 
(1) the statutory authority and (2) by the delegated power to 
exercise an independent judgment to resolve interpretive and 
evidentiary disputes resulting from a complex tax system. The 
ability to render independent judgments is fundamental to an 
effective dispute resolution process. We are quick to note, 
however, that independence without a careful consideration of the 
merits of opposing views is never effective or appropriate for 
good tax administration. 

It is also important to remember the scope of what we do in 
Appeals. Last year, we successfully resolved more than 250,000 
issues in Appeals. The Large Case Program, while it does 
generate a great deal of revenue, covers, from a numbers 
standpoint, only one percent of the cases and issues handled in 
Appeals. Furthermore, the protocol for contrary-to-service- 
position settlement situations extends to all cases. Since a 
very large percentage of the issues in all resolved cases involve 
some compromise of some Service position, the GAO proposal, as 
written, would result in a lengthy delay. For these reasons, we 
feel the benefits derived from a mandated review of partial 
compromises would be outweighed by the negative impact on the 
perception of the independence of Appeals and the delays that 
would result from those reviews. 

oh0 co= 13; Wo brlirvm that Appaal8' Large Ca8e 
program i8 much more 8ignificant thaa 8tatmd in IRg' 
c-ntr. By fOcu8ing on tha numbu Of CaIe8, IRS 
UadrrCUt8 the ianportanco of the Large Car8 program. Othmr 
IFlS data on thr dollar value of the ca8a8 highlight their 
Lmportance. According to Appeals' data at thr end of 
fi8cal year 1993, it8 Officr of Large Ca8* l ccouated for 
jU.t 455 Of the 19.080 CI8a8. Ylt, the8a 155 Ca8a8 
con8titutad oval: $39 billion (85 percmnt) of $46 billion 
ia propo8ed deficiencies. 

h180, wm di8agr8e that coordinating 8ub8tmtial 
COtDX88iOll8 Contrary t0 Official 8ONiC@ 908itiOlh8 till 
CaU8a unnrcr88axy delay8 or infringe on hppoal8' 
indepandeaca. Our r8pOrt di8CU88a8 thi8 (8W 0. 76). 
Aleo, wa did not racmnd or imly that avary .partial. 
COnCa88iOll 8hould ba coordinated bmcau8e, a8 IRS 8tat88, a 
vary large portion of wary di8putmd i88ua i8 conceded to 
aa rxtant (see conmnat 12). 
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Appeals does not concede issues to avoid litigation as stated in 
the draft report. Appeals considers issues on their merits and 
settles them when necessary based on the hazards of litigation. 

aA0 c- 14: IRS raid Appeal8 doe8 aot concad* i88u*8 
to avoid litigation. we clarified this isma in our 
report (nmo conmanta 7 aad 11). 

EXAMINATION 

With respect to the measurement of success in the Coordinated 
Examination Program the report did not recognize that the Service 
is in the process of changing the measurement system used to 
monitor CEP at the national and regional levels. It also appears 
that GAO did not evaluate and the report did not address the 
activities of the seven Regional CEP Program Managers and their 
very active oversight of the program for all districts with CEP 
workload. The Regional CEP Program Managers, under the direction 
of the Executive Director, CEP, have actively assumed functional 
authority and management responsibilities for their programs. 
Just to provide some insight with respect to the measurements 
tracked and currently monitored by CEP, we offer the following: 

FY92 FY93 

Total Cases Closed 580 486 
Full/Partially Agreed 356 347 
Percent Full/Partially Agreed 61% 71% 
Settlement Authority Cases 
Settlement Authority Dollars $4594:22,447 $295,!:5,843 
Accelerated Issue Resolution 

Agreements: Cases 
Dollars $76::507,386 s551::43,343 

It should be noted that these numbers differ significantly from 
the limited percentages shown by GAO for only fully agreed CEP 
cases (FY90 - 3%; FY91 - 4.7%; and FY92 - 6%). In addition, CEP 
has significantly increased the percentage of agreed dollars at 
the Examination level from approximately 5% in FY90 to 11% in 
FY91 to 18% in FY92. 

GAO COmKmT 15: IRS 8aid our report ignorad it8 sow 
rtatistical moamure8 and maanuromoat nyntrm for C!ER. 
We did not review thwn becau8r wo focused oa the 
collection rate and they did not l xi8t whoa wm rtutad. 
We revind the taxt to mmntion IRS' sow mamuram uad 
ry8tmll (pp. 33-34). 

The IRS Isttrr cited 8tatirtic8 from thi8 8yrtom. 
B6cause the statistics did not rolatr to thr collection 
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rata, wm havm not ummd thmm, mxcmpt for thm pmrcmntagm 
of agrmrd dollar8 at the close of CEP audits for fimcal 
yearm 1990 to 1992. Howmvmr, wm found that thm 1992 
agrammmnt rat* warn 15 pmrcont (8mm p. 33)--not 18 
prrcont am citmd by IRS. 

The Regional Managers have ensured through their monitoring 
process that key issues which arise within their districts, are 
being addressed and that there are adequate resources to do the 
job. They continuously stress to district management the need 
for their involvement in ongoing risk analysis. Since 1990 more 
District Directors have become involved with CEP taxpayers in 
their districts. Continuous meetings have been held ever matters 
such as, record retention problems, delays in responding to 
information document requests, resolution of issues at the lowest 
levels, statute of limitations concerns and one stop service 
concepts. 

The Regional CEP Managers have been instrumental in coordinating 
concerns with Appeals and Counsel over the management of unagreed 
issues and have had significant overall involvement for a wide 
range of agreed issues. They have served as chairpersons on over 
ten major task forces involved with addressing the major concerns 
in the CEP Quality Improvement Project (QIP). Through their 
Assistant Regional Commissioners (Examination), the Regional CEP 
Managers have monitored travel and line item budget activities 
directly related to CEP and related programs. 

GAO CO- 16: Although regional CEP Paraagarm may 
have a rolm in CEP, our rurvmys and intrrvimwm with 
district officials mhowmd that district managmrr--not 
rmgiona1 managmra-had authority and accountability for 
cm. Further, CEP officials told IW that thry did not 
havm national rmeourcm information for CIP and that wm 
should contact thm dimtrictm (not rmgions) for it. 

GAO, for a fuller understanding, needs to review the final 
products and recommendations of these efforts.and interview the 
national chairpersons of the following CEP initiatives undertaken 
in FY91, FY92 and FY93: 

1. CEP Critical Success Factors, Standards and Measures 
Task Force. 

2. CEP Return on Investment Task Force. 

3. CEP Support Audit Task Force. 

4. CEP Voluntary Compliance Baseline Measures Task Force. 
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GAO's focus is on Recommended Tax and Penalty and Assessed Tax 
and Penalty. The Draft Report does not address Interest Assessed 
or Interest Collected. Interest is not included in the 
Recommended Amount from Examination. However, even given that 
interest represents the time value of tax and penalty owed, the 
amount of interest assessed and collected is significant and 
should be recognized. For example, ERIS reports that the 
interest collected on CEP closures (CEP Corporations $250 million 
and over) in FY 1991, FY 1992, and FY 1993 (partial year) was 
$4.241 billion. Consequently, an analysis of CEP effectiveness 
should include mention of the resulting interest assessed and 
collected. 

QAO CObmmT 19: IRS belimvoa that m should rmcognixo 
the intrrast collected on taxma rmc-ndad in audits. 
We agrre that tracking interest amounts CIII help 
project audit rovemeg. %ut m do not favor including 
intere8t amounts in eawutiaag the tucem collected from 
taxas reconmmndmd. Emcause C%P audit8 do * racozmand 
interest, including it would hroperly inflate the 
collection rats. 

OIL0 co- 17: we rmviemd all final reportm that 
wmra available on CID initiativms. A week after 
smnding it8 official c- tlr, I= still could not 
provido a final trport on CEP Voluntuy Co~&iance 
Baseline Ueasurme. Of the reports recdved. ‘(II 
uadrrstaad aad gonerally #upport them. 

GAO'S analysis included post closure abatements which can 
significantly distort the Assessed to Recommended ratio. 
Abatements, such as net operating losses and credits, have 
nothing to do with CEP effectiveness, and should not be 
considered in measuring CEP Assessed to Recommended ratio. ERIS 
data does not include abatements. 

CuLo CO- 18: We agree that our collection rate 
included postclomurm abatemmntr l uch am Balm 8114 other 
clainm . Our report *xplrinmd that we had to include 
thus becausr IRS' databares did not account for thorn.. 
Furthor, %:RIs officials told ~8 in Dacembar 1993 thrt 
the LRIS database alao dams not recount far factore 
such am NOLs. They could not tall UR thm l ffmct that 

guch factoru have on the collmction rat.. Our 
rrcwndation on corrmctiag IRS* databamem will help 
to idmntify thsra factor8 go thmy cannot akm the rata 
one way or the othmr. 
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Rma~onao to Rmnort Rocwndrtion 

ChaDter 2 Recommendations: 

Recommendation 1: 

Use a 22.1 percent collection rate when estimating the additional 
tax revenues expected from CEP audits until more reliable 
information becomes available. 

Response: 

See comments under General Concerns. 

In their report, GAO uses the 22.1 percent COlleCtiOn rate as a 
catch all not only for estimating revenue but to measure 
effectiveness and productivity in the Coordinated Examination 
Program. We do not aaree that the collection rate, as used by 
GAO, should be used as the sole measurement of CEP effectiveness 
or productivity. 

GAO co- 20: IRS raid our rmport vimwmd tbr collmction 
rate an the way to l stiaatm rmvmnuo uul the 8olm moaaurnat 
of CEP l ffmctivmnm8m or productivity. Wm intmndmd nmithmr 
connotation. We clarified our ret-ad&ion on wing the 
collection rate (8*0 comrmnt 2). Rowmvmr, our rmport has 
envisioned the collection ratm am oram of many mmuures. 

Collection rates do not measure CEP effectiveness or CEP 
productivity. GAO acknowledged that Net Operating Loss and 
Credit Carrybacks as well as post closure abatements distort the 
recommended tax to collected tax ratio. Despite this distortion 
they continue to assert that it should be used to measure CEP 
productivity and effectiveness. These abatements, which in the 
CEP can be significant, have no role to play in measuring the 
efforts of the examination team. More accurately, the correct 
measure of effectiveness and productivity is the ratio of the CEP 
tax and penalties assessed (agreed at the examination stage or 
sustained in the Appeals and litigation process) to the amount of 
tax and penalties recommended. 

Events beyond the control of the Service (NOLs, post closure 
abatements and claims} should not play a role in measuring the 
success of the program. Despite GAO acknowledging in the report 
that these items influence the collection rate, the report 
discounts or ignores these factors and continues to stress the 
collection rate for measurement purposes for virtually all 
objectives. The report needs to reflect properly the importance 
of the collection rate for budget and resource purposes but it 
needs to make clear that it alone is not a proper measurement for 
effectiveness and productivity. 
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OAO co- 211 IRS suggamtrd that ua banarad 
postclosure abatamants much am WOLm and that tb*8+ 
factors should not play a role in mraruring CLP. WI 
diaagrmr for reasons discussed in comwnts 1 ad 19. 
WI bmlimve that IRS murt corract itm databa8a8 SO that 
those factorr cmnnot skew tha rate. We ala0 Qimagrer 
that Dostcloauro claims have no role in maamuring CIP 
audits. Clam filed with tha Claims Court and 
District Court havm a role if thry involvmd CLP audit 
rarultn. 

Wm agram that mtbom (if not the only one) CorL+ct 
measure of CEP rffectivemsm and productivity is the 
rata at which CRP-rmcormP+ndrd taxes and penaltiw arm 
ammmammd after appaalm and litigation {ama cBntm 2 
and 20). ha our &aft diwummad, this im our 
definition of thr collaction rata. 

Finally, IRS again said wm vimd tha collection rata 
as the only measum, ad the rata dora not mma8ura CrP 
rffactivenrma or productivity. 1s dircumrrd l ulier, 
wa diaagrar (ma comment.8 2 and 20). We agree that tha 
collection rate ia iqortant for budget and rmmurem 
purporms. 

In footnote 1 on page 36 and again on page 53 of the draft 
report, GAO states that the IRS estimated it collected 44.5 
percent of the taxes recommended from CEP audits. This is 
incorrect and needs to be removed from the report. This 
percentage is used in estimating the revenue that would be 
generated from a resource initiative and reflects the amount of 
the recommendation that ultimately would be assessed on large, 
non-CEP cases with assets greater that $250 million. We have 
not, and would not, use this. number in any estimate of the 
collections that would be realized from CEP work. 

GAO COmIEm 22: we have mado changer (see pp. 30 and 
34) to rapresent more clearly IRS* affortr to l Btimat+ 
CfP-related revenuas. 

Since Fiscal Year 1991, the Enforcement Revenue Information 
System (ERIS) has tracked CEP closures from Examination and 
Appeals/Chief Counsel, including each of the following elements: 

Original Recommended Tax and Penalty or Agreed and Partially 
Agreed CEP Cases; 

Unagreed Recommended Tax and Penalty on Unagreed CEP Cases; 

Tax, Penalty and Interest Assessed; and, 
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Tax, Penalty and Interest Paid. 

ERIS data (FY 1991, FY 1992 and FY 1993 to date) are more 
accurate than those used by GAO (FY 1983 to FY 1991) and are 
therefore more indicative of current CEP accomplishments as well 
as more reliable in predicting future accomplishments. ERIS can 
be used to estimate collections for future years. The accuracy 
of these estimates will be significantly improved as the ERIS 
data base expands. 

ERIS data include significantly fewer pre-1987 CEP cases than 
does GAO's data. The problem with using the older pre-1987 CEP 
case information is that it does not reflect the 1986 Tax Reform 
Act changes nor the effects of the implemented CEP changes. Thus 
some of the GAO recommendations are predicated on data that no 
longer are representative of the CEP. 

QILO CO- 23: IRS said its ERRIS data arm more 
accurate and indicative of thm currant CIP. IrOlE 
xmamonm dimcusmmd in ccaument 2, wa dimagrrr for thm 
moat part. IRS al80 said ERIS data axa mrm rmliablm 
for rmvmnum l stimatms, which will *rovm aa ERIS 
l xpaudm it8 datahaaa d bmcamms mDrm coqalmtm. 
Although um c-o+ ymt cwnt on ERIB’ rmlirbility, w 
agrom that such esthatmm will hrovo am ERIS bmcamws 
more complrtm. Finally, for rmasonm dimcussrd in 
cmnts 1 and 2, wa dimagree that IRIS data usm 
sianificantly famr prm-1997 CEP cammr and that our 
raconmmndation8 rmly on data that no longa rmflact 
CIEP. 

Recommendation 2: 

Correct the factors in IRS' databases that caused the CEP 
collection rate to be understated or overstated (i.e. net 
operating losses and refund claims after settlement) and use the 
corrected results to estimate CEP tax revenues. 

Resnonse: 

Much of our response to Recommendation 1 above, is also 
appropriate here. We continually update the parameters in the 
Interim Model, which we believe is the most accurate way 
currently available to estimate collections. 

We agree that the collection rate is a viable concept for 
application to the budget and resource process. The Service has 
established a system (ERIS) to provide collection rate 
information. The system has not been in place long enough to 
collect the necessary data and we have resisted reporting any 
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accomplishment data for CEP in collected dollars until it can 
provide additional data. 

aho COmsEwT 24: We agraa that thr collection rata is 
applicable to the budget and r+aouxce allocation 
procam. wa also agree that ERIS haa not been in place 
long enough to cozwuta aa actual collection rate (also 
l ee c-nts 2, 20. 21, and 23). 

We also have a task force working to establish appropriate 
Voluntary Compliance Baseline Measures for the CEP. The 
methodol.ogy used is very simil.ar to the one employed by GAO. 
Extracted data from the Business Master File, Master File Tax 
Return Accounts and our own in-house Management Information 
System (CEMIS) are utilized to track CEP returns from filing 
through Examination, Appeals and Counsel for ultimate sustention 
and recovery rates. Baseline measures will be computed on a 
semi-annual basis and returns will be tracked from filing year 
1981 forward. This system will provide management with 
information to assess program effectiveness. 

CUO CW 25: XRS acknowlr&g~d that it is using a 
methodology similar to ours as -11 as the 8amr 
databaaas to devslcp the ultimate rmcovory ratm across 
IRS functions. Thi8 mamure approximatam our 
dafinition of tha collection rata; currently, IRS' 
recovery rate only tracks how much rrcommndsd tax 
under appeal im grecovermdg after mottler&. IRS said 
it will use this ultimatr, IRS-wida meaauro to assess 
CR9 l ff8ctivmems. We agre8, which ia why we have 
rmcormrrndrd that IRS track the collection rata (a.8 
collmants 2, 20, 21, 23, mad 24). 

Recommendation 3: 

Examine a sample of skipped CEP returns and use the results to 
re-visit the policy to not audit a significant portion of CEP 
returns filed annually and to adjust the tax gap estimate. 

Resaonse: 

We do not aqree that such a study should be initiated. Al though 
such a study could provide useful information for improving our 
tax gap estimates, resource constraints preclude our undertaking 
such a study at this time. Furthermore, for the following 
reasons we believe that such a study would have little benefit in 
regard to CEP administrative practices and policies. First, the 
audit coverage rate for CEP corporations was far greater than any 
other taxpayer category from 1983 through 1991. Second, each CEP 
return filed receives an in-depth review by a case manager and 
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skilled examiners to determine its audit potential. This review 
process incorporates a l'risk analysis" which is a process where 
mathematical models are employed. It is based on experience, 
judgment, and objective analysis of the return data. Overall the 
analysis considers the potential benefits and utilization of 
resources. This recommendation would cause unnecessary 
additional burden on taxpayers with minimal additional tax 
assessments. 

GAO CO- 26: IRS diaagrood with our rocoamnndad 
teat of itr policy on not auditing all C16P raturn8. 
IRS acknowlrdgmd that much a study would ha useful hut 
im prmcludmd by ra#ource constraints. We ackaowladga 
thame pointm but l imly want IRS to chock it8 
aammtion about not auditing all CIP returns. Wa havm 
rmvisrd our rmcolmundation8 accordingly, lrttiag IM 
deci& how to test the aaswtion (aam p. 40). 

Further, IRS maid it audits a highmr portion of C6P 
returnm than other typrm of rmturnm. whilm true, IRS 
doas not audit about one-quarter of CLP rmturnr. 

Recommendation 4: 

Examine in greater depth a sample of audited CEP returns and use 
the results to adjust the tax gap estimate and to evaluate the 
cost-effectiveness of doing this fuller audit. 

Response: 

We do not agree that such a study should be initiated. While the 
project suggested would provide information for improving our 
large corporation tax gap methodology it is important to note 
that these types of studies are low priority items because of 
very real resource constraints. Depending on the depth of such a 
study, it could impose a significant burden on both taxpayers and 
the IRS. It should be noted that Research and CEP have recently 
attempted a very small scale project similar to the one 
suggested. Although the results from the project may have 
limited usefulness for improving the tax gap methodology because 
the 13 cases studied were not selected randomly, the project was 
undertaken to gather information about the effect of expanding 
the scope of and the time spent on CEP audits. We will be 
examining the information and results from this project in 
greater detail during the development of our updated and revised 
corporation income tax gap estimates. 

GAO COlaaNT 27: IRS opposed our rmeommondation to tamt 
itm assumption about doing more in-depth audits of CL? 
ret-s because of concmma about resourcam and 
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budalw. We acknowlrdgm thaw concams and an ploamrd 
that IRS ham recmtly mtartd math a to8t OCI a ~~11 
mcala. We baliwe it is rea8onmblm to chack this 
r8mnqption ior much an Mortmt program a8 CEP. 

Chapter 3 Recommendations 

Recommendation 1: 

Give the CEP Executive Director line and budget authority down to 
the district office level. 

Response: 

We do not agree with this recommendation. This same concept was 
proposed by the formal CEP QIP in FY90. However, the feedback 
from Regional Commissioners, ARCS Examination, and Regional 
Counsel expressed concern that the adoption of this 
recommendation would not deal with the root causes of the 
problems identified by the CEP QIP. 

Their response indicated that implementation of this 
recommendation would create other significant operational and 
managerial problems. They also stated that the National Office 
has responsibility for establishing policy and oversight, and 
that responsibility should not be diffused to line management 
over CEP at the regional and district levels. During FY94, the 
Service is continuing to implement major organizational changes 
at both the regional and district levels. based upon extensive 
studies conducted during the past two fiscal years. This 
recommendation is in conflict with the recommendations in those 
studies. 

aA0 co- 288 IRS oppored our recwndation in 
caatnlieing CIP to 8cmm oxtent. We believa that our 
rocarmrandation in lam8 l ncompa8ming than IRS 
l nvi8ioned. Our report aCknoorldga8 potential problomm 
with centralization and clarifies the lim&ted scope of 
our reccumeendation (8ea 9~. 45. 50, and 60). 

Recommendation 2: 

Ensure that CEP’s revenue agents receive adequate training on the 
industry they specialize in as well as on tax laws and basic 
auditing skills such as standards of evidence. 

Response: 

We auree with the above recommendation. Training is an integral 
part of the development of our examiners and is a cornerstone of 
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CEP initiatives. The Executive Committee Decision Document 
stated "the Service must act to set up the very best training it 
can afford for Examination, Appeals and Counsel personnel 
involved in CEP cases. Training should be cross functional to 
ensure that all personnel have a common base of understanding 
from which to develop Service positions on CEP issues." 

During FY91, the Executive director, CEP convened a task group to 
make recommendations on improving the process of funding, 
planning and delivery of quality CEP training. A final report 
was approved and issued in September 1992. 

We are currently in the process of implementing a new educational 
approach entitled "Corporate Education", which is a restructured 
all encompassing approach to training. It provides for career- 
long education for all employees. The Service recognizes that 
every employee must acquire and demonstrate a portfolio of 
skills/knowledge to fully perform the job. We would welcome the 
opportunity to provide GAO with a complete overview of our 
Corporate Education effort. 

Recommendation 3: 

Expand the measures of CEP productivity to include the percent of 
recommended taxes that is ultimately collected. 

Response : 

Refer to our response to Chapter 2, Recommendation 1 for greater 
detail. The collection rate ultimately is not the proper tool to 
measure productivity. 

GAO throughout their report wants the Service to use the ultimate 
collection rate to measure program effectiveness and 
productivity. We do not believe this is an appropriate measure. 

QAO co- 29: IRS aaid that our draft regort viwu¶ 
the collection rats an the ultimate moasuro of CEP and 
that this ratm should not bo used. We airagree for 
redeons ai8cus8ea in comments 2, 20, md 23-25. 

For example: An examiner recommends $100 in taxes which the 
taxpayer agrees to and pays. The collection rate is 100%. If in 
another example the taxpayer pays $100 in taxes and files a net 
operating loss carryback for $75 in taxes (assuming it is 
allowable and results from an economic downturn) the $100 
deficiency is reduced to $25. The collection rate is now 25% 
Were both examinations effective? Was the examiner in the first 
scenario more productive than in the second scenario? 
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GAO co- 31: IRS said um ignored its nmw CIIP 
mmamurmm ovmr the last 3 years. Wm did not focus on 
therm amamurem, givma our collection ratm objective. 
we have, howmvmr, acknorlrdgmd IRS* new -amurmm am 
dimcummmd in conmmnt 15, 

GAO has made only casual reference to the Peer Review. However 
much of what GAO is recommending comes from our Peer Review 
recommendations. Our Peer Review process has been in place for 
three years. During each Peer Review, teams of experienced CEP 
managers, examiners and specialists perform in-depth reviews of 
closed CEP cases to measure issue development, audit competency 
and procedural accuracy. We have now compiled the results of the 
three reviews as a baseline. The reviews covered approximately 
150 examinations compared to the 12 studies GAO performed during 
their review. 

GAO CO- 32: IR8 maid n made only casual rmfuencm 
to its pemr rmvimwm, whosm reomnt rmccsunmndatfonm arm 
similar to ours. IRS imlimd that its pmar rmvimw 
rmmultm on 150 audit cases are a bmttmr basis for any 
r-c-ndmd chmagrm to CIP than oux 12 casm mtudirm. 

Even though the collection rate dropped from 100 percent to 25 
percent in the above examples, were either of the examinations 
less effective or productive than the other one? The answer is 
obvious, no. GAO needs to revise their report and clarify their 
inferences about the collection rate. It does not and should not 
be used to measure CEP productivity or effectiveness. 

ah0 co- 30: IRS' l xam~lr i-lies that IRS would 
use the collection rate to l valuatm individuals. We 
oppomm this use. Our report ham neither reconmsndad 
POX *lied that the rate be used to evaluate 
individuals or audit tmauu. Iamtmad, wm vimwmd the 
ratm am an IRS-wide mramurm. In fact, our report hmm 
used a l imibr r-l- to illumtratm the IRS inability 
to srparatm UOL claimm from other ammrmmuntm on its 
databammm, lmading us to rmconmnnd that IRS correct itm 
databases. Also, IRS opposed using the collection 
ratm. wm continue to support the rmtm (mmpmcially when 
IRS is trying to develop it) for reasons stated in 
c-at8 2, IS, 20, 21, 23-25, and 29. 

GAO ignores the statistical indicators and critical elements 
adopted by the CEP in the last three years. We believe these 
indicators truly measure our productivity. Some of which include 
the percentage of agreed cases and dollars, use of Delegation 
Order 236, Accelerated Issue Resolution, cycle time and last but 
not least our Peer Review process. 
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Now on p. 56. 

VW agram that our work and IRS' pamr reviews involvad 
many of the l - ~ah~aama and nc~ndatfona for 

CEP . we citr reaulta trcas IRS* parr rwiows md other 
atudima that rmlata to our raccmaandationa. Ma IQ, 
tha baaia for our r+coamandationa goma boyond IRS' pmrr 
review8 and our 12 came studira am diacuaamd in c-at 
1. 

Using the Peer Review results and our other statistical 
indicators and critical elements to measure productivity and 
effectiveness is far more meaningful than the ultimate collection 
rate. 

Recommendation 4: 

Modify CEP's policy to allow revenue agents to rotate among 
corporations in the same industries to the extent possible. 

Response: 

We aqree with this recommendation when circumstances permit 
keeninu kev team coordinators, team members and sDecialists - _ 
within the same industries. However, CEP does not have 
sufficient resources for travel expenses that would be incurred 
on extended assignments of our personnel in multi-state 
locations. We believe we can improve our examiners' knowledge of 
various industries through improved training and use of the 
industry specialization program related to their assignments. 
The Executive Director of CEP has devoted numerous efforts to 
improve the industry training of our personnel, including joint 
training initiatives with various industry organizations and the 
effort of the CEP Training Task Force. We have also expanded 
joint training efforts by including our professional stakeholders 
such as TEI and ABA. 

Recommendation 5: 

Issue regulations or propose legislation to strengthen IRS' 
ability to obtain needed data from CEP corporations during the 
audit. This effort should include an evaluation of the pros and 
cons of the 3 options for obtaining needed data, as GAO discussed 
on page 79. 

Response: 

We agree that the proposal by GAO needs to be thoroughly 
examined. The Executive Director, Office of Coordinated 
Examination Program, will establish a work group during FY94 to 
evaluate the pros and cons of this GAO recommendation. It should 
be noted that in recent responses to the Service regarding tax 
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penalty administration policies, various tax professional groups 
discouraged the further expansion of legislative penalties as 
enforcement tools in tax administration. 

Chapter 4 Recommendations 

Recommendation 1: 

Establish controls to ensure that CEP teams have an opportunity 
to review new information provided by the taxpayer during the 
Appeals process. 

Response: 

We agree with this recommendation and, in fact, identified the 
problem in the Appeals Process Review Report published January 
15, 1993. A recommendation was made as part of that report to 
strengthen current IRM procedures which we hope will solve the 
problem. 

Recommendation 2: 

Require Appeals' supporting statements to clearly identify when 
relevant national office guidance exists, whether it was 
followed, and, if not, why. Also, eliminate the exceptions for 
coordination based on (1) concessions less than 100 percent and 
(2) an official's opinion that the facts of the case are 

materially different. 

Reswonse: 

We asree that Appeals Officers need to discuss all relevant 
authority so that the basis for settlement can be evaluated by 
Appeals management, Examination and other independent reviewers 
such as the Joint Committee on Taxation. However, the rule for 
settling issues contrary to Service position requires only that a 
full concession of an issue contrary to official Service position 
need to be coordinated with the National Office. That rule 
should not be changed. The courts consider Revenue Rulings and 
Technical Advice memorandums to be the opinion of the Service. 
They may and often do choose to ignore the opinion of the Service 
in deciding an issue. 

GAO co- 33: IRS a@r+ed with our rmc-ndation on 
dircusaing tha bash for mgralm’ mmttlmmmata hut not 
cm coordinating l bmtantial cancrm#iona of immes 
mupportrd by official suvicm pomitions. wm still 
recanmnand coordination for substantial concmsianr for 
rmasona discussed in coramnts 5 and 10-13. 
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Recommendation 3: 

Better balance incentives in the Appeals process by (1) expanding 
the measures of Appeals' success to include the present of CEP 
recommended taxes that are collected; (2) resolving more 
recurring tax disputes by proposing legislative changes or, as a 
last resort, litigating more; (3) deleting the phrase "without 
litigation" from the Appeals' mission statement; and, (4) 
requiring a CEP official to attend Appeals' conferences with CEP 
corporations, or at least the initial ana final conferences if 
attending all of them becomes burdensome. 

Response: 

we do not aaree with recommendation part (1). TO include in the 
management objectives of Appeals a goal that measures the amount 
of tax collected strikes at the heart of the Appeals mission. 
GAO pointed out in their draft report that having an 85 percent 
agreement rate in Appeals' objectives has, at a minimum, created 
the perception with Examination that settlements were less than 
they might have been because of Appeals' attempts to meet the 
goal. Appeals eliminated that stated objective 5 years ago 
because they had the same concern. 

CEP taxpayers and their representatives might well have the same 
perception from the opposite point of view. That is, that 
Appeals is measured by the amount collected and, therefore, 
Appeals is more concerned with recovering tax than being fair and 
impartial. 

The "measures of success" for Appeals have already been expanded 
to include an analysis of our recovery rate. Recovery rate, at 
this time, is a comparison of the deficiency and penalty 
recommended by Examination to the deficiency and penalty agreed 
to after Appeals' consideration of the case. Appeals continues 
to look at the definition of recovery rate in order to capture a 
meaningful and accurate measure of Appeals on the amounts 
assessed. The Appeals' annual business plan for FY 94 includes 
an analysis of both the recovery rate and the sustention rate 
(the sustention rate is the percentage of adjustment sustained in 

Appeals, rather than the percentage of tax - it is measured on an 
issue basis). 

The Chief Counsel Large Case briefings - held at least twice a 
year since 1990 - have also focused in part on the low sustention 
ma recovery cases. The lowest cases were regularly analyzed in 
an attempt to identify and understand the reasons for the low 
amounts. The idea is to identify issues or other systemic 
problems causing low rates. 
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However, the analysis called for in the business plan and the 
case analysis in the briefings focus on specific issues and cases 
rather than the overall percentage for the organization. we 
think that approach is approm-iate: but broad clOals or measures 
of success based on a recoverv rate are dangerous. 

Qao COwBraT 34: IRS opposed using the collection rata 
as a mramr* in Appeala. IRS said that this nmamua 
would #trike at Appeals ' dsgion and that Appeala 
rliminated a goal to settle 85 percent of its ca8es 
brcaurra of the problema it created. 

For reasona stated in earlier comments. wa continue to 
favor applying thm collection rata acroem IRS' 
functions--including Appaalr--particularly when IRS is 
developing a collection rata and appeals i8 uming thr 
racovmry rate. We addad taxt teea pp. 67-69) to 
addreos IRS’ concerns and clarify our reasoning. our 
report almo addrrmma hppealel 85-percent sattlemmnt 
goal. Although Appeal6 eliminated it, the eattlamant 
rate increased to as high as 93 percent in fiscal yaar 
1992 * Regardleas, we view the collection rate au 
simly one maa6ure-- not the overriding goal. 

Although IRS ums the recovery rate, IRS raid broad 
goals or measures baaed on the recovery rata are 
dangerous . we agree, which is why wa vimd tha 
callaction rats aa one of many measures and not a6 a 
goal. 

We agree in vart with part 2 of this recommendation. The tax 
laws are complex and they often need to be simplified to clear up 
areas of controversy. The Internal Revenue Service (with Appeals 
as a participant) regularly recommends changes to the tax laws. 
The Chief Counsel now has a Special Counsel (Legislation) whose 
job is to facilitate the exchange of ideas between the Counsel 
branch of the Service and Congress. 

On the other hand when legislation is not feasible, litigation 
may be necessary to resolve disputed interpretations of the law. 
Though costly and often unpredictable, litigation may produce the 
necessary clarification. 

MO COlmErm 35: IRS agreed that litigation may bm 
naceeeary to clarify +6x law. We agree but revimmd our 
report to dowuplay the extent to which IRS ghould 
litigate to clarify tax laws (pp. 64-65). We much 
prefer clarifying tax laws through legialativm action 
because of the costs and risks of litigation. 
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We do not aqree with part 3 of this recommendation. Deletion of 
the phrase "without litigation" from the Appeals mission 
statement is not necessary and indeed it seems to conflict with 
GAO's prior recommendation that litigation be used as a "last 
resort" to resolve issues. Using litigation as a last resort, we 
settle most of the cases, trying only those that might set a 
precedent in an area of the tax law that is particularly 
confusing. Settlements never set a precedent or clarify the law. 
They reflect the ambiguities in the law and the effect those 
ambiguities would have on a court decision if the issue were 
tried. So Appeals settlements do not add to the ambiguities - 
they just reflect the ambiguities that already exist. 

The Service currently has a procedure for bypassing Appeals if 
Counsel thinks a case should be tried. This procedure - 
designating issues for litigation - has existed for many years. 
It allows the Service to identify key issues in specific cases to 
be tried - and it prevents Appeals from settling those issues. 
So the mechanism already exists and has been used to limit the 
settlements in Appeals where litigation is needed. 

GAO c- 36: IRS disagrrrd with deleting the pbrmea 
gwithout litigrtion~ from hpprals' miasi011 wtatmnt. 
Our report rmcogaimes that Agpoals' mission ia to 
settle-not litigatr--caron. ir a result, \I+ brliovad 
thin phrasr warn redundant. 111~0, bmcausm Apperlm dams 
not litigate, deleting this pbramo would not conflict 
with the prwious reconuwxlation on m litigating am a 
lamt resort to clarify tax law (ma* cwnt 35). 

To avoid confusion, we drlrted thin fra our 
rrc-ndation. Irmtaad, wa POW dircurr tha naed for 
IRS to #how more willingnomm to litigatm. wa bmliovm 
that IR8 puta itarlf at a disadvantage by litigating so 
few CEP cams and could u8m tha IR$ procaduro for 
bypa8dng Appulm in chooming cuam to litigsto. Wo 
8till dimcumm tha downsides to litigation, math am tha 
added caste, burdenm, and riakm for IRS, the couxtm, 
and corporationa (am pp. 68-69). 

The mission statement is written for all of Appeals - not just 
the Large Case Program. Appeals overall disposed of over 60,000 
cases last year - most of them agreed. The tax courts decided 
about 1500 cases. If Appeals did not settle the vast majority of 
cases, the courts would soon be over run with work. 

Finally, Appeals does not concede issues to avoid litigation as 
stated in the report. We want to make it clear that Appeals 
considers issues on their merits and settles them when necessary 
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based on the hazards of litigation. Appeals does not concede 
issues simply because we do not want to try the case. Appeals 
does not try cases. Settlements reflect our assessment of the 
litigating hazards. If the taxpayers and Appeals can not agree 
on a settlement based on a reasonable assessment of the hazards, 
the taxpayer may initiate litigation. 

We think it is important to keep in mind that it has been, to 
this point, the government's general policy to allow taxpayers to 
resolve their disputes without litigation whenever possible. 
Only under fairly narrow circumstances has it been the 
government's policy to force litigation. This option to settle 
has become part of the process that is expected by taxpayers. 

GAO c- 37: IRS l ald -ma18 amt l mttlo ~~8.8, 
judging tha hrmardm of Utigrtion, to avoid burdmming 
the courts--not to avoid litigation. Wo c1arifL.d thim 
point k.n thm rmport mm dimoummmd l arlior (ccaramt 7). 
IRS also pointrd to its genrrrl 9olicy to rllow 
tmxpaymrm to cboomm to mettlr disputes in A99*rZs 
r8thor thma litigrtr. wa favor thim policy hut still 
hmlimve IRS must mhow IWB~ williagnmsm to litigmtr iOr 
the xommox~m bimaummrd in cwnt 36. 

GAO's figures indicate a "collection" rate on tried cases of 
35 percent. While that figure does not agree with previously 
published recovery rates for recently tried Large Cases, it still 
reflects significant hazards to the government when cases are 
tried. Remember, cases that are tried have been fully developed 
and represent the government's best attempt to win the issue in 
court. 

QAO c- 38r IRS questioned a 3%pmrcent collection 
rata that )I+ cited for litigated CID cmsmm. We bid SO 
to couatar m opinion of an IR8 official on litig8tmd 
cases lmving 8 lowor collrction rite. Recaus* n PO 
longer dimcumm that opinion, n domplaymd dimcummion 
of tha 35-percent rate, *VIP though it is accurate. 

We do not aaree with part 4 of this recommendation. We feel that 
bringing the Examiner into the conference will often upset the 
settlement atmosphere depending on the level of contention 
between the examiner and the taxpayers. The two parties do not 
agree - otherwise they would not be in Appeals. Forcing them 
back together may only aggravate the situation. Appeals does not 
have the authority to decide cases - like a judge or arbitrator - 
and so the Appeals representatives may often end up as referee. 
Even professional mediators separate the parties when they are 
trying to gain concessions from one or both. Concessions are 
often more easily granted when the parties are not in each 
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other's presence. 

GAO COlmEwT 39: IRS raiamd concerns about bringing CEp 
officiala into Appral8' meetinga with CEP taxpayers. 
we expanded our dimcummion of these concerns and 
rmviasd our roe vdation. Our work indicated a naed 
for CLP officials to have mora opportunities to react 
to new facts from corporafionm. Thus, we now favor 
giving cEp official8 one la8t chance to review all new 
intonuation in the context of Appaals' srttlement--just 
before it is finalized (awe pp. 69-71). 

We do agree that Appeals needs to listen to both sides so that it 
can make a fully informed decision about the relative merits of a 
particular issue. But we do not need to do that simultaneously. 
We already require that new information presented at the 
conference be returned to Examination pursuant to IRM 8628.712). 
We have also made changes to the process (1991) to require a 
meeting on all Large Cases between Appeals and Examination before 
the Appeals hearings with the taxpayer begin. We wanted to 
ensure that Appeals fully understood Examination's position on 
the issues. Examination has the opportunity to fully explain its 
position - beyond what is stated in the Revenue Agent's Report 
and Appeals has an opportunity to discuss the issue with 
Examination. The FY92 Process Review for Appeals confirmed that 
these meetings are being held. 

The Service also mandated a post-closing conference between the 
functions and encouraged continuing dialogue following the pre- 
conference, The Process Review indicated that the post closing 
conferences were not being held all of the time. The results of 
the Appeals process are being conveyed to Examination through the 
continuing dialogue that exists following the pre-conference 
meeting. 

There are occasions when Examination is invited to attend an 
Appeals hearing. But this is left to the judgment of the Appeals 
Officer. To mandate Examination's attendance at Appeals 
conferences would often create more problems than it solves. 
Appeals would, therefore, prefer to keep Examination's 
participation discretionary. With the increased communication 
created by the Pre and Post conferences, coupled with the proper 
feedback of new information to Examination, we think the process 
will be both fair and effective for the taxpayer and the 
government. 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON REPORT TEXT 

GAO criticized Appeals for not revealing to the Joint Committee 
the full explanation and authority behind a particular decision. 
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The issue involved was a rollover from a previous cycle. The 
previous Appeals Case Memorandum had fully discussed the issue, 
was attached to the report sent to the Joint Committee, and the 
GAO was told that it was - and acknowledged that this was 
correct. Knowing that the full explanation they desired was in 
fact given to the Joint Committee, the GAO nevertheless had 
included this criticism in their draft report. 

aA c- 40: IRB mid m had not fully dircuamd an 
Appralm' rmttlwt in m camm rovimwmd by X!T. Wm 
dbagr8m. War did wm rckaowl~m that -ml8 attachmd 
a full l xplanation of thm technical rdvicm to the Ca8m 
mrar0 for thm ymU8 Of OUr CI8ti 8tuby. amd8’ CI8m 
ILWIWD had no rrfrrmncm to thm tmchnicrl advice. we da 
not bmlimvm thnt rmfmrrins to ca8m mmmo8 for l ulimr 
tax ymu8 notifim8 SCT, or any rmdmr, ahout that 
tmzhnicr1 advicm. Wm belimm Ilppma18g rocont mamu 
8hould havm 8hown that (1) 8mttlmmmnt w&8 contrary to 
thi8 tmchnicrl advice, which the audit tam followed; 
and (2) an m8plmaation of thm technicrl advicm wa8 
attached to wm18‘ l ulimr C18m -8. II@ clarified 
our concm~8 with thi8 c18m in thm rmport (8mm p. 71). 

Either GAO should clarify the statements that "IRS officials 
believed that if voluntary compliance had improved, CEP- 
recommended taxes would have decreased' (p-4 and elsewhere) or 
remove them entirely. This statement is an oversimplification 
which is likely to be misinterpreted. Improvements in voluntary 
compliance do not necessarily imply a reduction in additional-tax 
recommended. If "true" tax liability increases each year (as it 
generally will even if only because of inflation), voluntary 
compliance can improve even if taxes not paid voluntarily and 
taxes recommended increase. Furthermore, voluntary compliance is 
only one of many factors influencing taxes recommended. 

GAO CB 41: IRS mid to dalmt8 or clarify am IRS 
official'8 8tatmnt mbout CLP tam rac~ndmtion8 
docrra8inp if voluntary colpliurcm incroa8md. Wm hrvm 
furthrr rcknowlmdgmd othar frctorlr that could mxplrin 
my inCrma8m8 in tha CleD tax rmC~ndrtiOll8 (8.m pp. 
36-37). 

Throughout the report there is a reference to the Appellate 
function "conceding' tax issues. The correct phrase should be 
"compromising". TO concede suggests that we are giving up 
completely on an issue. In most cases we feel we are 
appropriately compromising the proposed taxes at less than the 
amount proposed by examination on the basis of litigation hazards 
either factual or legal. 
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aA0 co- 4a: IRS said the phrasa mcOncedingm was 
incorrect. Wm disagree. Since our raviow started over 
2 year8 ago. IRS ofticiala have reterred to a leee- 
than-100~percant su8tentfon of an iusue a8 a partial 
COnce88iOll. Al80, the Internal Revenue ranual (1R.M 8 
(14) 40) retera to 8ettlement8 in favor of the taxpayer 
a8 partial or full conce88ion8. 

The report also fails to recognize the importance of our 
Appellate function in the tax compliance system. We are of 
course faced with the limited resources of the judicial system in 
disposing of contested cases. While some increase in the 
productivity of the judicial system can be expected the total 
number of cases being audited could quickly overwhelm the courts 
but for our current settlement system. 

QAO c- 43: We believe that the report recognized 
the importance of Agpeale. We have further 
acknowledged ite imortence throughout chapter 4. 

Many areas of the law are turning to "alternate dispute 
resolution" systems. For 60 years the Service has had a system 
to dispose of cases without the need for litigation. The bulk of 
our cases developed by the examination function have been 
resolved to the satisfaction of the taxpayers by appeals officers 
without the costs and delays surrounding the litigation process. 
In other words if we did not have the Appeals function today we 
would be forced to invent it. While we agree that there are ways 
to improve the system we should not lose sight of the importance 
of the Appeals function to tax compliance. 

While we appreciate the aspiration that the tax law should be 
clear enough that dispute resolution does not rely on the 
negotiating skills of Service personnel we doubt that such a 
system is achievable in the foreseeable future. 

Finally, we think that it is unfortunate that the Joint Committee 
on Taxation, whose Refund Counsel reviews a significant portion 
vf the IRS Appeals Large Cases that are closed each year, did not 
participate in this CEP study. 

GAO cm 44: IRS 8aid it wa8 unfortunate that JCT 
did not participate in our 8tudy. We agree. If JCT 
had participated, a8 requested, our work in Appeals 
might have been expedited and refined, particularly on 
the technical correctness of settlements. 
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